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ABSTRACT

In this study, I argue that the cult of the artist centered on memorial making. From
the Quattrocento through the Seicento, the growth in the size and number of memorials
for artists parallels the changes that took place regarding the social class, professional
position, and economic privilege of practitioners of the three main visual arts, painting,
sculpture, and architecture. Similar to portraits, self-portraits, personal emblems, and
signatures, tomb effigies and epigraphs were a type of construction of identity that
articulated similar notions, serving as a form of popular praise and as a way to preserve
one’s memory for posterity. Moreover, tombs for artists existed in the public sphere on a
grand scale, reaching larger audiences and thus having a greater cultural impact.
Additionally, in tandem with contemporary art theory, tomb making became a tangible
outlet for the paragone of the arts and for comparison against each other. The funeral
ceremony functioned not only as a communal display of local pride but it also served as a
vehicle for constructing artist-patron relationships and a way to promote the profession.
The faculty to fashion artistic ties through the public spectacle of the funeral and the
permanent medium of the memorial proved to be particularly essential for the newly
formed art academies in regard to group identity and professional bonding.
Publicizing the unification of the three arts was a key concern for the academies,
especially in regard to decorating communal burial sites and devising group insignia. The
display of emblematic imagery in addition to the erection of inscriptions that link the
artist to his master on the tomb memorial became a palpable way to formulate an artistic
pedigree for that particular artist and for that associated community of artists. The early
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art companies in central Italy—I Virtuosi al Pantheon in the 1540s in Rome, the
Accademia del Disegno in the 1560s in Florence, and the Accademia di San Luca in the
1590s in Rome—were founded with the intention to properly bury their members.
Moreover, for members, establishing ties to Raphael and Michelangelo, who received
unprecedented burials, were hailed as symbolic figureheads for the academies, and were
venerated as “artistic saints,” lies at the center of sixteenth-century memorial making for
artists.
For some in the profession, as was the case for the followers of Raphael, being
buried near their capomaestro solidified real or desired connections. The display of what
was believed to be Raphael’s skull in the seventeenth-century Roman Academy exhibits
the new regard for the artist. The physical being of the artist came to be an object charged
with meaning, similar to a holy relic, bringing new meaning to the concept of the “divine
artist.” For others, viewing the miracle of the unmarred corpse of Michelangelo, their
padre delle tre arti, upon the opening of his coffin after it arrived in Florence, left a
lasting impression. By exploring the panegyric following of Raphael and Michelangelo
with a focus on tomb memorials, this dissertation explores what is meant by the phrase
the “cult of the artist,” especially in relation to these two masters. In doing so, this study
synthesizes and weaves together otherwise disparate sources in order to elucidate a better
understanding of the idea of the artist during the Early Modern period in Italy. As it
proves, honoring the artist through the creation of memorials was the principal way to
publicly pay tribute to those in the trade and provided a new type of artistic camaraderie.
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CHAPTER 1
PROMOTING THE ARTIST AND ENDORSING THE ARTS

Introduction

“His second life—his fame—will be subject
neither to time nor death; it will endure forever.” 1

These are the words of Pandolfo Pico della Mirandola reporting the news of the
death of Raphael to Isabella d’Este in April 1520. By this time, visual authors had fully
entered the realm of the uomini famosi and the cult of the artist was in full force. The
admiration of Raphael, for example, illustrates the change that began around the midQuattrocento. Michele Savonarola commented on the enhanced cultural interest in
humanism and honoring successful individuals: “these famous men who were not saints,
but who in their great intellect … deserved to be added to the saints.” 2 This observation,
as applied to painters, sculptors, and architects, pinpoints the central theme of this study.
Great artists at this time benefited from an elevated social and professional status, and
were revered and honored by colleagues and patrons alike for the first time since Greco1

Eugene Müntz, Raphael: His Life, Work, and Times, trans. Walter Armstrong (Boston:
Longwood Press, 1977), 498. Müntz provides a translation of this letter as cited in the Gazzette des BeauxArts (1872), 364. See also Buddensieg, “Raphael’s Tomb,” 10 n. 4. The letter is dated April 7, 1520. See
also John Shearman, Raphael in Early Modern Sources (1483–1602) (New Haven: Yale University Press,
2003), vol. 1, 575, document 1520/17, for the full original text in Italian, which includes the quoted phrase:
“ma seconda, ch’è quella de la Fama, la quale non è subietta a Tempo, nè a Morte, sera perpetua.”
2
Jacob Burckhardt, The Civilization of the Renaissance in Italy, 2nd ed. (Oxford, Phaidon: 1981),
91 as quoted by the Paduan Michele Savonarola in 1550.
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Roman antiquity. This dissertation seeks to define how certain artists were placed in the
category of such “famous men,” and what is meant by the phrase “the cult of the artist.”
More importantly, it aims to explore how they were honored in the public forum and the
visual evidence that supports this notion. In considering various types of literary and
existing monuments, this study seeks to synthesize various approaches and bring together
a wide range of otherwise disparate sources.
The artists themselves were responsible for their societal transformation. Many
early modern painters and sculptors expressed pride in their vocation and skill by
producing self-portraits and portraits of fellow artists that highlighted imagery or featured
inscriptions emphasizing artistic ascendancy. The concept of making a mark, signing
one’s name or inscribing a personal insignia, became a standard way to claim authorship
and, in a subtle way, construct a self-commemoration. Like portraits and signatures, tomb
effigies and epigraphs articulated similar notions, serving as a form of popular praise and
as a way to preserve one’s memory for posterity; moreover, they entered the public
sphere on a grand scale, reaching larger audiences and thus having a greater cultural
impact. Prominent tomb memorials eulogized the individual artist, promoted the
profession, and often reflected outside interests; they now serve as examples of the
Renaissance contemporary fascination with the artist and his extraordinary capabilities to
create. The desire to honor renowned artists, and to establish and honor their fame,
peaked during the mid- to late-sixteenth century upon the death of central Italy’s two
most famous men, Raphael and Michelangelo. Subsequently, a prevailing interest in
establishing ties to these two artists arose; as a new type of professional camaraderie
emerged, and artist corporations formed, a significant change in burial practices occurred.

2

The concept of establishing fame—the afterlife of the artist—is the primary focus of this
dissertation.
Artists’ funerary monuments and the cultural environment in which they were
conceived and viewed have never before been considered together as a meaningful group
in English. 3 For the artist, it became essential to be remembered and memorialized as an
accomplished artist; the death of a talented artist served as a reason to commemorate not
only the deceased, but also to celebrate the vocation. Early Renaissance funeral
memorials for artists, for the handful that exist, were usually made according to the
patrons’ wishes; a revolutionary change took place during the early sixteenth century
when some artists gained enough clout to take it upon themselves to design and
commission their own tombs. The apex of the self-designed memorial occurred during
the middle of the seventeenth century with the efforts of Pietro da Cortona, who desired
to renovate an entire church, Ss. Luca e Martina in Rome, in order to house his tomb.
Within the framework of memorialization of artists during the Early Modern
period in central Italy, a special emphasis is placed on the two Cinquecento giants:
Raphael and Michelangelo. While the personal lives, interest in the arts, and selfpromotion to establish renown of these two artists could not have been more different,
their stories parallel each other nonetheless. Both artists came to Rome to work under the

3

See Gesa Schütz-Rautenberg, Künstlergrabmäler des 15. und 16. Jahrhunderts in Italien: ein
Beitrag zur Sozialgeschichte der Künstler (Köln: Böhlau Verlag, 1978). Schütz-Rautenberg’s dissertation
written in German in 1970 and published in 1978 as part of a Dissertations in Art History Series is not
widely available. Her study is informative but outdated and broad, outlining artist tombs in Italy from the
Quattrocento and Cinquecento. Other significant studies on memorials for artists offering a broad overview
include those by Irving Lavin and Francis Ames-Lewis which focus on the Quattrocento, and are cited
throughout below. Joan Stack’s dissertation on Vasari’s art and commemoration during the Renaissance,
and Elizabeth Healy Dube’s thesis also on commemoration during this time are worth mentioning, and are
cited below. This dissertation expands on the topics discussed by these scholars by exploring how the new
social status is expressed in public monuments dedicated to artists, and how it relates to the cult of the
artist. It also considers how artistic competition and camaraderie are articulated via the memorial.
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pontificate of Julius II, both served as head of the fabbrica of St. Peter’s Basilica, both
achieved a high social status and immense fame during their lifetime, and both were
“divinized” by their followers upon their death. The concept of the divine creator
circulated in humanist literature well before the time of Raphael, the notion typically
applied to poets. Alberti appears to be the first to take up the Vitruvian analogy of the
creator of the universe as a divine architect and apply it to the role of the painter, writing,
“any master painter…will feel himself another God.” 4 A few outstanding visual artists
were praised as such during the Quattrocento: Brunelleschi stands out as the earliest
example, hailed for his divine ingegno on his monument from the 1460s in the Florentine
Duomo, which alluded to his otherworldly capabilities in design. This was a popular way
to praise the artist in life and in death. Raphael especially was hailed for his divine genius
and talent after he died, Celio Calcagnini writing in an epigram, “Divino urbanas hauserat
ingenio.” 5
A few select artists were considered divine during their own lifetime beginning
with Leonardo, who was called divine by Raphael’s father Giovanni Santi, also a painter,
in his Chronicle from the mid-1490s. 6 After Ludovico Ariosto’s poem Orlando furioso
jested with Michelangelo’s name referencing his angel-like capabilities in 1516
(published in 1532), the epithet “Il Divino” subsequently became his best known
honorific; 7 upon Michelangelo’s death in 1564, he was referred to as “divinniss[imo],”

4

John Shearman, Mannerism (Harmondsworth: Penguin Books, 1967), 48 from Della Pittura

(1435).
5

Shearman, Raphael Sources, vol. 1, 547, number 1520/77 from 1520.
Rona Goffen, Renaissance Rivals: Michelangelo, Leonardo, Raphael, Titian (New Haven: Yale
University Press, 2002), 46 n.34. Per Goffen, for Giovanni Santi’s letter to Duke Guidobaldo see Renée
Dubos, Giovanni Santi: Peintre et chroniqueur à Urbin, au XVe siècle (Bordeaux: “Samie”, 1971)).
7
Goffen, Renaissance Rivals, 120. Ariosto in Orlando furioso, XXXIII, ii, wrote, “Michel, più che
mortale, Angel divino.” Per Goffen see, Clark Hulse, The Rule of Art: Literature and Painting in the
Renaissance (Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 1990). For further discussion on Michelangelo’s
6
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the most divine by an anonymous letter writer who attended his funeral. 8 Raphael was
labeled divine during his own lifetime too, and like Michelangelo, his followers
venerated him upon his death in 1520, elevating him to “sainthood.” Raphael’s tomb,
made much earlier than Michelangelo’s, was the first large-scale monument erected to
honor an artist. Mantegna had previously, and unprecedentedly, designed a chapel for his
burial which he began before his death. Raphael’s monument differs in that it had more
impact and was carried out by his followers after his death. The night of Raphael’s death
before burial the next day, a makeshift memorial was made in his studio, the unfinished
Transfiguration used as a backdrop. 9 One cannot resist thinking about the suggestion this
made, whether intended or not. Instead of the body of Christ at the altar, Raphael’s corpse
was on the table, creating a provisional site of worship. Mourning Raphael, and
Michelangelo, provided a devotional focal point for their devotees, resulting in the
formation of a new kind of fraternal camaraderie. The burial accounts of these two artists
in particular mark a change in the way the artist was honored upon death. This, in turn,
affected the manner in which successive artists in their artistic realm desired to be buried:
not only did those working directly under or with them seek to benefit from connecting to
their fame post-mortem, but so did those living several generations later. To be buried
near Raphael or to make a connection to Michelangelo became the fashionable way for
artists to be remembered in central Italy as will be shown in this study.
epithet, see Aileen Wang, “Michelangelo’s Signature,” Sixteenth Century Journal 35 (Summer 2004): 471–
472
8
Biblioteca Nazionale Centrale, Firenze, Magliabechiano XXXVIII, 115 125r. For a full
transcription see Rudolf Wittkower and Margot Wittkower, The Divine Michelangelo: The Florentine
Academy’s Homage on his Death in 1564 (London: Phaidon, 1964), 144.
9
Giorgio Vasari, Lives of the Most Eminent Painters, Sculptors, and Architects, vol. 2, trans.
Gaston Du C. de Vere (New York: Harry N. Abrams, 1979), 913. Unless otherwise noted, this is the
English translation consulted. See also Le vite de’ più eccellenti pittori, scultori e architettori, nelle
redazioni del 1550 e 1568, edited by Paola Barocchi and Rosanna Bettarini, testo IV (Florence: Sansoni,
1966), 210. Unless otherwise noted, this is the Italian version consulted.
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While elevating the artist to a type of otherworldly standing was new to the Early
Modern period, the desire to achieve lasting recognition was not. Yet, during the
Renaissance, a new “thirst for fame,” to use Jacob Burckhardt’s description, is
apparent. 10 Although his discussions are limiting in some ways, Burckhardt correctly
observed a noticeable increase in the desire to attain and secure celebrity status. 11 This
phenomenon is distinct to the period, especially in regard to the inundation of the erection
of “temples of fame” to pay tribute to great men. 12 As Sarah Blake McHam has shown, a
trend arose to publicly celebrate their culture’s “favourite sons.” Famous literary authors
such as Livy, Pliny, Virgil and Ovid were honored with large-scale commemorative
monuments. 13 A shift became apparent as a new idea of the uomini famosi, related to
those in recent history, was established. With similar intentions, many Florentine
Quattrocento poet-scholars were commemorated with honorary memorials after their
death. In fact, those for contemporary literary artists, Pico della Mirandola, Angelo
Poliziano, and Marsilio Ficino for example, were more elaborate in size and decor than
most of visual artists at the time. 14 Like the humanistic trend to pay homage to writers
and poets, memorial making became an essential means for honoring the Renaissance

10

Burckhardt, Civilization, 91.
Ibid., 93.
12
Ibid.
13
Sarah Blake McHam, “Renaissance Monuments to Favourite Sons,” Renaissance Studies:
Journal of the Society for Renaissance Studies 19, no. 4 (2005): 458–486.
14
Pico and Poliziano’s plaques in San Marco and Ficino’s monument in S. Maria del Fiore were
larger and more prominent than any other painter, sculptor, or architect’s in the city to date. Ficino died in
1494, and his effigy, carved by Andrea Ferrucci, was erected in 1521. Paralleling the phenomenon related
to visual artists, humanists during the Cinquecento began to receive more prominent burials as well. Paolo
Giovio, for example, was honored with a monument made by Francesco da Sangallo in the cloisters of San
Lorenzo in Florence. This act of burial in the Medici church combined with the placement of their family
stemma quartered on his own impresa, show Giovio’s prominent social standing and exceptional closeness
to the Medici. See Dorigen Caldwell, The Sixteenth-Century Italian Impresa in Theory and Practice
(Brooklyn, NY: AMS Press, 2004), 3.
11
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artist, celebrating the individual, expressing local pride, and serving as a means to
advertise the academies.
While the three visual art trades, painting, sculpture, and architecture, vied
amongst themselves in the paragone, the comparison of the arts, namely sculpture and
painting, they unified under the auspice of the first art academy, the Accademia del
Disegno formed by Vasari in Florence in 1563. 15 With this founding and unification of
the three arts of design, they officially assumed their place with the liberal arts by being
put on par with poetry, placed firmly on the same plane as their fellow literati. 16 During
the late seventeenth century, in an affirmation of this achievement, the Accademia di San
Luca in Rome used a quotation from Horace, making it their motto; it became part of
their official emblem during the early eighteenth century and was displayed in their group
burial chapel of Ss. Luca e Martina. The Augustan poet Horace wrote "Pictoribus atque
poetis; quidlibet audendi semper fuit aequa potestas," meaning that both painters and

The literature on the Accademia del Disegno is vast. See Zygmunt Waźbiński, L’Accademia
medicea del Disegno a Firenze nel Cinquecento, 2 vols. (Firenze: Olschki, 1987); and Karen-edis Barzman,
“The Università, Compagnia, ed Accademia del Disegno” (PhD diss., Johns Hopkins University, 1985);
“The Florentine Accademia del Disegno: Liberal Education and the Renaissance Artist,” in Academies of
Art Between Renaissance and Romanticism, ed. by Anton W. A. Boschloo, 14–32 (Gravenhage: SDU
Uitgeverij, 1989); The Florentine Academy and the Early Modern State: The Discipline of Disegno
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2000); “The Accademia del Disegno and fellowships of
discourse at the court of Cosimo I de’ Medici,” in The cultural politics of Duke Cosimo I de’ Medici, ed.
Konrad Eisenbichler, 177–188 (Aldershot: Ashgate, 2001). See also Chapter 8 below for a discussion and
more bibliography on the Compagnia et Accademia del Disegno.
16
For a few overviews of the status of the visual arts as a liberal art, see Paul Oscar Kristeller,
“The Modern States of the Arts: A Study in the History of Aesthetics. Part 1,” Journal of the History of
Ideas 12 (1951): 513–517; Richard Krautheimer, “The Beginnings of Art Historical Writing in Italy,” in
Studies in Early Christian, Medieval, and Renaissance art, ed. James S. Ackerman and Richard
Krautheimer, 257– 273 (New York: New York University Press, 1969); and Rudolf Wittkower and Margot
Wittkower, “Introduction: From Craftsman to Artist,” in Born under Saturn: The Character and Conduct
of Artists: A documented History from Antiquity to the French Revolution (London: Weidenfeld &
Nicolson, 1963), 1–16. For a more recent study, see Claire Farago, “Classifications of the Visual Arts in the
Renaissance,” in The Shapes of Knowledge from the Renaissance to the Enlightenment, ed. Donald R.
Kelley and Richard H. Popkin, 23–48 (Dordrecht, Boston, and London: Kluwer, 1992). See also below for
a discussion on the status of the artist.
15
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poets have equal license in regard to everything, and are on equal footing. 17 During
antiquity many visual artists were regarded as highly as literary authors, and this shows
the notion revived during the Renaissance. Artists as celebrity figures were the norm in
ancient Greece and Rome. Pliny the Elder’s discussions about famous artists reveal much
about their status, as they were praised not only for their artistic skill but also their wit.18
From the little evidence that survives, it seems that some artists from antiquity received
notable burials. The Roman sculptor Novius Blesamus’ tomb, as the epigram states,
sought to establish honor for his name. 19 This concept—making memorials for posterity
and establishing lasting fame, in addition to showing pride in oneself—was at the heart of
memorial making for Early Modern artists too.
By considering tomb trends to venerate artists in central Italy, this study addresses
the significance of Raphael and Michelangelo’s monuments as well as those made by
their devotees, both contemporaries and succeeding generations. The funeral memorials
erected by their followers in response to the monuments of these two masters reveal a
shift in the nature of burial practices. Memorials made during the second half of the
sixteenth century place an emphasis on camaraderie, or sometimes competition, as in the

17

Horace Ars Poetica II 9–10. For more on this topic, see Rensselaer W. Lee, Ut pictura poesis:
The Humanistic Theory of Painting (New York: W. W. Norton, 1967).
18
See Pliny the Elder Natural History Book XXXV.
19
Albert Dietl, Die Sprache der Signatur: die mittelalterlichen Künstlerinschriften Italiens
(Berlin: Deutscher Kunstverlag, 2009), 105. The sculptor’s tomb states:
Hic olim statuis urbem
decoravit et orbem
nomen habet populous
corpus at hic tumulus.
During antiquity, in addition to signatures and self-portraits, grave epigrams of various celebrated
craftsman assisted in the attainment of this goal. As recent studies elucidate, their medieval followers saw
in the act of creation a way to achieve immortalization as well. For a study on tombs of two sculptors in
ancient Egypt, see Norman de Garis Davies, The Tomb of Two Sculptors at Thebes (New York, 1925).
Also, the architect Imhotep was deified upon his death and received a grand funeral and tomb.
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well-known case of Baccio Bandinelli, who sought to make a Pietà for his tomb to
outshine the one Michelangelo had made for himself. 20 Notwithstanding competitive
examples such as this, there was an overall solidarity of the visual arts: the desire to
properly honor colleagues was a driving factor behind the formation and goals of the first
two artist corporations in Italy, the Compagnia dei Virtuosi al Pantheon in Rome and the
Compagnia et Accademia del Disegno in Florence. 21 Promoting the profession as a
unified whole for the three main trades, painting, sculpture, and architecture, was a new
concern. Vocational bonding, especially centered on Raphael and Michelangelo, whose
followers venerated them long after their death, proved to be one of the main motivators
in memorial making in sixteenth-century central Italy as this study will demonstrate.
One of Giorgio Vasari’s principal concerns was to preserve the memory of artists
in his good grace. The designs surrounding the drawings in his collection, the Libro de’
Disegni, as well as the engravings commencing each of the 1568 biography in Le Vite de’
più eccellenti pittori, scultori, ed architettori, are meant to look like memorials. 22 Vasari
believed that through his visual and literary efforts, the memory of each artist would
prevail; the majority of his biographies conclude with a discussion of how the artist was
venerated at death, and, for those with no memorial, he imagined his writing serving to
fill that void. He likely knew, or hoped, that his efforts would, in turn, elevate his own
standing.

20

See Chapter 5 below.
See Chapter 8 below.
22
See Joan Stack, “Artists into Heroes: The Commemoration of Artists in the Art of Giorgio
Vasari,” in Fashioning Identities in Renaissance Art, ed. Mary Rogers, 163–175 (Aldershot: Ashgate,
2000). See Chapter 3 for further discussion.
21
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Moreover, the eminent position given to Vasari as organizer of Michelangelo’s
funeral and director of the creation of his memorial was a point not missed by Duke
Cosimo I, who when writing Vasari about the occasion through his secretary, pointed out:

His Excellency vastly enjoyed the description of the most unusual
obsequies for the divine Michelangelo which you sent him…Do not
become vain even though the glory is all yours, but live joyfully…
[it will] bring you honour and immortality so that you will keep the
same wonderful companionship with Michelangelo in Heaven that
you kept with him among mortals. 23

Vasari’s interests in the affair were manifold and his interests in promoting famous
Tuscan colleagues, and placing himself in their company, had been previously manifested
in his decorations for his homes. The interiors in both Arezzo and Florence feature
artists’ portraits and place an emphasis on the importance of fama, for them and him,
made clear by the personification of Fame placed in the center of the ceiling in the room
now known as the Chamber of Fame in Arezzo (Fig. 1.1). 24
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Wittkower, The Divine Michelangelo, 25, from a letter written from Cosimo by his secretary
Bartolommeo Concino as cited in Karl Frey, Der literarische Nachlass Giorgio Vasaris, vol. 2, ed. Herman
Walter Frey (Munich: Müller, 1930), 89.
24
See Liana Cheney, The Home of Giorgio Vasari (New York: Peter Lang, 2006), for the
Chamber of Fame, Arezzo, 29–30, 90–99 and Sala Vasari, Florence, 43–46, 158–162. For additional
literature on Vasari’s homes and their painting cycles, see Fredrika H. Jacobs, “Vasari’s Vision of the
History of Painting, Frescoes in the Casa Vasari, Florence,” The Art Bulletin 66 (1984): 399–416; Juerg
Albrecht “Le case di Giorgio Vasari ad Arezzo e a Firenze,” in Case d’artista: dal Rinascimento a oggi, ed.
Eduard Hüttinger, 75–92 (Turin: Bollati Boringhieri, 1992); Maia W. Gahtan and Philip J. Jacks, “Vasari’s
Allegorical Imagination,” in Vasari's Florence: Artists and Literati at the Medicean Court, ed. Lesley K.
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There seems to be an expectation now, during Vasari’s time, for great artists to be
recognized with durable large-scale memorials. Moreover, the Accademia del Disegno’s
founding intentions beyond its commitment to training in disegno, drawing, were devised
to offer community support for burial. 25 Its articles state that all members should receive
proper burial at death; the Academy also kept a record of where one could find the tombs
of all of its members. 26 Vasari desired to create a memorial for himself and his family
too, constructing a monument in the Church of Santa Maria della Pieve in Arezzo,
transferring the bones of several family members there. 27 Unfortunately, the memorial is
no longer there but the altar has been moved to the church of the Badia in Arezzo. 28
Furthermore, artist corporations began to take on the duties of burying and
honoring their fellow artist comrades. In the tradition of confraternities, the Compagnia
dei Virtuosi al Pantheon in Rome initiated during the reign of Pope Paul III in the 1540s
and the aforementioned Compagnia et Accademia del Disegno in Florence founded by
Vasari under the auspice of Duke Cosimo I in the 1560s initially banded together to pay
respects to fellow artists who could not afford their own burial rites. The Cappella della
SS. Trinità (now called the Cappella di San Luca) at SS. Annunziata in Florence and the
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Cappella di San Giuseppe di Terra Santa (now the Cappella dei Artisti) in Santa Maria ad
Martyres in Rome served as communal and shared burial spaces for artist members. The
Accademia di San Luca followed suit: after Cortona reconstructed Ss. Luca e Martina for
his own memorial in the late 1630s, the church became a depository for burials for
members of the Academy. 29
Singular artists were honored by such institutions and Michelangelo’s death
provided the perfect occasion for the new Medici-sponsored Accademia del Disegno not
only to pay tribute to the master, but also to publicize its formation the year prior.
Michelangelo’s unprecedented funerary celebrations in July 1564 extolled him as the
padre delle tre arti del disegno, father of the three arts. 30 His sculptor’s mark of three
overlapping circles was adapted and prolifically applied to the funerary imagery, both the
ephemeral catafalque in San Lorenzo and the subsequent permanent monument in Santa
Croce, to stand for three laurel crowns of victory, one for each art. 31 Fra Giovanni da
Montorsoli also applied the insignia and the symbolism of the three arts in the program of
the burial chapel for the Accademia at SS. Annunziata. 32 The triple rings, and related
symbolic connotations of three, were used later to promote the academies in both
Florence and Rome. It was informally adopted by the founding members not only to
signify the triple mastery of Michelangelo, but also to endorse the alliance of the arts with
which they themselves associated. Federico Zuccaro, founder of the Accademia di San
Luca in Rome in the 1590s, appropriated Michelangelo’s mark and expressed the concept
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of disegno as the father of the arts in visual form in the interior decorations of his home. 33
While the late sixteenth century was a time of heightened religious awareness in dealing
with imagery, secular subject matter praising the profession proliferated in both private
and public spaces, exposing the veneration of a new trinity for the accademici: le tre arti
del disegno.

The Status of the Artist, Artist-Patron Relations, and the Birth of “Art”

This discourse is by no means a comprehensive discussion on the status of the
artist; instead, the following section seeks to draw attention to specific issues that assist in
explaining how and why artists began making memorials for themselves during the late
Quattrocento, a trend that became common practice during the next century. By the turn
of the fifteenth century, a shift had become apparent in how society functioned regarding
the conceptualization and commissioning of artwork, as well as in the way artists viewed
themselves. In order to understand the phenomenon of the change in the social status and
in the concept of professionalism, which is evident in tomb making, one must understand
the larger picture. Break from the mandatory guilds was the first essential step in the
professionalization of the visual arts, an issue fought early on by Brunelleschi who
refused to pay dues. 34 A century later, Pope Paul III finally exempted Roman sculptors
from jurisdiction of the guild, no doubt influenced by Michelangelo’s resistance, proof of
33
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his artistic authority and his own ascension to aristocratic eminence. 35 How an artist
agreed to receive pay was also a clear indicator of the augmentation of self-perception of
the time and additional evidence revealing the transformation of the trades. Once when
collecting his salary from Piero Solderini at the bank, Leonardo was paid in small change.
Leonardo supposedly declined, retorting that he was “no penny painter.” 36 The “pennypinching” patron should certainly have been mindful of how to deal with his artist: when
Agnolo Doni did not want to pay Michelangelo the seventy ducats he owed, he offered
forty. Michelangelo’s response? If he wanted it now he would now have to pay double
the price! 37 Stories told by other biographers exhibit similar conceits about the
transformation of the artist-patron relationship: Charles V supposedly bent down to pick
up Titian’s fallen brush. Carlo Ridolfi relays:

It is said that when Titian was working on a portrait of Charles V he
dropped his paintbrush, which the Emperor picked up. At this, Titian
knelt before him, saying, ‘Sire, a servant of yours does not deserve
such an honour’, to which Charles replied ‘Titian is worthy to be
served by Caesar.’ 38

These are perhaps the highlights of these (tall) tales that propagated the idea of the new
self-asserting artist. Despite that these anecdotes were highly embellished they tell us a
35
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lot about how popular culture viewed and accepted the new status of the artist. Vasari’s
biographies, for example, were after all, dedicated to one of the most prolific living
patrons, Cosimo I de’ Medici. The duke and Vasari, as it seems like Pope Julius and
Michelangelo, and Charles V and Titian, had a communicative, prolific working
relationship, as Vasari held the title of the grand duke’s first artist and architect. The
rhetoric of Vasari’s discussions about the nature of commissions, which recalls Pliny’s
stories told about Apelles and Alexander, discloses the new artist-patron rapport. 39
Moreover, they shows that this viewpoint was well established and accepted, even by
powerful, prominent benefactors who assumingly would be reading the text printed in
1550 and again in 1568.
However, before this new artistic perspective, as Vasari and some of his
contemporaries viewed it, some patrons were forced to see their artist as an equal, not just
as a hired hand. Isabella d’Este learned a lesson on commissioning “do’s and don’ts”
through trial and error with her dealings with some of her artists; the process of art
patronage was much more fruitful when viewed as such; her fastidious-by-then-oldfashioned demands placed on the creative process resulted in not getting some artworks
for her studiolo. She hampered Bellini’s style in their first encounter, pleading in a letter
for a second commission, “we leave to you the responsibility of conceiving the poetic
invention.” 40 She knew to be less demanding when working with Leonardo a second time
too, saying she would let him choose his subject, although no commission came from the
discussion. 41 The Venetian Pietro Aretino, close friend of Titian, took a less forceful but
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equally persistent approach; he tried to woo Michelangelo through countless letters that
lavished praise, but he was also left high and dry. Michelangelo was more annoyed than
flattered. 42 Now, if a patron desired to acquire a work for his collection, especially by an
artist held in high regard like Raphael or Michelangelo, saying ‘please’ and ‘thank you’
was an essential part of the process. Unless perhaps you were the pope: Paul III
apparently waited a lifetime to rise to papacy so that he could not only command
Christendom but also call the otherwise hard-to-hire Michelangelo to his service, which
despite protests, he managed to do. 43 If you were not a powerful patron connected to the
pontificate or the like, then you were not likely to win over either a commission by or a
work of art by Raphael or Michelangelo, especially toward the end of their lives when
their service and works were in high demand. Despite this, at this time in their careers,
which yielded a surplus of money and the option to set aside free time for art making,
both artists tended to favor their friends and acquaintances when producing artwork,
Raphael painting a portrait for Baldassare Castiglione and Michelangelo gifting drawings
to Vittoria Colonna, for example. 44
The professional self-governance that these two Cinquecento giants achieved was
a century in the making. The self-assertion and self-promotion of the artist began during
the early to mid-fifteenth century. In addition to art writing promoting the artist, the
visual evidence is plentiful: the augmentation of the number of prominent self-portraits
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and signatures speak volumes about this new direction. Moreover, new energies were put
toward endeavors to raise their class standing such as attaining noble titles and owning
prominent homes, writing autobiographies and biographies of fellow artists, and seeking
advanced education and discussing art theory. 45 Beginning in the Quattrocento, many
artists sought to intellectualize their trade, making it not only a task of the hand but also
an activity of the mind. Knowing, and importantly showing, knowledge of ancient art and
literature, science and anatomy, and math and perspective became a central aspect of
redefining the profession and aspiring to make painting one of the liberal arts. Including
Latin and even Greek inscriptions in artwork, especially when signing one’s name, was
also a way in which artists displayed their studia humanitatis. This put them on par with
the literati and in many ways with their aristocratic patrons. If one wanted princely
patrons, one had to play the part of the courtier, a role in which Andrea Mantegna,
Raphael, and Vasari, for example, excelled. 46
Art writing conferred more praise upon the artist and reflected a proliferation of
abstract thinking, becoming more theory-based and less instructional. In Alberti’s Della
Pittura from 1435, he stressed that painting was a noble pursuit and painters should be
versed in such subjects as history, poetry, and math. 47 Ghiberti, in I Commentarii from c.
1450, discussed similar notions; significantly he was the first artist to write and publish
an autobiography. 48 This stands out as a turning point for the self-awareness of the artist
because it exposed an aggrandizing assessment of himself as a sculptor. It paved the way
45
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for sculptors of the next century, of whom—Bandinelli, Cellini, Michelangelo (through
Ascanio Condivi, and Vasari in his second version)—also sung their own praises in
autobiographical form. 49 They each designed or made arrangements for their own tomb
as well. By the mid-fifteenth century, artists had become uomini famosi and according to
Ghiberti, on equal ground with the humanists. The artist as educated, even scientific,
became more the norm by the end of the century, Leonardo calling himself pittor
anatomista, painter of anatomy, in his notebooks. 50 He believed sculptures could not
represent certain effects of nature such as color, light, and atmosphere; therefore it was
the lesser of the two. After the artist’s death, Leonardo’s assistant, Francesco Melzi,
compiled his scattered thoughts on the paragone into Tratto della pittura. Although it
was never published, Clare Farago, who has recently completed new translation of it now
called Il Primi Parte of the Codex Vaticanus Urbinus, believes that because its contents
were extremely influential, later art writers must have had access to it or notes on it. 51
With the on-going paragone and the competitive drive in the art world, great
strides were made in the field leading to creative innovations. The paragone spurred a
new type of competitiveness, even though Quattrocento sculptors such as Ghiberti and
Filarete often sided with painting. In his painting treatise, Alberti also argued for painting
although he did give equal treatment of the arts by writing about each art; the pamphlet
De Statua was published in 1464 and is brief and technical. In Della Pittura written three
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decades prior, he argues that painting is a dignified profession as part of his effort to
elevate the painter and the status of the visual arts in general. 52 In an attempt to further
argue for painting as a distinguished art it was pitted against sculpture, the more laborintensive trade. For Leonardo too, sculpting was manual and dirty leaving the maker
looking more like a baker, covered in dust. 53 Interestingly though, Leonardo, as Alberti
also had, wrote that the purpose of a painting is to appear like a relief regarding modeling
and chiaroscuro. 54
Cinquecento sculptors attacked back: the Venetian Tullio Lombardo in a letter
dated 1526 replied that painting is ephemeral since nearly nothing from antiquity
survived. Sculptures, on the other hand, are lasting. 55 Despite the fact that Pomponius
Gauricus, in De Scultura from 1504, wrote a Ciceronian dialogue arguing for the
ascendency of sculpture in the paragone, most other dialogues and discussions centered
on the ascendancy painting for the next four or five decades. Baldassare Castiglione,
Paolo Pino, Francesco de Hollanda, Ludovico Dolce, and Vasari in his 1550 version of
the Vite (it was the topic of his first preface) argued on the side of painting, mostly in
response to the colore-disegno debates. 56 The Medici historian Benedetto Varchi sought
to end the painting-sculpture paragone in his 1548 lectures at the Florentine Academy.
He called for responses, especially from Michelangelo, who hesitantly gave a brief reply
by letter. Michelangelo concluded that he thought the three arts were the same since all
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were based in disegno. Moreover, Michelangelo also quipped that it was useless to debate
since it only took time away from making art! 57
Also in response to the paragone and maybe even Michelangelo’s new stance, in
his 1568 Vite, Vasari ultimately decided the same: disegno was the father of the arts, who
were sisters and equal. 58 This rhetoric supported the unification of the three trades for the
formation of the Accademia del Disegno, which he founded in 1563. Nonetheless,
debates by Academy members were heated and even personal. Despite his intense
admiration for the deceased master, Benvenuto Cellini, arguing for ascendency of
sculpture in his 1568 treatise, quit work on Michelangelo’s catafalque when the Allegory
of Painting was placed in the better position over Sculpture. 59
Francis Ames-Lewis has argued that the debate is evident in artworks. Mantegna,
in St. Sebastian in Paris, points out his source of inspiration: a sculpture fragment of an
ancient foot is placed directly next to Sebastian’s foot, making a tribute to ancient
sculpture, despite his demonstration of superiority of painting. Also, the Venetian
sculptor Antonio Lombardo used different colored marble inlays to respond to
Leonardo’s claim that sculpture is devoid of color. 60 The debate has played a major role
in discussions in modern scholarship too, and in the end, it seems that painting may have
won. Sarah Blake McHam points out that stemming from the time period itself, the
controversy initiated and resulted in historiographical separation of the two arts, where
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sculpture lagged and still lags behind studies on painting and architecture. 61 This was
again noted by Michael Cole who wrote that sculpture is still behind, aside from its
appearance in discussions on the paragone and technique. 62 That was in 2002, and it still
seems true a decade later. In spite of disputes, sixteenth-century painters and sculptors
had similar goals: they wanted to promote their occupation and showcase their
intelligence not only in their artwork, but also in their tomb memorials. While many tomb
decorations included painting decoration, sculpture was the integral media for effigies
and permanent memorial decorations at the time. Sculptors also held a special privilege
when making patron’s tombs: they could advertise themselves by placing their signature
prominently in the work, and many made their own memorial’s imagery. 63
Painters and sculptors, and many architects, of the time were praised for having
ingegno in art writing and in their epigraphs: this aspect of creation was something
innate, not learned, and of divine origin. Central Italian art making centered on disegno, a
quality referring to more than just skill and design in the manual sense, but an intellectual
governing the hand. Toward the end of the sixteenth century, Federico Zuccaro defined
this term in Idea de’ Pittori, Scultori e Architetti, printed in 1607; here he uses the term
“disegno interno” in place of the term “idea,” and formulates it into something
originating from a heaven as a sign from God. 64 This idea very much parallels
Michelangelo’s use “concetto” often applied in combination with reference to his Godgiven skills. The unification of the arts and the emphasis on disegno, as both a learned
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proficiency and innate capacity, allowed the designation of a former manual trade, as it
was considered two centuries before, to become something loftier. 65
Prior to Zuccaro’s writings, Vasari’s discussions perhaps did the most to make the
term synonymous with the intellectual, rational part of an art work. Disegno, too, was
linked to what he saw as a new quality of art in the terza età, third (and best) era:
grazia—the exhibition and possession of the natural ability of the artist, where one must
not show effort, also known as sprezzatura. 66 The practical side of disegno, education
and practice, were at the forefront of the foundation of art academies such as Vasari’s in
Florence and Zuccaro’s in Rome. Mastering disegno, drawing, was a chief concern, and
one way in which the artist could have relative freedom to express himself and have a
vehicle of exploration. 67 The sixteenth-century also witnesses an interest in collecting
preparatory sketches, revealing a newfound value for in-progress work by the artist. With
this cheap small medium, artists could also work without commissions and without
restrictions. Presentation drawings, a term first used by Johannes Wilde in his 1950s
lectures on Michelangelo, are a more highly defined and finished drawing. 68
Alexander Nagel has shown such drawings made for good gift giving, whereby
Michelangelo presented several to his spiritual muse Vittoria Colonna as symbolic gift of
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grace and divine love. 69 Other gifts were more strategic in nature: court artists such as
Mantegna, Parmigianino, Titian, Rosso, Cellini, and Sofonisba Anguissola also
sometimes gave small works of art as gifts in an effort to gain patronage and hopes of
payment for the work. Sometimes, vice versa, patrons left the payment agreement up to
the artist to decide: Alfonzo d’Este, when seeking a work from Michelangelo, declared
that only Michelangelo could set his price. 70 Tintoretto went so far as to work without
pay, painting façades for free to advertise his skill. 71 Moreover, in a competition for
Scuola di San Rocco, Tintoretto “outperformed” everyone else’s drawings by submitting
a fully finished work and secretly installing it in place, knowing full well that the Scuola
had to accept it since it was a donation. 72 The competitive edge now associated with art
making shows in many instances, perhaps most famously by Perino del Vaga. He sought
to challenge the work of the Quattrocento master Masaccio in the Brancacci chapel
without a commission in order to demonstrate that his own inventive Roman style was
unsurpassed. 73 There was a new obsession with difficultà and an interest in
demonstration. John Shearman sums up the atmosphere in the art community nicely:
competition was no longer for commissions, but to be the best. 74 As Rona Goffen points
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out, this new intention to surpass is what distinguishes the Renaissance from other
rebirths. 75
Moreover, many patrons understood that competition brought out the best in
artists. In Rome, Agostino Chigi placed Raphael next to Sebastiano del Piombo who was
painting Polyphemus at the Villa Farnesina, and Cardinal Giulio, future Clement VII,
pitted the two painters against each other in opposing altarpieces at San Pietro in
Montorio. 76 Janet Cox-Rearick has demonstrated that Duke Cosimo I had a similar idea.
He viewed Salviati and Bronzino as protagonists of their own style, Roman and
Florentine, and probed them in parallel commissions to decorate Palazzo Vecchio, which
he acquired in 1540. After this commission, the two painters rivaled again in another
assignment: Cosimo, who was interested in exhibiting their different styles, requested
them do altarpieces of the same subject, the Lamentation. The two artists seemed to have
an informal dialogo artistico because both men created drawings after each other’s
work. 77 Cosimo also famously commissioned both Bandinelli and Cellini to make his
portrait in an antagonistically driven challenge to see who could do better, which, in the
eyes of the duke, was Bandinelli who despised Cellini.78 This type of jealously driven
competition is what Vasari warned artists against, despite that it may have been exciting
for patrons and collectors. 79 Showcasing competing styles was at the forefront of studioli,
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such as those of Isabella d’Este Gonzaga and Alfonso d’Este, who actually competed
against each other with their collections.
In general, patrons’ appreciation of exhibition of skill, as well as the
competitiveness between artists, and in collecting, commenced a new period in the
history of art. Artists began to exert control over their works and employ licenza, artistic
license, more and more, and as a result, their art showed invenzione and fantasia.80
Without the individual drive and licenza of the artist—whether “allowed” by the patron
or controlled by the maker—and the genius and skill of the artist—whether innate or
learned—there would not have been such a high degree of artistic innovation. This is
integral to the definition of the period. It was the artist not the patron who had the
qualities that made art extraordinary, despite the artist’s dependency on the patron for
funding. 81 Regarding painted imagery at the time, Paul Oskar Kristeller first noted the
change in the function of the image to display skill in the 1960s; in his chapter devoted to
the modern system of the arts, he discusses the development of “Art” with a capital “A”
something that can be attributed to the changes in guild practices, the founding of
academies, and the possession of artistic genius. 82 Han Belting later famously called the
period the age of “Art.” 83
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Nonetheless, it is important to remember, as Larry Shiner reminds: the idea of the
artist as a completely autonomous agent is anachronistic. 84 Despite the aptitude of the
artist, and his use of licenza, art making during the Renaissance was almost always a
collaborative affair. Yet, concepts emphasized in contemporary art writing such as idea,
concetto, fantasia, invenzione, and ingegno ultimately all relate to the artist’s artistic
autonomy and creative freedom. Ghiberti boasted that he was given licenza when
working on the Gates of Paradise, meaning he had freedom to treat the theme in whatever
manner he chose. 85 Michelangelo famously claimed Julius II let him do whatever he
wished on the ceiling. 86 An unusual example of an artist or architect attempting to
remove himself from the patron’s jurisdiction was when Michelangelo refused pay for
working on St. Peter’s Basilica. He did this for the salvation of his soul, but also more
pragmatically, so that he could have complete control of the project in order to pull down
parts of the construction in order to add his own touches. 87 In addition to being strategic,
Michelangelo’s use of licenza was also retaliatory at times: when faced with the harsh
critic while working in the Sistine Chapel on the Last Judgment, Michelangelo placed his
portrait as Minos in hell. 88 On a similar note, allegedly, when the prior of S. Maria delle
Grazie pestered Leonardo to finish when he took too long, the artist threatened to put his
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face as that of Judas. 89 Moreover, essential to Vasari’s third era is the artist’s
improvement upon of nature. When the manual aspect of artistry is superseded by
creative artifice, Philip Sohm calls this an “imaginative privilege of license.” 90 In
Vasari’s eyes, such licenza allowed artists, namely Michelangelo who was known to be
able to successfully place the figure in any position, “to create a new nature” and embrace
the fantastic. 91
Regarding the function of sacred images in particular, especially during the era of
Tridentine reform, experimentation was not always encouraged as religious
appropriateness was supposed to be the foremost quality of such imagery; licenza was
minimally allowed in secular art. Gilio da Fabriano clearly separated it from istorico or
historical, scriptural art. 92 Gabriele Paleotti also believed that the role of the artist in
reference to sacred images was to be an illustrator of God. For him, “The art of making
images is among the noblest of arts if directed by Christian discipline.” 93 This austerity,
which Anthony Blunt erroneously deems as similar in nature to medieval Puritanism, as
seen in such extremist views was rare. Certainly the case of Veronese’s Feast of the
House of Levi in SS. Giovanni e Paulo in Venice provides a singular case where the artist
was actually called to come in front of the Tribunal of the Inquisition to defend his work.
Not displaying proper decorum in his painting, the artist was ordered to make changes,
which he did. Because of the results of this experience, Blunt labels Veronese a
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“survivor,” 94 asserting that “this kind of license does not leave the artist’s hands very
free.” 95 Undoubtedly, in post-Tridentine Italy, there were restrictions on art making in
many ways, but it was not the overly suppressed interlude that Blunt makes it out to be.
While certain fanatical reformists existed within the church, Veronese happened to be to
be the only artist to be forcibly affected by the decree so far as we know. The last and
twenty-fifth Council of Trent in 1563 was vague on its views of sacred imagery in that
they deemed it must be clear and didactic. 96 New studies, such as one by Marcia Hall,
brings to light much about the last half of the Cinquecento, clarifying Blunt’s stern
assessment of the period. 97 A few decades into the seventeenth century, the era after
Trent seemed long behind especially under the pontificate of Pope Urban VIII. Gian
Lorenzo Bernini chose to use his license or licenza del fingere when the subject matter
was dictated to him. 98 Pietro da Cortona, on the other hand, despite his position of artistic
eminence, did not want any artistic freedom as he refused to choose his own subjects
even if offered. 99
One main characteristic of the period that distinguishes it from previous times and
resulted in certain artists achieving, what today we could call, celebrity status, was the
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enhanced interest in displaying and appreciating individual artistic style. Contemporary
art writers such as Vasari used biography to honor the individual artist and to praise
personal style. This commended the unique talent of an artist and celebrated his artistic
autonomy. The first modern art historians from the mid to late nineteenth century,
especially as seen in the writings of Jacob Burckhardt, who, despite being a cultural
historian, stressed the importance of the individual — this idea, of the importance of the
individual, opposed the idea that socio-political events defined history which became the
dominant viewpoint several decades later. 100 The period often referred to by Burckhardt
as that of the rise of the individual could aptly apply to the either the artist or patron.
Burckhardt thought that art was an autonomous impulse. In painting his picture of the
civilization of Renaissance Italy, he established that art played an integral role. In many
ways, Burckhardt, with his literal reading of Vasari and hence Romanticized view of the
artist, set the path for late nineteenth- and early twentieth-century scholastic obsession
with Renaissance artistic-geniuses such as Michelangelo and Raphael. Moreover,
Burckhardt, like Walter Pater after him, viewed individual expression as one of the most
important components of art from the time. Pater coined the term “art for art’s sake” and
thought it was necessary to promote individual artists and their personal styles: he too
saw the period as full of prominent personalities and viewed Michelangelo as the
supreme artist. 101 Burckhardt’s student, Heinrich Wölfflin, instead, focused on the
concept of zeitgeist and promoted art history without names, writing about how the
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change in social attitudes and the development of visual tradition co-existed but were
unrelated. 102
These two threads of thought became polarities in scholarship throughout the
twentieth century. Many social historians viewed art as a reflection of society, a part of
the economy, as opposed to crediting the artists’ individual talent and genius as the
primary motivator behind art making. 103 Some early-twentieth-century scholars such as
Aby Warburg followed in the tradition of Burckhardt’s concepts while others such as
Henry Thode, a Michelangelo scholar, viewed social or cultural currents such as
Christianity as the dominant artistic impetus of the period. 104 Early studies on workshops
practices, such as Martin Wackernagel’s early twentieth-century study, focused on the
patrons’ role as agent, diminishing the artist’s voice. 105 With a strong post-war Marxist
slant arguing against artists’ personal style, Fredrick Antal accentuated social and
economic circumstances as the main reflections in artwork accounting for the differences
in style within the same society. He believed this was the result of a difference in class
taste. 106 Although also a social historian, Arnold Hauser, instead emphasized the role of
the individual artist in the act of creation. While he thought that an artwork could be an
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expression of a society, a Weltanschauung or world view, he did not think it was a direct
reflection of economic and social conditions. 107
Running concurrently and in response to social history, many scholars reacted
against the current in art history. Art Historians writing during the 1960s and 70s such as
Anthony Blunt, Kenneth Clark, John Pope-Hennessy, John Shearman, Rudolf Wittkower,
James Ackerman, and Howard Hibbard responded to social history and promoted art as a
conscious assertion of an artist’s rights and licenza. 108 These scholars, continuing the
trend set forth by Burckhardt but with a focus solely on the art world, highlighted the
artist’s role and importance in the creative process, and promoted the individual artists as
the force of great art. Before these academics, Julius Schlosser was the first influential
scholar to go in this direction: by focusing on the writing of artists he was ahead of his
time in the way he utilized primary sources. 109 Anthony Blunt had a similar goal with his
publications on art theories, which was important for not only being a new type of
introduction to primary sources but also for being a publication written in English. 110
Other art historians as well, by studying the rhetoric of Renaissance art writing,
sided with a humanistic outlook, one in which the artists working the time, and those
writing about them, had. Explorations of the concepts of ingenio and licenza are at the
heart of the writings of Rudolf Wittkower who centered many of his studies on aspects of
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artistic genius, and the individuality and freedom of the artist, much like Burckhardt had.
Margo Wittkower, who published under the umbrella of her better-known husband in
Born Under Saturn, saw changes in social structure and the rise of new ideals in the
Renaissance as assisting to foster strong personality traits and eccentricities, which were
revealed in personal artistic styles. 111 Due to new self-expression and individual style, the
Wittkowers, writing a century after Burckhardt first introduced his thesis, thought his
ideas remained valid to some degree. 112 Other scholars wrote with a similar slant, namely
James Ackerman; in his writing he maintains that style is a specific manifestation of
individual artists rather than of guiding historical forces. 113
Studies contemporary to these, emphasizing the patron as the instrument behind
art making were a subcurrent in social history, and in a way, reacted against the pro-artist
scholarship that dominated the 1960s. Francis Haskell’s innovative study, although
focused on the Baroque period, accents works commissioned by exemplary patrons,
promoting the benefactor as an inventive mastermind. 114 Patronage studies became more
popular in the following decades with the work of Michael Baxandall, David Chambers,
and Peter Burke who viewed artists’ efforts as an externalization of the public mind.115
Baxandall, in particular, argued for a “visual anthropology,” in other words, a way to
look at art through the experiences of the viewers of the period, now well known as the
111
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“period eye.” 116 For him, social factors lead to the development of distinct visual skills
that result in a painter’s distinct style. Using the “period eye” is now indispensable for the
art historian, yet these types of narrow studies negate the agency of the artist. Even Burke
admits in the introduction to his study of Renaissance art, “the focus of this book will not
be on individuals – though some of them, Michelangelo for example, never let us forget
their individuality….” 117 Indulge for a moment and imagine how Michelangelo, Raphael,
or Titian, for example – or any other sixteenth-century Renaissance artist – would react to
such viewpoints which stress the patron’s primacy in the creative process such as Bram
Kempers who goes so far as to argue that the patrons allowed artistic greatness. 118 While
not all Early Renaissance artists had the same clout as the aforementioned masters, the
overall evidence of increased artistic agency cannot be denied.
Beginning in the 1980s, a new attempt to again revise socio-historical patronage
studies arose, Charles Hope and H.W. Janson serving as two leading scholars. 119 Hope
argues against giving the patron too much credit because artists were certainly more than
mere executants of their employer’s wishes. The relationship was reciprocal, as Janson
concludes, who appears to present a middle ground of these debates. As Creighton
Gilbert later settles, there is no simple formula. 120 In questioning socio-historical
scholarship, he asked how can they account for uniqueness? It was, after all, the artists’
ingegno which attracted patrons to great artists, whereby the display of maker’s skill
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ultimately enhanced their honor. Michelle O’Malley insightfully considers the artistpatron relationship as a series of exchanges where contracts with patrons’ wishes
outlined, not delimited, artistic agency, serving as a mere point of departure for the
commission underway. 121 Indeed, most contracts did not specify much more than the
desired subject matter to be executed. As O’Malley discusses, the final product was often
far from initial contract ideas and was a product of several, if not many, interchanges of
ideas. 122
Today, it is understood that the artist-patron relationship lies somewhere in
between the two extremes of Isabella d’Este initially micromanaging her artists and
Michelangelo claiming Julius let him do whatever he wanted. Current scholarship places
emphasis on more specific contexts, many centered on an artist’s initial training, his
working practice, or his interactions with other artists. This study on the rise to fame and
tomb memorials of artists in central Italy situates itself within this scholarly context. It
presents a Neo-Burckhartian view: while offering a new understanding of the importance
of membership in artist social and professional groups, it also argues for the primacy of
the individual. While the Renaissance was period that witnessed the rise of the individual,
social groups became of the utmost importance too. Andrew Butterfield, in a
consideration of memory in Early Renaissance Italy, notes that while monuments
inherently extol the individual, “they are not intended primarily to stimulate private or
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personal memory.” 123 Instead, “they are typically directed toward the public, corporate,
and social commemoration of excellence and virtue.” 124 Honor is social: the individual is
celebrated, but they are done so as a member, a distinguished member, of a group. 125
Social distinction and artistic agency, while not unknown to medieval artists, was
a defining feature of the Quattrocento and Cinquecento, and should remain a central
consideration in Early Modern studies. 126 In this regard, Burckhardt’s views are limited;
many of his observations about the artist remain relevant. 127 The contemporary interest in
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the “super-artist” during the Renaissance spurred the drive to honor artists unequivocally
upon their deaths. 128 It was the artist not the patron who had the qualities that made art
extraordinary, as this study will demonstrate, it was often the liberal-minded patron who
provided the impetus for celebrating his artist upon death. Medici family members
especially had particularly fruitful relations with artists of their time which resulted in
special burial or unique memorials: Cosimo Il Vecchio and Donatello; Lorenzo and
Brunelleschi and Filippo Lippi; Pope Leo and Raphael; and Cosimo I and Michelangelo,
for example. It was often fanatical patrons and collectors who assisted in the
augmentation of one’s professional status.
The Early Modern period, even during the peak of Tridentine reform, saw the
elevation of some especially revered artists to “artistic sainthood,” a concept which seems
like it would be at odds with church doctrine, but apparently was never an issue. The
godly aspect of art making bestowed the artist with a superhuman creative capacity, and
curiously was never viewed as heretical despite the many tomb epigrams in sacred spaces
claiming the artist’s divine standing. As mentioned, Raffaello Santi and Michel Angelo
were actually perceived as divine; their names helped propagate this notion in humanistic
writing. 129 Further ‘proof’ of divinity: Raphael was deemed as Christ-like due to the fact
that he was both born and died on Good Friday, 130 and Michelangelo’s body had not
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decomposed when his coffin was opened several weeks after his death, showing a
traditional sign of holiness. 131 The “divine-creator” persona for the artist was, in fact, a
concept propagated by the literati, and was a quality sought after by patrons, as it
elevated their own standing as benefactor of the arts alongside that of the artist. Both
parties, the artist and the patron, were interested in augmenting artistic reputation, a
problem only conceivable after the success of Michelangelo, according to Patricia
Emison who explores the topic in her study on artistic and poetic divination. 132
Few artists attained Michelangelo’s “Il Divino” rank after him. A notable
exception was Guido Reni during the early seventeenth century, who attained this epithet
for his character not his artistic ability. 133 Noble status, or to be more clear, aristocratic
personal tastes and public customs, were more within reach for most, and was something
that Quattrocento artists focused on in fashioning their identity. This concern carried over
into the seventeenth century; Caravaggio and Velasquez both strove for knighthood and
the leader of the Accademia di San Luca held the title “Principe,” “prince.” During this
time, in a wave of postmortem admiration, Raphael was admired as the “Prince of
Painters;” 134 he very well may have been the first Early Modern painter to be deemed as
such, Vasari writing that he “did not live like a painter but as a prince.” 135
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The higher salaries made by artists assisted in attaining this blue-blood status as
well. As Rab Hatfield has recently elucidated in his study on Michelangelo, the artist was
extremely wealthy for his time. 136 At the end of his life, he desired to emphasize his
aristocratic heritage in many ways, such as owning horses, dressing in all black while out,
and indulging at home by wearing fox-lined slippers, as William Wallace has shown.137
Nonetheless, Rona Goffen points out, the moment when Michelangelo was best dressed,
was at his own funeral. 138 Despite this, Michelangelo placed great emphasis, as relayed
through his official biographer Condivi, on his regal heritage, descending from the
Counts of Canossa. 139 This aspect changed from earlier times, when his distant relation to
the Medici was integral to forming his early career and his identity. Knighthood for
prestigious artists was common during Michelangelo’s time as many of his
contemporaries had been elevated: Bandinelli in 1530 and Titian in 1533, for example.140
Important to note is that several artists before the sixteenth century, presenting
themselves according to their new dignified status, also achieved honors through their
patrons. Cosmè Tura was bestowed noble status by the d’Este, and Mantegna, while
working for the Gonzaga, was officially knighted. 141
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In the 1490s, Leonardo, having no legitimate claim to his familial aristocracy (or
even legitimacy) devised his own insignia, an intricate knot, and used it in various
designs as a symbol for his academy (Fig. 1.2). 142 Moreover, in the Last Supper, on the
right side of the composition, a knot in the table cloth hangs almost unnoticed, possibly
serving as the artist’s mark. Vinci was the town where he was born and vincire means to
tie in Latin, making this knot an unusual type of “signature” or personal identification
token, referencing his hometown’s name and his own adopted surname. 143 “Vinci” is also
the Latin present passive meaning to be victorious or to excel. This play on his taken
surname was exercised posthumously in reference to Leonardo who was extolled for
ability to ‘win’ an imagined painting battle against Apelles. 144
If one surpassed the talent Apelles, then one surpassed Nature’s ability to create,
an idea Vasari championed. The trope of the artist playing the role of a maker who
defeats Nature was employed in several tomb epigraphs for Quattrocento artists, and
surfaced in art writing, eulogies, tomb honorifics, and imagery becoming most popular in
the Cinquecento. 145 The followers of Raphael, upon his death, abundantly expressed
similar notions in his epigrams, using Nature to stand as his emblem: during the
seventeenth century, imagery of Diana was employed as a symbol to refer to his ability as
an artist to surpass her in his creative capacity. 146 This concept had been firmly
established the century prior whereby Vasari’s definition of “disegno,” in fact,
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emphasized the superiority of art over Nature. 147 Moreover, he incorporated this theme
into the decoration of the interior of his houses too, where stories glorifying the
profession, allegories of the arts, and portraits of great masters fill the walls and ceilings;
both homes in Florence and Arezzo feature imagery of Diana of Ephesus, the Greek
goddess of Nature. One scene in his Florentine home in the Sala Vasari shows Apelles
painting Diana, who in doing so, was aiming to make a better image than Nature (Fig.
1.3). 148
Michaiki Koshikawa discusses how the theme “Apelles painting Diana” conveyed
art-theoretical ideas of the time.

The author brings attention to the fact that Pliny

discussed how Apelles’s image surpassed Homer’s verses describing the same subject.
Ultimately, this debate attempted to relate painting and poetry, and proves to be a topos
that Cinquecento art writers, such as Vasari and Vincenzio Borghini, exploited by
arguing that painting actually surpassed poetry. 149 Vasari’s image expresses this concept
and makes a statement exalting the artist’s the process of imitare, to imitate, which was
different from ritrarre, to copy. For Vasari, disegno was the imitation of the most
beautiful things. The artist makes a judgment about nature and creates an image to reflect
ideal beauty. Raphael famously wrote in a letter to Castiglione admitting that “in order to
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make a beautiful woman I should have to see many beautiful women.” 150 Vincenzo Danti
later echoes this saying that “all things in art are made up of other combinations of
elements produced in nature.” 151
As part of his effort to glorify the world of the artist, demonstrate his commitment
to his profession and express his ideas on disegno, Vasari painted the legends of the
ancient masters Zeuxis and Apelles on the door-height plinth areas in his Arezzo home in
the Chamber of Fortune; in the upper capital zone he adorned the long side of the room
with ancient city- and country-scapes, alternating with displays of allegories of virtues,
such as Honor. The two narrow walls illustrate a symbol of the perpetual wellspring of all
art. To represent Nature, on the entry wall, he painted the cult statue of Diana of Ephesus
in front of a landscape in quadro riportato (Fig. 1.4). 152 Here, Diana represents a symbol
of the diversity of Nature as the source of art. 153 While Nature is an inspiration, and
something to be studied and imitated, it is something to be improved upon and made
better, Vasari’s reference certainly advocating the supremacy of art (and making a
parallel to not only other great Renaissance artists to the ancient masters, but of Vasari’s
own fame in reference to that of Apelles). 154
In a response to Vasari’s call for a competition for the insignia of the Academy
for in the early 1560s, Cellini focused on the artist’s relationship to Nature in four of his
five designs. One of these in the British Museum shows the cult statue of Diana of
Ephesus in winged form in the lozenge at the top with a serpent, an emblem of Duke
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Cosimo and a lion, a symbol of Florence (Fig. 1.5). To the left an inscription states “la
Tromba della nostra Fama viene dalle Braccia” while the image of the trumpets, which
symbolize Fame, come from Nature's armpits because, according to Cellini, it is the
dexterity of the artists that brings fame. According to Cellini’s remarks at the bottom, the
artist’s creative process of disegno was similar to Nature’s fecundity; therefore, she was
the perfect symbol for the art Academy. 155
The analogy of the artist in competition with Nature was not just a theme taken by
Cellini to symbolize excellence in the arts. The year before the Academy was founded
Titian’s impresa was published as an engraving in 1562 in Battista Pittoni’s anthology
Imprese di diversi principi….e d’altri personaggi et huomini letterati et illustri,
exhibiting a similar theme while also showing that the painter was on par with the poet
(Fig. 1.6). Titian had “the courtly know-how of a Raphael and the almost [arrogant] selfconfidence of a Michelangelo, … achieved the social status that had been the goal of
Renaissance painters since at least Alberti’s first articulation of such a program in 1435,”
as David Rosand wrote. 156 In addition to being the official painter of the Republic of
Venice, he had been knighted by Charles V in 1533 with titles of Count Palatine and
Knight of the Golden Spur. As the new Apelles to this Alexander, Titian formulated a
personal insignia to reflect his status, likely with the help of one of his literary friends
Aretino and Dolce. 157 The impresa features a bear licking her unformed cub, a
metaphorical reference used Virgil’s biographies who in them wrote about the poet
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shaping and forming his verses. 158 Titian’s motto hovers above in a banner: NATVURA
POTENTIOR ARS, “art [is] more powerful than Nature.” 159 Personifications of Time
with an hour glass on the left and Fame with a trumpet on the right flank the scene, posed
in niches as if statues. Garlands, festoons, putti, and cornucopia decorate the periphery.
The lines below, written by Dolce, emphasize the same conceit, the artist trumping
Nature (and Genius). 160 As used by Vasari, Cellini, and Titian, Nature is also represented
in an Allegory of the Way to Artistic Virtue by someone in Federico Zuccaro’s circle,
expressing virtues of the Academy that was to form in Rome in the 1590s. Here, Nature
is shown at the bottom center fostering young talents and establishing their artistic
trajectory while Fame sounds a trumpet above (Fig. 1.7). 161
Creating an emblem was essential for establishing the new art institution, and had
long been a concern for artists in shaping their identity before the sixteenth century. 162
With the new concern to follow traditions of nobility, many artists constructed a personal
crest: Brunelleschi and Alberti also made efforts to style their stemme in aristocratic
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fashion. Making humanistic self-laudatory medallions like those devised by Alberti,
Filarete, and Michelangelo also helped achieve higher social rank (Fig. 1.8). 163 Whereas
Alberti’s medal mirrors the ancient Roman coin prototype of emperors, Mantegna’s
personal seal actually used the image of Caesar and showed the eagle of the Gonzaga,
which he had appropriated from their stemma (Fig. 1.9). 164 Mantegna lauds himself in
his imagery for the Gonzaga as well. In the painter’s Triumphs of Caesar series, imperial
connotations making reference to Mantua as the “New Rome” and the Gonzaga marquis
as Caesar are clear. Stephen Campbell argues that Mantegna claims to triumph here too
by emphasizing his role as author and inventor. 165 Imagery referring to Virgil also shows
his claim to be on par with the famous poet; such gestures elevate the artist to higher
station and ultimately promote the Gonzaga who were known as the family who
employed “the greatest living painter.” 166
Similar notions are expressed in the artist’s funerary monument in which
Mantegna designed for himself, surely with the consent of his benefactor. He was buried
in a public church of his name’s sake like a nobleman with a prominent wall memorial,
highly unusual for a painter at this time—the imagery, in fact, is blatantly imperial: it
utilized purple porphyry and displayed his effigy crowned with laurel wreath in the
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all’antica imago clipeata style (Fig. 1.10). 167 Other artists chose this aristocratic tondoshaped portrait style preferred by Roman patricians and emperors for their tomb portrait
image too; Ghiberti may have been the earliest artist to utilize the imago clipeata which
he did so in his self-portrait commemoration on the Baptistery door in Florence (Fig.
1.11). 168
Mantegna also owned a house which displayed his personal insignia on the
exterior. Mantegna’s achievements served as a model for other artists, especially for other
court artists like Vasari who owned two homes, as mentioned. Michelangelo thought
owning a prominent home was important too, advising his nephew Lionardo in the
matters of purchasing a home that “a fine town house gives much honor.”169
Michelangelo owned several houses, including one for his family near Santa Croce in
Florence, which is now the present-day Casa Buonarroti on Via Ghibellina which proudly
features still today the Renaissance family crest on the exterior corner: the bottom half
represents the family’s traditional stemma while the top part features a Medici palla, or
ball (Fig. 1.12). 170 By seizing the symbol of the more prominent Florentine lineage,
Michelangelo was able to give his own heritage a boost, key to his development as an
artist in Florence before leaving the city forever in 1534. 171 He returned in his coffin
exactly forty years later to be buried. Here, with his funeral, the situation reverses with
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the Medici using him as social leverage, as they jumped on the chance to link themselves
to him at death in order to further boost their own renown. Paul Barolsky aptly assesses
this symbiotic relationship:

When Duke Cosimo de’ Medici arranged for Michelangelo’s funeral
in San Lorenzo in 1564, he essentially exploited the power of
Michelangelo’s image, seeking to assimilate it to that of his family,
in whose grandeur Michelangelo had fashioned himself in the first
place by working for them. Michelangelo had served the Medici. Now,
in a sense the Medici served Michelangelo, celebrating him in order
to glorify themselves and the state under their rule. We recognize
here the “origins” of the shared glory out of his works for the Medici,
now the Medici fashioned their own magnificence out of that of
Michelangelo’s works made to their glory. 172

Indeed, the artist-patron relationship was reciprocal and, as this study will explore, these
relationships are expressed in the memorials erected for artists. With these, showing blueblooded connections such as family crests and associations with prominent patrons or art
organizations became a paramount interest.
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CHAPTER 2
SIGNATURES, PRINTS, AND THE IMITATION OF MICHELANGELO

Signatures as Affirmation of Authorship during the Quattrocento

The two central case studies of this dissertation, Michelangelo and Raphael, each
signed their work in different ways. Their efforts, although vastly different from each
other, played a factor in how they rose to fame. Michelangelo only signed one work, the
St. Peter’s Pietà, which immediately brought him to celebrity status. As Kathleen WeilGarris Brandt has aptly asserted, undeniably, with this act, the sacred image was
transformed into “Art.” 173 By making his mark across this devotional image, a work
commissioned with intention to be the most beautiful work of marble in Rome,
Michelangelo set the tone for the next century, standing as an exemplar for other artists to
follow and to seek to surpass. 174 Like many other artists, Raphael, who began signing his
paintings while working in Urbino before he was a well-known artist, was impacted by
Michelangelo’s bold signature.
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When Michelangelo signed this sculpture in 1498, signing practices, and in
tandem, self-portraits had become ubiquitous because Quattrocento artists creatively
claimed authorship more frequently and freely than had ever been done before in the
post-antique world. The signature—here defined as any type of marking or inscription on
an artwork with the artist’s name, initials, or insignia—denoted the maker as master of
the subject portrayed. It made a clear declaration that the image served not merely as an
imitation of Nature, but an artifice made by the artist. The notion of the artist’s skill
surpassing Nature, as previously discussed, was evident in art making and art writing
during the Early Modern period. 175 This role of the artist, as superhuman in a way and
able to better Nature, was sometimes emphasized in signature inscriptions. As elaborated
upon below, along with the inclusion of a self-portrait, Ghiberti claimed his art to be
miraculous on the “Gates of Paradise” and Perugino asserted he could have invented
painting if it had not been.
In the timeline of the production of art, signature inscriptions have a long history.
Architects and sculptors especially often marked their work as early as ancient Egyptian
times. Greek vase painters knew that the portability of the object with their signature
could advertise their craft and assist in elevating them to fame, as they frequently sought
to challenge each other with their inscriptions. Signing practices continued intermittently
but less frequently throughout the Middle Ages. Romanesque and Gothic sculptors and
architects of the eleventh and twelfth centuries began to inscribe their buildings more
often than had been done in the centuries prior. 176 Many examples of signing exist within
the body of proto-Renaissance painting too. Sienese painters such as Simone Martini and
175
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Ambrogio Lorenzetti signed their altarpieces but on the periphery on the frames – this
placement can be read as a conscious effort not to mark authorship in or on the work
itself, most likely because it served as a sacred image. The employment of signatures
occurred more commonly during the fifteenth century when many Italian architects and
sculptors, such as Brunelleschi and Ghiberti, inscribed their constructions with selfdedicatory inscriptions in an all’antica style reminiscent of Roman epigraphs. 177
Ghiberti marked his authorship, like his predecessor Andrea Pisano had on the
south doors installed in 1336, on both sets of his Baptistery doors in Florence: the north
set from 1403–24, and east set from 1427–1452. However, Ghiberti’s inscription on the
second doors for example, while in the bordering area like Pisano’s, radically differs, as
David Boffa points out: Ghiberti placed his signature at eye level in the line of the
viewer’s vision and made a more audacious claim than merely noting his name, birth
place, and the date of creation. Ghiberti’s east doors self-importantly state: “Made by the
miraculous art of Lorenzo Cione di Ghiberti.” 178 The placement of his self-portrait on
both sets of doors acts as a double self-reference of authorship. 179 It is this type of artistic
entitlement that sets this Quattrocento sculptor and his art apart from that of previous
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centuries and leads the way for even more audacious signing by those of the following
generations such as Perugino and Michelangelo.
The act referencing dominance of the craft via the signature not only asserted
authorship but also promoted the new agenda at large: to elevate the status of the maker,
a theme which proves prevalent in art writing too, as previously examined. Not
considering special cases, the common signature marking paintings and sculptures during
the early fifteenth century in Italy consisted mostly of a block-type script, usually in Latin
stating “OPVS” and the artist’s name, intentionally mimicking the ancient Roman
epigraphic tradition. 180 By using Latin, as many proto- and early-Renaissance artists did,
it promoted the artist as a man of letters, associating his artistic project with intellectual
pursuits. Such signatures allude to the act of creation, reveal the employment of licenza,
and speak highly about the artists’ self-awareness during the Trecento and early
Quattrocento.
Within this framework, Donatello emerges as one of the first Renaissance artists
to habitually sign his work. He was also one of the first sculptors to mimic the ancient
Roman inscription type. 181 On the so-called Zuccone from 1425, Jeremiah from around
1430, and Judith and Holofernes completed in 1460, for example, each inscription was
executed in the epigraphic-style tradition (Fig. 2.1). Interestingly, as Boffa explains,
“OPVS DONATELLI / FLO” on Donatello’s Judith and Holofernes is placed on the
pillow, and “is a rare example of an early Renaissance inscription that appears to question
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the depicted illusion, if only slightly.” 182 Here, the maker, in one of his last work, calls
attention to the artifice and his role as creator in a new way, within the subject matter.
While the signature in this work and all others appear to be planned, an unusual example
of Donatello’s signature is on the Tomb of Antonio Pecci from 1426 (Figs. 2.2 and 2.3);
as H. W. Janson first noted, it looks as if the signature is an afterthought. 183
Sculptors often used the tombs of their patrons to promote, or memorialize
themselves, as in the case of the Pecci tomb in the Siena Cathedral, where Donatello
signed the tomb memorial of the bishop in lettere antiche in an effort to bring attention to
himself. Self-dedicatory inscriptions in paintings were also created to look like Roman
plaques or engraved monuments. Paolo Uccello signed his tomb monument for John
Hawkwood made in 1436 below the inscription dedicated to the deceased (Fig. 2.4). The
painted tomb image mimics the epigraphic tradition of ancient sculptural equestrian
monuments. Moreover, not only does the lettering style imitate ancient tombs but the
placement of such is also similar to the location of the signature typically found in
Donatello’s sculptures. Donatello and Uccello are but two of several examples of artists
who made commemorations to themselves via their patrons’ memorial. 184
Artists of the mid- to late-fifteenth century especially, made moves to showcase
their knowledge, either academic education or artistic skills, through the application of
signatures. Mantegna, for example, was an exceptionally learned artist, working in the
all’antica style, who sometimes took care to sign his name in Greek as proof of studies
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such as in the St. Sebastian in Vienna. 185 The artist’s own efforts to elevate his art making
to studia humanitatis, allowed him to raise his status in the eyes of this patron and his
community in Mantua. At the end of his career, after a lifetime of success, he designed
the largest funerary memorial for an artist to-date in honor of himself. His own efforts—
signatures, self-portraits, and his own tomb chapel—reveal a self-aggrandizement which
assisted in augmenting his reputation in life and after. Not all artists were at liberty to
make a tomb for themselves as was Mantegna. A signature and self-image asserted in a
commissioned painting, on the other hand, were possible.
At the end of his life too and around the same time, Perugino crafted a type of
unprecedented self-commemoration, albeit not his tomb monument. 186 He boasted in an
all’ antica inscription from the Sala dell’Udienza in the Collegio di Cambio in Perugia
from 1500 that if painting was lost, he would have found it, and if it had not been
invented, he could have created it (Fig. 2.5). As Joanne Woods-Marsden notes, this image
is the first type of self-laudatory epigraphic inscription on a tablet placed in connection
with a portrait of the artist. This kind of imagery and inscription, like Pinturicchio’s made
in 1502 at S. Maria Maggiore in Spello in his Annunciation are like a memorial, and as
such, forever glorify the artist and his special ability to craft (Fig. 2.6). As a widespread
way to adulate the artist, this theme was employed as the ultimate form of praise,
especially upon death. On the tomb memorial, this type of praise eulogized the artist’s
creative mastery in trumping Nature, and like a memorial, the tribute in paint served as a
185
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way to preserve one’s name and perpetuate one’s fame. Interestingly, by the sixteenth
century, signing had become a typical observance for artists, as it is hard to find someone
who did not sign their work, although though most did not do it so blatantly.

Signing the Sacred Image and Following in Michelangelo’s Path

Regarding marks of authorship, questions arise about not only the difference in
signing methods between the early and late Cinquecento or between different artists, but
also between examples within a single artist’s own corpus. Some artist’s signature
methods varied, like that of Raphael, and as mentioned, Michelangelo who inscribed only
one work. Much has been debated and hypothesized about Michelangelo signing the St.
Peter’s Pietà in 1498 (Figs. 2.7 and 2.8). “MICHEL• AΩGNELVS• BONAROVS•
FLORENT• FACIEBA” stretches across the body of Mary on her sash. This signature
was blatant and audacious: Rudolf Preimesberger describes the mark as “annoyingly
large and annoyingly in between her breasts,” 187 ultimately referencing the discrepancy
between religious function and artistic expression in this sacred representation. Moreover,
by putting his name on the imagery of his patron’s tomb sculpture, Michelangelo in turn,
makes a memorial for himself. 188
187
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Condivi omits telling the now well-known story about the signing and Vasari
differs in his 1550 and 1568 account. In the second edition of the Vita, Michelangelo is
said to have overheard tourists praising the work after its unveiling but wrongfully
attributing it to another artist. To prove his authorship, Michelangelo snuck back into the
chapel late that night and carved his name on the statue. 189 Vasari’s account mimics a
well-known topos, relating Michelangelo to the famous painter Apelles in two ways. As
Preimesberger mentions, it mirrors the account of Apelles hiding in the street to overhear
comments about his work, thus relating Michelangelo to the great Greek master.
Preimesberger also notes that the sash in which he signed is a cingia, a leather strap used
to carry a small child which has roots to reins that would guide animals, alluding to a
moral metaphor: Michelangelo was unrestrained, yet through his faith he was tamed by
Mary. 190 This intention is also pointed out by Aileen Wang, who states that the closeness
of the signature to Mary signifies Michelangelo’s feeling of closeness with her. 191
Whether one chooses to read into the placement of the inscription or not, one cannot deny
the immediacy of it, to Mary and to the potential kneeling worshiper who surely would
have had trouble focusing on prayer with Michelangelo’s name at eye-level.
The use of the purposefully chosen tense faciebat also alluded to the work of
Apelles. 192 Wang argues it recalls the signing practice of Apelles and Polykleitos, of
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whom, as Pliny the Elder wrote, both used the imperfect tense in Greek. On the matter,
Pliny communicated that Greek masters inscribed their completed works with the present
progressive form of the verb as though the art were not finished. He continues that this
form is more modest than stating that the work is finished, which in Latin would be Fecit.
After the introduction of faciebat by Michelangelo, other artists such as Carpaccio,
Durer, Jacopo Sansovino, Bellini, and Titian all began to use the form of this verb or
another imperfect tense. 193 Yet, more can be gathered from the carefully crafted choice
of Michelangelo. Paradoxically, the “modest” tense clashes with the overconfidence of
the position of the signature across the Virgin’s breast. Nonetheless, the imperfect tense
of continuous action can also intend to mean that the artist always has creative control of
his image, and therefore, the right to alter it however he chooses and claim to finish it
whenever he pleases. It also displays his learning and knowledge of ancient literary texts.
No matter what the intention of the signature was, the effect is indisputable:
Michelangelo’s authorship is unquestionable. It serves to remind the viewer that the
image is crafted, despite the high refinement of the carving, which attempts to eliminate
the chisel marks of the master’s hand. 194
The beauty of Michelangelo’s work and his name carved on the Virgin quickly
brought him recognition. While a sacred image had never before been signed so
obviously in size or placement, Michelangelo was not the first artist to incise his name
on, or rather near, a religious figure. Ghiberti, discussed further below, signed on the
cloak of his St. John the Baptist. Moreover, in Niccolò dell’Arca’s Lamentation group
from 1462–1490 in S. Maria della Vita in Bologna, he signed “OPVS NICOLAI DE
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APVLIA” carved as if it was on an unrolled scroll by Christ’s head (Fig. 2.9). The
employment of opus plus the artist’s name together with its placement along a pillow
shows his possible knowledge of Donatello’s signature on the Judith and Holofernes.195
Nonetheless, while dell’Arca’s sculpture was in a church interior setting like
Michelangelo’s sculpture, it failed to make the same impact as it may have been
somewhat lost in the multi-figure piece. Moreover, dell’Arca’s group while in a sacred
space was a narration, not a singular image of devotion. 196 In addition to signing this
multi-group work, Niccolò represented himself as Nicodemus, likely the first Italian
example of such, a conceit later duplicated by Baccio Bandinelli and Michelangelo in
their sepulchral imagery. 197
Artistic reaction to Michelangelo’s work and signature was tremendous. A few
sixteenth-century engravings of Michelangelo’s Pietà exemplify how various artistprinters responded to the sculptor’s assertion of authorship in this case. Comparing the
ways in which each printer dealt with Michelangelo’s signature across a sacred image
shows diverse preferences in the treatment of the original inscription. Adamo Ghisi kept
the master’s name but changed Michelangelo’s hometown, altering the inscription to state
Rome, instead of Florence (Fig. 2.10). Additional responses were possibly a result of
Counter Reformation atmosphere. Giulio Bonasone, the so-called “IH Master,” and
195
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Agostino Carracci each chose to remove the signature from Mary’s garb altogether, yet
still credited Michelangelo as the inventor at the bottom of the print, Carracci for
example, doing so on a rock below the figures (Fig. 2.11). This shows that despite
Carracci’s preference for the work of Raphael, linking himself to the skill and renown of
Michelangelo carried weight and showed his artistic pedigree. Sculpted copies also show
paragone with the original such as the replica by Giovanni Lippi, also known as Nanni di
Baccio Bigio, of which he made two versions. Nanni’s first replica was carved by him
and his brother, which was unsigned, leaving Mary’s cingia without script. In the second
version from the 1540s in Santo Spirito in Florence, done by Nanni alone, he chose to
sign his name as imitator in the place of Michelangelo’s: “IO LIPPVS STAT EX
IMITATIONE FACIEBAT” putting forth that although he is an imitator of the master, he
considers himself a rival in his own right (Fig. 2.12). A creative exercise such as this
sought to outdo the original. 198
In opposition to Michelangelo who never sanctioned prints of his work to be
made, Raphael did, recognizing that they could be a means “to propagate his artistic
fame,” in the words of David Landau and Peter Parshall. 199 The painter was business
savvy in many ways and perhaps even during the early stage of his career knew full well
that a signature acted as advertising, especially in prints made after his work. 200 Raphael
was likely among the many other artists who came to Rome in the early Cinquecento who
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were affected by Michelangelo’s audacious signature. Raphael signed many of his works
and in different ways, even on religious figures mimicking embroidery. The type of
signature on Michelangelo’s Pietà, as if it were a piece of the Virgin’s attire, is a part of a
greater Medieval and Renaissance tradition of labeling and relates to the custom of
embroidery. In Florentine paintings from the fifteenth century, saints were often named
on the hem or cuff of their garment. Michelangelo’s signature took after this tradition but
certainly did so in an overt self-referencing manner, placing his own name instead of the
Virgin’s.
One case before Michelangelo’s signing stands out as perhaps a singular instance
when the artist placed his name in place of the saint’s: Ghiberti signed the decorative
circle pattern on the hem of the cloak of St. John the Baptist for Orsanmichele from
1412–15 with “OPVS LAVRENTII FLORENTINI” (Fig. 2.13). 201 Perhaps because
Ghiberti’s signature was above the eye level of the viewer, its artistic impact was less.
Cellini, as a follower of the work of Michelangelo claimed that all he knew he learned
from him, and rarely failed to place a laudatory adjective in front of the master’s name
when speaking about him. 202 In further imitation of him, Cellini inscribed his signature in
a similar manner as Michelangelo did on the Pietà. On a sash across the chest of the
figure in Perseus finished in 1554, Cellini inscribed “BENVENVTVS CELLINVS
CIVIS FIORENT FACIEBAT MDLIII,” mimicking not only the placement but the verb
tense, although not on a religious figure (Fig. 2.14). Well before this and on a sacred
201
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image, Raphael signed in a manner mimicking embroidery. One example is on the
drapery of the Madonna in the Canigiani Holy Family in the Alte Pinakothek in Munich
(Figs. 2.15 and 2.16). His inspiration was no doubt Michelangelo’s example. Incredibly,
the signature that was not clear or legible before it was revealed after cleaning in the early
1980s. The inscription reads: “RAPHAEL VRBINAS,” appearing as golden embroidery
on the trim of the Virgin’s dress. 203
In some ways, Raphael actually became a more daring signer than Michelangelo.
While Michelangelo was the first artist to place his name unabashedly on a religious
figure, Raphael signed creatively within the compositions of sacred imagery in various
ways. In addition to signing the Canigiani Holy Family, he signed The Marriage of the
Virgin from 1504 in the Pinacoteca di Brera in Milan (Fig. 2.17), two Crucifixion scenes
as if his signature was carved into the wooden cross in the Crucified Christ with the
Virgin Mary, Saints, and Angels in the National Gallery in London, and inscribed on a
rock in the periphery of the lower left of the scene in the Entombment from 1507 in the
Museo Galleria Borghese in Rome. 204 Even more playful and fearless are his signatures
on profane imagery. In St. George and the Dragon from 1504 in the National Gallery in
Washington D.C, Raphael places his name on the harness of the hero’s horse. Although
minute, it lies directly in the center of the composition. Raphael also creatively asserted
his authorship in his non-religious imagery, such as La Fornarina from 1518–1520 in
Galleria Nazionale d’Arte Antica, Palazzo Barberini in Rome (Fig. 2.18). With the overt
203
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placement of his name clearly visible upon his lover’s bracelet, it almost seems to
demarcate ownership of not only the artwork but also of her. In two possible self-portraits
made around 1505, Raphael signed the ring eyelets on the breast of the garments in both,
one residing in the Royal Collection, Hampton Court and the other in the Alte Pinakothek
in Munich (Fig. 2.19). 205
Genuine signatures denoted they were bona fide works by a master and apparently
brought confirmation of authorship and with that, added value. Often, works were signed
by collectors or later owners who sought to “authenticate” something in their collection,
showing that there was a greater social or economic significance in the name label. This
was the case for Michelangelo’s Rondanini Pietà which was inscribed with “PIETÀ DA
MICHELANGELO BUONAROTTA” by a subsequent owner. 206 Michelangelo’s name
was written on several of his drawings as they entered collections too, showing the need
for some sort of authorial verification. 207 During the sixteenth century, their was fame in
the name: In 1519 Francis I desired to have from Michelangelo “some work, even small
of yours,” showing, as Lisa Pon points out, “yours” emphasizes the “new authority of the
artist’s name” which rose to importance over any matters of cost, materials, subject, and
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size. 208 As Raphael’s signing spread his name making him one of the most famous living
artists of all times, Michelangelo, too, received distinction for signing the St. Peter’s
Pietà. Although he did not market himself in the same way, his self-fashioning played a
major role in the creation of “Michelangelo” and the continuation of the rise of his
celebrity and polarity among artists and humanists.

Imitatio and Emulation of Michelangelo’s Work

Michelangelo’s work was copied more than that of any other artist of the time. By
imitating his designs, other artists could not only showcase their skill but also link
themselves to his greatness. Sixteenth-century art making and art theory found imitation
to be a key factor. For Leonardo’s imitation of nature, beauty was only one aspect. On the
other hand, for Vasari and his Tuscan contemporaries, it was selective imitation of the
beauty in nature that was desired. Imitation of art could be very direct and obvious or a
more subtle assimilation, merely technical or imbued with meaning. In Unearthing the
Past, Leonard Barkan deliberates about the various dialogues artists had with ancient art
and how they sought to imitate it.209 He defined imitation as operating between selfeffacement and competitiveness, stating that the idea of Cinquecento genius lies in
turning imitation into something original, a quality with which some artists seemed to
208
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struggle. Imitating other artworks allowed the artist an opportunity to surpass the original.
Bandinelli was commissioned by Clement VII to make a copy of the Laocöon as a gift for
the king of France. It was revered for coming so close to the multi-group marble in Rome
that the pope kept it for himself, and even Vasari, who personally did not like the artist,
gave it accolades. Bandinelli was known for his perfected exact copying, and when he
veered from the antique prototypes for his Adam and Eve, the response was lukewarm,
warning him to return to pure imitation. According to Rona Goffen, the intention to
exceed distinguishes the Renaissance from other periods. In her opinion, imitation is
conscious and self-conscious, and implies certain rivalry. 210 When driven by competition,
John Shearman calls it emulation, describing it as a fast or slow fuse, where the reference
is either more or less recognized. Parmigianino’s Madonna of the Long Neck Galleria
degli Uffizi in Florence from the 1530s represents a “slow fuse” where the strap is taken
from the St. Peter’s Pietà of Michelangelo, who, in turn, was likely mimicking an ancient
statue of Diana. Quoting Michelangelo was central to the spirit of sixteenth-century
imitation. 211
His monumental style displayed on the Sistine Ceiling especially showed itself in
others artists work very quickly, such as Raphael’s School of Athens and Sebastiano del
Piombo’s Polyphemus at the Villa Farnesina. The popularity and appeal of
Michelangelo’s work in the eyes of artists, collectors, and patrons led to an artistic cult
following. From the time the cartoon of the Battle of Cascina was put on display, artists
210
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sought to utilize Michelangelo’s designs as a way to study disegno and as a way to
exhibit skill; referencing the famous master brought recognition to their own work.
Salviati and Vasari looked toward Michelangelo as a model, Salviati especially using his
designs. These two artists made a habit of imitating characteristics of his work over and
over; once an ideal form was found, they quoted some figures up to five times in different
works, producing pieced-together compositions where there was no regard for the
original framework of the figure’s pose within the composition or the subject. 212
Although Michelangelo himself copied, mostly early in his career from ancient sculpture
and his early Florentine predecessors, he saw this type of indiscriminate copying as a
destructive enterprise, especially when artistic devices were taken out of context and
reused inappropriately. Regarding his works in the Sistine Chapel, Vasari, who believed
that all artists should work by copying after Michelangelo, thought that one did not even
need to look to nature for models: every possible figural invention could be found there,
writing that “artists should…strive to imitate Michelangelo in everything.” 213 Paul
Joannides has studied how Salviati explicitly studied from Michelangelo’s work by
reusing his design, calling his method “referential irreverence” in how he combined and
borrowed from the master’s style. 214 Michelangelo did not seem to like this type of study;
upon a visit to the chapel years after he painted the ceiling, he saw artists copying his
figures and exclaimed, “Oh, how many men this work of mine wishes to destroy.” 215
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Other Mannerist painters and sculptors imitated his figura serpentinata. David
Summers notes, as Panofsky and Shearman previously had, this pose was a central aspect
within the maniera style as it is almost exclusively used to describe this position. 216 The
term “Michelangelesque” is relatively new in scholarship, used to describe work where
an artist assimilated Michelangelo’s style, usually referring to large, bulky twisting
figures. Also coming from the same artistic atmosphere as Vasari and Salviati,
Alessandro Allori often made direct references to Michelangelo’s work in his own. The
painter was commuting to and from Florence and Rome in the 1550s, and was more than
just a follower; he was informed. Elizabeth Pilliod clarifies the term “follower” of
Michelangelo by seeking to pinpoint a more specific relationship. Through his drawings
after Michelangelo’s works, Allori served as a transmitter of the master’s Roman style,
even to his own mentor, Bronzino. With this new interest in “Michelangelism,” the
influence of Michelangelo is seen in various forms and ranges of painters, such as
Raphael, Titian, Correggio, and Parmigianino who all studied his work but were not
dominated by his style. Sculptors like Giambologna and Alessandro Vittoria also
confidently and successfully absorbed the massive qualities of Michelangelo’s figures. 217
The Venetian interest in the master showed that “Michelangelism” spread further
than central Italy. Creighton Gilbert further developed an earlier observation made by
Johannes Wilde: that Titian, very early in his career, borrowed from Michelangelo in the
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fresco Miracle of the Jealous Husband in the Scuola del Santo in Padua, but in reverse. 218
His St. Sebastian from the Brescia altarpiece in Ss. Nazaro e Celso is similar to
Michelangelo’s slave figure too and uses the faciebat signature style Michelangelo
revived. Gilbert puts forward that Sebastiano was transmitting Michelangelo’s designs to
Titian: his hypothesis holds that Sebastiano was writing to Titian from Rome and sending
little drawings. As early as 1511, Titian’s work was referencing Michelangelo’s ceiling.
Titian’s new larger, majestic figures refer to Michelangelo’s sibyls and prophets, in
Sacred and Profane Love for example, but reversed because Sebastiano was possibly
looking at cartoons, which would have been backwards. 219
While Titian only takes parts of the figures from Michelangelo’s work, the
Venetian sculptor Alessandro Vittoria was more direct and intentional in seeking to
emulate the artist. In an exploration of how the Vittoria regarded himself as
Michelangelo’s creative heir, Victoria Avery demonstrates that much of Vittoria’s work
directly reflects that of Michelangelo: plasterwork in Palazzo Thiene in Vicenza was
taken after Michelangelo’s New Sacristy figures, and in the Montefeltro Chapel of San
Francesco della Vigna, St. Sebastian (like Titian’s image of the saint) emulated
Michelangelo’s Dying Slave. Vittoria never went south but owned numerous copies and
casts of his work and was part of the Sansovino-Titian-Aretino group, who in the early
1540s was interested in the Florentine’s work. He was also friends with Battista Franco
who had made prints of Michelangelo’s work in the Sacristy. 220 Interestingly too, both
Titian and Vittoria seem to have made their tomb imagery in response to that of
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Michelangelo: Titian made a Pietà figure which recalled both the imagery Michelangelo
had carved with intention for his own tomb and the painting by Naldini placed on top of
his memorial in Santa Croce, while Vittoria sought to emulate Michelangelo by
duplicating the iconography of the memorial. 221 His tomb, though designed by Vasari,
was executed by artists trained to imitate the master. Moreover, the younger generation of
artists in Florence, many of Vasari’s and Bronzino’s students who were learning how to
make art by copying Michelangelo’s work, were those who made his elaborate funeral
celebration possible by agreeing to decorate his catafalque without pay. 222 Apparently,
the appeal for these young Florentine upcomers was the honor that such a commission
could bring.

Promotion by Print

Michelangelo’s work was copied prolifically in print form, after which the prints
served as a popular means of spreading his work and allowing access for collectors, none
of which he sanctioned. Battista Franco, Francesco Salviati, Giovanni Battista Naldini,
and Cornelis Cort each produced prints or drawings for print, of his work at the New
Sacristy for example. 223 The print medium was an effective way to circulate imagery and
publicize ideas. Baccio Bandinelli used it as propaganda for his academy issuing two
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prints, one by Enea Vico and another Agostino Veneziano. 224 While Baccio’s hubris and
pride negatively affected his reputation in the art field, printing as a form of artistic
advertisement was hugely successful for Raphael. His use of print was the most
innovative in Italy as he took inspiration from Dürer’s marketing approach.
Printers often worked closely with artists where the artist would supply the printer
with designs. Mantegna, for example, sought to control this process, making his
printmaker Gian Marco Cavalli sign a contract stating he would not print the design
afterward and made him give the plates back. 225 This showed a new awareness and
concern of authorship in Italy. Otherwise, prints had a variety of functions during the
sixteenth century: they were copies of ancient statues for collectors who could not access
the original (or afford a three-dimensional copy), they were means to transmit and
preserve ideas, and were works in their own right. Among their multifaceted uses, they
often served as imitations of contemporary works in entirety for collectors or in part as
didactic aids for artists. Today, these prints are often cited as being made “after” the artist
of origin (perhaps for a lack of a better description) but the Renaissance printmaker
working in imitation by modeling his source on a contemporary painting or sculpture or
intending to “reproduce” and independent work would not have considered his work after
that artist.
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preferred in some recent scholarship. 227 Like other artists, printers claimed professional
status and showed their mastery of disegno, calling themselves disegni stampati. The
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disegni stampati’s invenzione was exhibited in alterations in the imitation and in
additions to the original design. It was an exhibition of skill to be exact in one’s selected
imitation while still showing enough changes to formulate something new. Reproducing
in this sense was so prominent, Lisa Pon has aptly described this period as the culture of
copying. 228 Raphael’s painting was actually the first known example of a conscious
attempt to replicate a full work in print, his Transfiguration made by Salamanca. 229
Even at an early stage in his career, Michelangelo’s designs were used in
printmaking and helped serve in heightening his status. However, during the last half of
his career they assisted in his decline. The seventeen different prints made of the Last
Judgment resulted in the criticism of the painting in the shadow of Trent, especially. It
brought the artist’s fame into the realm of ill repute in the eyes of its most stringent
critics; nonetheless, purchasers craved the original as uncensored versions were actually
more in demand than censured. Circulated prints removed the work from its intended
context, bringing it to the uneducated public, a far cry from the humanistic court of the
Curia. 230 Prints of his other works resulted in different effects, such as the St. Peter’s
Pietà as previously explored, where although it was admired for its beauty, much of its
fascination may have been in the signature.
In opposition to Michelangelo, Raphael worked closely with his printmaker
Marcantonio Raimondi, giving him highly finished drawings to work with. However,
they were usually designs he already had made, not specifically intended for printing.
Raimondi’s print of Parnassus, for example, was taken from a discarded drawing, not the
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fresco. Raimondi often gave invenzione credit to Raphael: in the Massacre of Innocents,
he put both his monogram plus added Raphael’s name crediting him as the inventor on
the left side (Fig. 2.20). This is the first time Raphael placed him name on a print and the
first time double credit had been accepted. Raimondi also worked “after” Michelangelo’s
work. In c.1510, he copied part of the Battle cartoon, and on the lower right gave
invenzione credit to Michelangelo while giving himself credit for making it; it is the first
print in history to have double credit for authorship or design and making (Fig. 2.21).
Vasari, especially after the 1540s, saw printmaking as more of an industry and less
valued than painting and even sculpture. In his second version of the Vite, however, he
included a biography of Raimondi, the only one focusing solely on a printmaker. His
discussion of the medium placed prints not as independent works of art but situated them
as means to reproduce another work of art, in which Raimondi excelled. Actually,
printers who developed new images had a hard time competing in a market overwhelmed
by contemporary reproductive prints of contemporary masterpieces. 231
Patricia Emison, in turn, sees Vasari’s discussion as a motive to link Raphael with
the negative aspect of the industry. 232 Perhaps this is in an effort to further elevate
Michelangelo who was not involved in the making or distributions of prints of his images
but who suffered the consequences of over publication during his own lifetime, bringing
him unfavorable fame. Prints made after his death, specifically those made by Étienne
Dupérac of Michelangelo’s Campidoglio and St. Peter’s Basilica, served him well. At the
time of the artist’s death, no comprehensive plans by the master existed, so, to assist in
building, workers likely used Dupérac’s images that had been pieced together from
231
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Michelangelo’s designs. Moreover, the images showcased Rome’s new ennobled civic
center and revived religious center as completed, of which neither were at the time, and
advertised Michelangelo as the inventor of both. 233 Prints in this case served him well
after he died, assisting to preserve his ideas in a completed form. Moreover, espite
Vasari’s regard of printmaking, most well-known contemporary painters of Vasari’s time
worked with printers: Raphael with Raimondi; Romano with Ghisi; Salviati with Vico,
Vaga with Bonasone. Even Vasari added engraved portraits to his second edition of his
biographies.
Raphael’s collaboration with Raimondi was particularly strong during his early
career in Rome when he was starting to establish himself. 234 Raphael sought to make
prints with Raimondi in an effort to further popularize himself with the antiquarians of
his day whereby prints were associated with ancient sculptures because images of prized
antiquities were usually made into printed images. 235 Raimondi’s prints also helped
make Raphael known internationally. They were essential for dispersing imagery outside
of Italy, at the time and during succeeding centuries. Engravings were important not only
for information about works unknown first hand by art connoisseurs and collectors but
also for artists. Raimondi developed a specific type of print addressed to artists where
figures were isolated from their original scene, therefore providing solely a didactic
purpose. His prints “after” Raphael were especially valuable to Poussin’s work. Even as
late as 1863, Manet based his Luncheon on the Grass on Raphael’s Judgment of Paris
233
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printed by Raimondi. 236 There certainly was an international market and demand for
prints of the works of Italian artists during the Renaissance too. Ghisi worked in Antwerp
1560s and 70s making prints after Raphael’s work (School of Athens) and Michelangelo’s
work (Sistine Chapel ceiling). 237 It was this type of demand that raised these two central
Italian artists to international celebrities despite crucial differences in their views of
printing, showing that the following of these two artists was strong outside of Italy.
From Michelangelo’s vantage point, his dislike of printmaking might have
stemmed from his fear of sharing ideas. Raphael kept more of an open door policy for his
studio and he willingly sought to spread and publicize his designs. As a polar opposite,
Michelangelo did not support the printed arts, perhaps because he desired to hold tight
reins on who viewed his artwork and when. Several accounts relayed by Vasari tell how
Michelangelo went to great pains to avoid his work from being seen before he was ready.
When Julius II ordered the Sistine Ceiling scaffolding to come down mid-way through
completion so that the fresco could be viewed, Michelangelo became upset. 238 Moreover,
once many decades later in the 1550s, Vasari stopped by his studio at night and
Michelangelo kept him at bay, holding the lantern low so that his recent attack on the
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Florentine Pietà would not be revealed. 239 Fascinatingly too, the difference of how both
Raphael and Michelangelo shared their work shows itself in their relations with their
assistants: Raphael’s students and assistants learned from him and flourished in their own
right after his death. Michelangelo did not have any significant artists come from his
studio, always keeping a locked door, and always reluctant to share his ideas and work
especially while in process.
While achieving it differently, the high status and renown achieved during their
lives is paralleled by how palpably they were each celebrated upon their deaths. The cults
that arose in celebration of these two men proved to be a strong force too, a momentum in
memoriam of sorts. Quattrocento memorials reveal the first large-scale evidence of the
elevation of social standing for artists. Achieving and showing this high status remained
essential throughout the next century, but the desire for fame became increasingly strong;
it attests to being the motivating factor behind memorial making, especially centered on
the places of burial of Raphael and Michelangelo.
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CHAPTER 3
MYTH MAKING AND MAKING MICHELANGELO

Fiction, Fact, and Seeking Fame: Vasari’s Vite and Libro

Dedicated to Cosimo de’ Medici, Giorgio Vasari’s Le Vite de’ più Eccellente
Pittore, Scultore ed Architettori is the most widely read primary source from the
Renaissance. 240 In it Vasari seeks to exalt the artist and his patron’s family as great
benefactors of the arts. Moreover, it places Micheangelo at the pinnacle of art making.
This chapter weighs the positives and negative of Vasari’s efforts to immortalize the
artist while exploring how Michelangelo crafted his persona himself. Vasari’s Vite had a
major role in shaping the canon of Italian Renaissance art but was attacked in his own
day and soon after, notably and possibly most strongly by the Carracci. 241 Despite
prejudices and errors, Vasari’s vision shaped modern-day art history. Scholars before the
mid-nineteenth century relied on Vasari as a factual source since many archives were not
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opened or explored fully yet. Wolfgang Kallab was the first to try to address these issues
and to note differences in the two editions in his unfinished book, published
posthumously in 1908. 242 As discussed in the first chapter, Julius Schlosser’s publication,
La Letteratura Artistica from 1924, changed the way art historians used sources by
making a wide variety of other contemporary documents readily available. Inevitably,
parts of Vasari’s subjective stories did not hold up when compared to evidence found
elsewhere.
Threads in recent scholarship have sought to draw attention to the problem of
factuality and his biases without looking for the positives. Charles Hope’s question from
1995 “Can you trust Vasari?” was at the center of the discussion at the roundtable at the
“Vasari/ 500 Symposium: Envisioning New Directions in Vasari Studies” at Harvard
University in 2011 where the moderator of the panel, Elizabeth Cropper concluded, the
question of trust is the wrong framework. 243 For some, however, seeking to discover
faults has been paramount. Elizabeth Pilliod has sought to challenge his writing, voicing
that he is terribly unreliable even when discussing his fellow Florentines. 244 Pilliod and
others, such as Andrew Ladis, who has similar goals to explore and uncover artists
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downtrodden in Vasari’s Vite, have assisted in revising the art historical standard. 245
Vasari was so influential that many of his neglected artists, or “non-vite” as Pilliod calls
them, or those he negatively spoke about were left out of the art historical canon. Giving
exposure to otherwise ignored artists allows us to see their real merit not just through the
eyes of one man who can divinize an artist on one hand, and villainize on the other.
Such studies are correct to question Vasari; however, one must consider Vasari’s
purpose, which was not only to express his like or dislike and to record facts about artists
for posterity, but also to glorify the Tuscan heritage in which he was a part, and to
promote his great patron, Duke Cosimo. The 1550 version included biographies of only
deceased artists, with Michelangelo as the exception, placed at the pinnacle of his goodbetter-best organization of three eras. Vasari saw art like life, progressive and cyclical in
nature: he began with artists of Giotto’s time and ended with his own time, the glorified
terza età, leaving little to no room for the future development. The purpose of his second
version of 1568 was more multi-purposed than the first edition: to correct and expand, to
reflect his travels to Northern Italy, and to respond to several works by recent art writers
who challenged his views on art, notably Ludovico Dolce in regard the colore-disegno
paragone. Vasari also wanted to respond to and even use what Condivi had written in his
1553 biography of Michelangelo. Moreover, in the second volume, he has become
increasingly concerned with the artist as supernatural, and in linking the artists of his time
to the past greats, calling Raphael the “new Apelles.” 246 Additionally, the most important
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reason to publish another so soon may have been to promote the newly formed
Accademia del’ Disegno which he founded in honor of Duke Cosimo. Michelangelo’s
funeral became the ultimate public display of all the achievements of the artist—
possessing talent, amassing fortune, achieving fame—and Vasari played a major role in
its organization and recording it in his Vita. Vasari’s own status had risen considerably as
he became Cosimo’s chief art consultant and lead architect, all of which he discussed in
his newly added autobiography. As Paul Barolsky notes, Vasari was very invested in the
discussions about celebrating noble artists, really because he saw them as a mirror of
himself. 247
His method for both publications was based on his own inspections, hearsay,
vague memories, and information from those that knew or were relatives of his subjects.
As Philip Sohm acutely perceived, while Vasari may present gossipy chatter reflective of
his position at court as an impresario, a professional talker, we cannot get away from him.
He is important because he presents us with a resource that is inexhaustible and
constantly unlayering. 248 Paul Barolsky takes a similar stance, noting that with Vasari’s
discussion of Michelangelo, for example, there is no separation between “myth” and
“reality;” we should not be concerned whether or not this duality distorts historical
certainty. 249 Nonetheless, he admits that he is shocked at how many scholars take
Vasari’s work at face value. Barolsky ruminates on how a lot of Vasari’s characters seem
fictitious, where the personality description actually mirrors how Vasari described the
style of the artist (dark, heavenly, etc.). As for using the Vite as a source, Barolsky
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insightfully reminds his own reader that Vasari’s writings were much closer to that of
Boccaccio’s as a writer of fiction than we are to him as art historians. 250 He writes, “Like
Boccaccio, Vasari is a ‘novelliere’ or teller of stories.” 251 Barolsky has published
prolifically on the writing of Vasari, most known through his slightly subversive
trilogy. 252 In grappling with the anecdotes, he illuminates how Vasari drew from the
literary sources of his time, resulting in his stories reading like novelle. Despite this,
Barolsky thinks it is a valuable source for information on artists: one just has to know
how to read Vasari and when doing so, to be aware of the desire to be fooled by
fabulously spun tales. 253
Elizabeth Cropper agrees, stating “he [Vasari] is a product of his time.” 254 Patricia
Lee Rubin calls the Vite a period piece, but argues in favor of using it as a source,
stressing that we must recognize his intentions, rather than accusing him of being
incorrect or biased. Vasari did seek to improve his writing and factuality in the second
edition, which was more refined with the help of Vincenzo Borghini. It was, after all, an
unprecedented project despite past prototypes such as Ghiberti’s I Commentarii. Vasari,
like past art writers, sought to intellectualize art by using Pliny’s terms, such as inventio
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and ingenio. Rubin points out that one of his models was Boccaccio’s commentary in the
biographical introduction to Dante’s Divine Comedy where education and nobility were
stressed, traits Vasari also emphasized about his artists. 255 Without a doubt, with his
agenda to write about the superiority of the artist over his patron, critic, and even Nature,
Vasari did more to elevate the status of the artist more than anyone else from the period.
Vasari must have known that his project would also bring him fame. In a letter
dated October 12, 1547 to Vasari, Paolo Giovio acknowledged, with your biographies
you will be immortal, “sarete immortale.” 256 The propagation of fame after death was a
central concern for Vasari too. As mentioned, the majority of his Vite end with a
discussion on how the artist was honored in life and after death. Especially important, he
found, was to emphasize those buried with great honor. In the life of Andrea del Sarto,
Vasari discusses the magnitude of honoring memories and making memorials, stating that
with his biographies of artists, “I hope to preserve their memory for many ages.” 257 The
content of his album of drawings echoes this goal; his aim in making the eight volume
drawing collection was indeed to immortalize the artist. The frontispiece shows
personifications of the Arts victorious over death symbolized by a barren landscape. The
inscription translates to “I will make known that in this safe haven, these men shall never
perish, nor were vanquished by death” (Fig. 3.1). 258 Evidently, Vasari believed that not
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only through his biographic writing but also his collecting effort, the memory of each
artist would endure, triumphing over death. 259
One has to be aware, of course, whenever Vasari did not have dependable
information, he would often make it up, as was the case for his account of Antonello da
Messina’s extravagant funeral, which seems never to have happened. 260 Regarding such
tall tales centered on artists’ deaths and funerals, readers of the time would have expected
a certain element of entertainment factor and if nothing happened, then that would have
made a very dull read. If he were to stand out like his other Tuscan literary predecessors,
fiction writers, then he was going to have to embellish, if not create, some parts of his
stories. His “white lies” run deeper than this though. For Vasari, in writing the Vite as a
Medici artist, it was essential to make the family’s artists stand out, which is likely the
case with the story of Fra Filippo Lippi. 261 However, Antonello was not a Medici painter,
and in Antonello’s biography, Vasari had a different agenda. By writing that he had a
grand funeral, “honoured in his obsequies by the craftsmen, by reason of the gift
bestowed by him on all art in the form of the new manner of colouring,” Vasari expresses
his professional indebtedness to him for bringing oil to Italy. 262 Moreover, he records a
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praiseworthy epitaph which extolled his remarkable skill as a painter particularly his
modeling in color. 263 Part of Vasari’s interest in his second version was to bring greater
esteem to his own profession and claim modern artistic dominance over the ancients,
particularly Apelles. Vasari may have been seeking to give special praise to Antonello, as
the legendary contemporary, Italian “inventor” of oil varnish, as Pliny discussed Apelles’
invention of oil to draw attention to and bring greater honor to his modern craft of
painting. 264
Vasari was not the only one who desired to commemorate his great countrymen.
Paolo Giovio, whom Vasari in his own Vita said gave him the idea to compile artists’
biographies while at a dinner party at the Cancelleria in Rome in the mid-1540s, had
previously undertaken similar projects and certainly influenced Vasari’s collecting,
portrait painting, and literary endeavors. 265 The other esteemed literati guests of the
banquet at Cardinal Farnese’s palace such as Caro, Molza, and Tolomei, assisted in
putting Vasari and his Vite in their realm. As Paul Barolsky determined, Vasari must have
already begun his colossal project prior to the banquet since it was published just a few
years later in 1550. However, by imagining and “memorializing the inception of his great
literary monument,” Vasari relays to his reader that his project should be viewed as “part
of the tradition of the literary symposium or banquet.” 266
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An established writer, Giovio, who had written the first biographies of
Michelangelo, Leonardo, and Raphael in Latin after the sack in 1527, differed from
Vasari in that although still praising, he presented more of a “warts and all” approach. 267
Giovio had also written several eulogy-like biographies including one on great literary
figures and one on accomplished military personas which were accompanied by woodcut
portraits. The famous men featured in image and text in Elogia veris clarorum virorum
imaginibus included a few well-known artists such as Leonardo as mentioned above (Fig.
3.2). The prints in the volume were based on Giovio’s immense portrait collection at his
villa at Lake Como, of which only copies for most survive (Fig. 3.3) 268
The collection, which the humanist biographer and historian called templum
virtutis, a temple of virtue, suggesting something cultic, consisted of nearly five-hundred
portraits of contemporary illustrious men such as dignitaries, popes, writers, and
importantly, artists. 269 Giovio went to great lengths to assemble his collection, and
completely novel was his desire to open the museum to the public. 270 It is no longer
extant in full but after Giovio’s death in 1552, copies were made for Cosimo de’ Medici
by Cristofano dell’Altissimo and are now housed in the Galleria degli Uffizi in Florence.
Emphasizing their commemorative nature, his portraits acted as effigies, Giovio actually
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writing and placing “epitaphs” in parchment below each image. 271 This was a custom of
humanistic mourning rituals at the gravesites of great men, as was done on
Michelangelo’s catafalque. 272
Michelangelo’s funeral affair and tomb memorial were unprecedented, and
displayed both this Medici-quartered crest as well as his sculptor’s mark comprised of
three interlocked rings, which was also adopted from the Medici stemma, discussed
further below. His burial was organized as a colossal state affair sponsored by the Medici,
as mentioned above, and Vasari was put in charge. The catafalque was so grand and
orations so laudatory, they mimicked those of a Roman emperor. Bramante and Raphael
were honored before this time with huge funeral events but nothing before
Michelangelo’s celebration had been on the same scale for an artist or architect during the
Early Modern period. As outlined in this introduction, a few select court and papal artists,
the famous few—who were viewed as intelligent, noble, genius, even godly—
transformed their profession and their public persona, into something lofty. The
propagation of these concepts was achieved through the making of insignia, signatures,
self-portraits and memorials—all things that would live beyond the lifetime of the artist.
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Michelangelo’s Self-fashioning and Fame Infamy

Many art historians have noted that “Il Divino” was famous for his fame. Such
praise of the artist, of him being divine, was a description frequently discussed in
humanist circles. Interestingly, some of Michelangelo’s own poetry alludes to his
heavenly inspiration where he wrote that his crude hammer guided by divine intellect
released the forms from the stone. 273 If God was the master architect then the artist was
his medium. Aileen Wang argues that Michelangelo had a hand in propagating his title as
“the Divine One.” She explains that Michelangelo put forward this idea about his persona
himself, signing his name “Michel Angelo” in the St. Peter’s Pietà, clearly emphasizing
the angelic nature of his name by separating the two words. This was later played upon
by art writers, who praised his work as angelic and heavenly. 274 Stephen Campbell
proposes Michelangelo’s designation might be due to the fact that the figures in his early
work, while undergoing “undivine” means of dissection, resulted in perfect, divine
results. 275 Subsequent humanist art writers in addition to Pietro Aretino, who reverted
from revering this quality to holding it against him, verged on excessively panegyric in
their unwavering esteem of the master. Campbell argues that Michelangelo tried to keep
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such overly-praiseworthy rhetorical devices in check by supplanting his otherwise ideal
art with “undivine” imagery such as mask, skins, and macabre images. 276
Important to understand is that Michelangelo’s self-construction through visual
imagery may be more in line with how he viewed himself. His self-portraits, in most
cases, were personal in nature; these—the St. Bartholomew’s skin on the Last Judgment,
St. Paul in the Conversion of St. Paul and Nicodemus in the Florentine Pietà for
example—express his concerns for spiritual salvation. 277 Moreover, the medal he created
with Leone Leoni in 1560 shows himself as the devout pilgrim that he was, desiring to
travel to Santiago de Compostela in the mid-1540s and visiting all of Rome’s seven
martyr churches in the 1550 jubilee year (Fig. 3.4). 278 Later in life, he became
increasingly concerned with his nobility mostly for the sake of the lineage of the family,
which he left in the hands of his nephew Lionardo. Michelangelo sought to strengthen his
own family ties by changing his signature in letters from “Michelangelo Scultore” when
he was seeking to establish himself to “Michelangelo Buonarroti” after 1526. 279 He also
transitioned from rarely changing out of his sculptor’s garb to only wearing black in true
aristocratic fashion in his last years. Moreover, the frontispiece of Condivi’s Vita made
by Giulio Bonasone, published with Michelangelo’s approval, shows his portrait and
declares him as “PATRITIVS FLORENTINVS” imagery that claimed “NOBILIVS
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FLORENTINVS.” 280 With Condivi as his mouthpiece, Michelangelo crafted himself as
untouchable early in his career: he was an artist who did not need a teacher, surpassed
Quattrocento masters, and rivaled the work of ancients. Later in life, he made important
patrons sweat in his presence: Pope Clement VII immediately sat in his company in fear
the artist would leave him standing. 281 Indeed the creation of the titan “Michelangelo”
was his master work. Paul Barolsky has attempted to separate the man from myth, writing
that the Michelangelo we know did not exist as a single entity; he molded himself into a
rich work of art. 282
The most important thing to take away from the larger-than-life stories about the
artist is that this is how his contemporaries viewed him and that he was incredibly sought
after by patrons. The European powers whom he turned down work from include the
Turkish Sultan, the Venetian Signoria, Holy Roman Emperor Charles V, Duke Cosimo
de’ Medici, and King Philip II. His main patron was the Church as he worked for a total
of nine popes. 283 Michelangelo seemed to prefer the monumental projects only the
papacy could offer, so for lesser patrons or collectors, to obtain Michelangelo for a
project or to get “a Michelangelo” would have been a difficult task. His drawings were
even harder to come by, as the artist locked his studio and burned designs in his last days,
according to Vasari. 284 Artists especially went to great lengths to access his work: his
battle cartoon was ironically destroyed by his idolizing followers who cut it up into
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portable pieces (Alfonso d’Este finally got a ‘Michelangelo’ by purchasing a segment). 285
Moreover, the sculptor’s Via Mozza studio was broken into by his acquaintances
Bartolommeo Ammanati and Nanni di Baccio Bigio in 1529 when they stole over fifty
drawings a few months prior to the siege in October of that year. 286 From these stories
one can understand why one had to be a trusted assistant or close friend to get a work
from the master, and despite droves of fervent followers, no significant students came
from his studio, just admirers who studied his work in situ.
Michelangelo’s popularity only increased during his lifetime: the Medici Chapel
and his works in the Sistine became art schools in and of themselves, Vasari declaring
that all artists should work and copy after him. Upon the founding of the Accademia del
Disegno in 1563 under Cosimo’s beneficence, Michelangelo was made honorary head,
yet Florence was still unable to get its native son to return to his home city after his last
departure in 1534. He returned in 1564 only when his body was smuggled back to the
city. Nothing like his extravagant funeral had been organized before for an artist, where
the state honored him by grand obsequies in San Lorenzo. He was praised in oration and
honored with a monumental catafalque there, and his permanent memorial in Santa Croce
proved to be an equally impressive affair.
285
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While these were the most elaborate honors given to Michelangelo during the
sixteenth century, one must consider the many portraits made to pay tribute to the master.
As Ernst Steinmann noted in his 1913 study on images of the artist, portraits were an
expression of admiration at the time; over one hundred portraits of the artist were made in
the sixteenth century alone. 287 Many honorary images of Michelangelo and depictions of
stories from his life were produced after his death, especially during the early nineteenth
century when the many romanticized stories from his biographers were found appealing.
The Romantic Age also witnessed a revived interest in Raphael. The new height of
admiration of these masters resulted in a variety of imagery ranging from medallions to
busts to portable paintings. The interest was paralleled in academia when German
pioneers began forming the foundation of modern art history scholarship placing Raphael
and Michelangelo as pinnacles of perfection.
The adoration Michelangelo received during his own time was due to his audacity
as an image maker: his signing of the St. Peter’s Pietà may have elevated him to one of
the uomini famosi, but the making of the Last Judgment brought him more attention than
he wanted (Fig. 3.5). The fame he acquired from signing paled in comparison to the rank
of infamy this painting brought him. In the age of Church reform, the Last Judgment was
the most criticized work of the century; its artistry exceeded its function as a sacred
image. Earlier “reformers” such as Savonarola had discussed the importance of images as
devotional aids. Sacred images were to be didactic—have a teaching quality and be
mnemonic—in order to provide the religious message to the worshipper. They were to
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excite the spiritual emotions where the effective and affective power of the image proved
to be essential to its function: effetti, the visual effect, and affetti, the emotional. 288 Sacred
images had a central liturgical role, charged with responsibility. The function of images
changed rapidly beginning around the turn of the fifteenth century. Artwork became so
complex that it needed a text to be deciphered, which also brought about a new concern
over content and display. 289 Hans Belting has famously called this the age of the crisis of
the image and the period where modern art begins. 290 Artistic devices of licenza such as
too much fantasia and invenzione distracted from the Word. When these creative aspects
were introduced to altarpieces, religious imagery became too complex for its intended
purpose. Belting aptly sums up that the presence of the artifice superseded the former
presence of the sacred in the artwork. This new age of art brought new interest in the
artist and his work, which was certainly the case for Michelangelo as well as Raphael.
During the mid-sixteenth century, Michelangelo became a scapegoat for CounterReformers. His celebrity could be better described as verging on notoriety, the work
bringing more negative than positive reaction. This phenomenon is sadly ironic because
he was a pious and devout Christian, as previously mentioned. However, in the Last
Judgment, Michelangelo emphasized aspects like solo fide, Christ as merciful, and
damnation not being a permanent state. Leo Steinberg goes too far, proposing that
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Michelangelo’s supporters were only praising it in order to cover for his heresy. 291 The
artist certainly was never accused of heresy but he was closely aligned with reformminded thinkers. Michelangelo regularly met with the Spirituali including Vittoria
Colonna at San Silvestro where they discussed issues such as the importance of faith and
divine grace, ideas opposing current Church belief. As Alexander Nagel has shown, some
members of Michelangelo’s Sunday afternoon discussion group supported the Beneficio
de Cristo, a pre-Trent document expressing outright spiritual dissatisfaction with Church
rituals. 292 Moreover, he notes that Michelangelo’s work during the last phase of his life,
such as the Florentine Pietà, exhibits a certain austerity. Nagel relates its plain soberness
to the ideas of Savonarola, whose sermons, which called for asceticism and spiritual
isolation, Michelangelo heard as a young man. In this work intended for his own tomb,
Michelangelo placed his likeness in the face of Nicodemus. 293 In reference to this,
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Valerie Shrimplin believes that Michelangelo identified with Nicodemite reformers.294
Nonetheless, it is ironic that an artist with extreme personal piety, abstemiousness, and
obsession with the salvation of his soul would ultimately be the most attacked artistic
personality of the century.
Despite his disposition, his art—specifically the Last Judgment—was targeted. It
decorated a private space for the specific learned, male papal audience of Paul III and the
Curia. Michelangelo tailored the image to reflect Paul’s projects; the saints surrounding
Christ are the saints from the main martyr churches of Rome, which the pope was
restoring at the time. 295 Michelangelo did, however, use licenza in many ways where the
biggest criticism came from the excessive nudity and confusing poses in a sacred space.
While the painting was in progress, Biagio da Cesena, the pope’s Master of Ceremony,
complained to the pope, remarking something to the effect that it was better suited for a
bathhouse or brothel than a papal chapel. As mentioned, supposedly, as Vasari relays,
Michelangelo painted his likeness as Minos in Hell. 296
Criticism outside the church proved to be more of a threat. Melinda Schlitt has
reviewed the comments of the critics in an effort to cite the origins of their complaints.297
The Venetian Pietro Aretino was one of the biggest protesters during the artist’s lifetime.
He oddly transitioned from adoring follower to shrill critic in the 1540s when his esteem
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for the master was unrequited: he did not get a drawing by Michelangelo which he had
been requesting. Aretino’s opinions are documented in his letters and were made into the
published dialogue, as previously mentioned, by Ludovico Dolce who in 1557 subjugated
Michelangelo to Titian and even to his fellow central Italian contemporary Raphael.
Michelangelo came under attack even more during the years following the
twenty-fifth and last session of the Council of Trent held in 1563. At this juncture, the
Church finally addressed images. As discussed, lasciviousness and extraneous imagery
were not to be present in sacred art which was to return to its intended clear, didactic
nature. In the same year Michelangelo died, Gilio da Fabriano published Degli Errori de’
Pittori, using Michelangelo’s Last Judgment as the example of all the errors and abuses
in image making that went against decorum. His other major criticism was that
Michelangelo put the power of art before the truth of religion. In sacred imagery, Gilio
elaborates, the favoloso should not overwhelm the truth, as he called history and religious
paintings vero, where such poetic fictions, or licenza, should not enter sacred images.
Also, soon after the artist died, his own friend and artistic follower, Daniele da Volterra,
was commissioned to cover the nudes on the Sistine altar wall, after which the nickname
“Il Braghettone,” “the britches maker,” stuck. 298
Michelangelo and his work were viewed as scandalous, the disapprovals making
the most sense in light of the distribution of prints of the image. Seventeen different
versions of the Last Judgment were circulated during the sixteenth century alone,
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certainly extending to audiences that Michelangelo never intended. 299 The new context
altered the original intention as it was now in the hands of the unlearned masses, a point
Aretino argued. In fact, Aretino himself never even saw the fresco in situ. Despite
distress over the work, it did have its supporters who praised it. Artists especially admired
it for its exhibition of Michelangelo’s ingegno, where they copied after his figures. It
became a sort of art school where figures were taken piecemeal and used out of context,
often sacrificing meaning. Nonetheless, Gilio and later critics used Michelangelo and the
Last Judgment as a scapegoat for their complaints when they really should have been
criticizing those that took artifice to the extreme, such as Salviati and Vasari as discussed.
As a result of the artistic and public reaction to the fresco, Michelangelo’s notoriety,
notwithstanding these complaints, resulted in him becoming the most celebrated artist of
the time, someone nearly every artist wanted to imitate or compete with in some way,
shape, or form.

The Medici and Michelangelo’s Mark

Before Michelangelo became a celebrity, the Medici played an essential role in
his initial establishment in the early 1490s, and again in furthering his career while he
worked in Florence in the 1510s and 1520s before he left for Rome in 1534. This section
seeks to explore his involvement with the Medici during his early career and define the
change in his relation with the family toward the end of his life. Throughout his life,
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Michelangelo was patronized by a number of Medici family members. Patronage was a
means to construct an outward image of prestige and power for the family through
monumental building and the visual arts, and their relationship was reciprocal. Christina
Acidini Luchinat summed it up succinctly, writing “During the sixteenth century
Michelangelo embodied for the Medici and for Florence the finest living proof of an age
still fresh in the collective memory, a period hailed in Medici propaganda as a golden
age.” 300 Michelangelo had a long history with the family. While working for the family in
the 1520s, Michelangelo marked his stone with a three-circle symbol based on a Medici
family emblem. It was first employed as a stemma by Cosimo Il Vecchio that was still
sparsely used during the sixteenth-century (Fig. 3.6). 301 It was also used as a symbol on
the verso of a medal of Lorenzo de’ Medici (Fig. 3.7). 302 Included in the decorations of
the Salone dei Cinquecenton in the Palazzo della Signoria in Florence from the 1540s in
the Palazzo della Signoria, the stemma stands barely noticeable on the parapet made by
Baccio Bandinelli for Duke Cosimo from the 1540s (Fig. 3.8). 303 Around the same time,
although likely removed from Medici association, the mark became synonymous with
Michelangelo. Michelangelo’s insignia came to stand for the three arts, and was
prolifically used in his memorial imagery, both the catafalque in San Lorenzo and the
monument in Santa Croce. In the Esequie by Jacopo Giunti, he talked about the emblem,
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saying that for his entire life Michelangelo employed the “tre cerchi intrecciati
insieme.” 304
The history of distinguished Medici family patronage can be said to have begun
during the time of Cosimo Il Vecchio in the early to mid fifteenth century and flourished
during the reign of his grandson, Lorenzo Il Magnifico. Beginning in 1469, as the new de
facto ruler, Lorenzo, and other family members, ordered works from many of the city’s
finest artist such as the Pollaiuoli, Andrea del Castagno, Andrea Verrocchio, Filippo
Lippi, and Sandro Botticelli. The latter, to show his ties to the family, included the
Medici emblem of three linked diamond rings on Athena’s drapery design in Pallas
Athena made for Lorenzo di Pierfrancesco de’ Medici (Fig. 3.9). Michelangelo was also
to join this list, although no lasting work was commissioned by Lorenzo Il Magnifico or
his son Piero. Lorenzo brought Michelangelo into the family household when he was
around fifteen when Michelangelo was said to have first sculpted in the family’s garden.
While this story has little evidence to support it, its significance carries a great weight for
the construction of the young Michelangelo’s identity. 305
Caroline Elam has found the location of the sculpture garden run by Bertoldo, a
former student of Donatello, at the edge of San Marco on the corner of Via Larga (now
Cavour). Michelangelo may have been “the sculptor of the garden” mentioned in
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documents from the 1490s. 306 Vasari and importantly Condivi, Michelangelo’s
mouthpiece, both relay the fictitious anecdote about Lorenzo first noticing young
Michelangelo’s talent when he was hanging around the grounds. The artist had carved a
copy of a damaged head of an old faun from a scrap block. Lorenzo noticed his skill
asking him why he had made it with a perfect grin, as everyone knows, old fauns have
missing teeth. As soon as Lorenzo turned away Michelangelo knocked out a tooth or two.
Lorenzo was so impressed with not only his talent but also his will to please that he took
him in to his home as if he were his own son. 307 While the full story cannot be taken at
face value, Michelangelo was, in fact, related to the Medici through his mother’s side, so
the idea of him living in the Medici household is not so far fetched. 308 Therefore, it could
have been possible only because the Buonarroti were distant relatives to the Medici. 309
After Lorenzo’s death in 1492, political instability, and the shortly revived
Florentine Republic, it was not until Giovanni di Lorenzo de’ Medici came to the papacy
as Leo X in 1513 that the family’s dynastic patronage returned full force. Before this in
1494, Piero de’ Medici had commissioned only one work from Michelangelo, a snowman
for his courtyard when an atypical snow fell that winter, clearly showing the young
Medici’s disinterest in art by mocking it. 310 As it turned out for Michelangelo, Raphael
became Pope Leo’s preferred court artist. Michelangelo, in turn, was sent back to
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Florence from Rome to work on what became a series of commissions at San Lorenzo,
the family’s local church. 311 The Buonarotti family knew full well what a prestigious
commission this was for the artist and the family, and for honoring Florence; Buonnaroto,
the artist’s elder brother, wrote “I hear Michelangelo is to make the façade of San
Lorenzo, may God give him victory to us all.” 312 In 1523, when Clement VII became the
next great Medici pope, he wished to have Michelangelo continue work on the New
Sacristy there and begin the library. The pope also desired to have Michelangelo paint the
Sistine Chapel altar wall in Rome, which was not fullfilled by the Medici pope, but by his
successor, Pope Paul III. While in Florence, beginning with his ascendancy to power in
1537, Duke Cosimo I was the next influential family patron of the arts who had a
newfound goal: to establish the legitimacy of his ducal rule. Unfortunately for him,
regardless of repeated requests, he was never able to lure Michelangelo back from Rome,
despite that letters to Cosimo from the artist reveal that he was considering returning
beginning in the mid to late 1550s. 313
Moreover, the Accademia del Disegno founded by Vasari in honor of Cosimo in
1563 used the family’s history with Michelangelo to substantiate the new artists’
corporation. Vasari worked especially hard to construct a lineage of Florence’s famed
artist in connection with Cosimo I, which was to stand for the culmination of Florentine
artistry and patronage greatness. Christina Acidini Luchinat made similar points in her
study about Michelangelo’s tomb but draws upon one further example: after the
sculptor’s death, Cosimo appropriated a few of his sculptures, resituating the Victory in a
311
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new context in Palazzo Vecchio as a symbol of victory of Florence over Siena. 314
Michelangelo was seen as the city’s illustrious artistic heir as he was unanimously elected
“capo, padre et maestro di tutti,” head, father, and master of the Academy in 1563,
sharing honorary presidency with Duke Cosimo while Borghini served as acting head.315
Putting Michelangelo up on a pedestal illuminated not only his achievements in the arts
but also the family’s triumph.
Michelangelo died the next year. His funeral orations and the imagery displayed
on the catafalque emphasized his past with Lorenzo, constructing his life as Vasari did in
his Vita. His biography of Michelangelo emphasized the sculptor’s connection to the
Medici family, his own patron, more than Condivi had, who wrote closer to what
Michelangelo wished to tell. On his tomb memorial in Santa Croce, Michelangelo was
fashioned as the epitome of Florentine greatness and grand master of disegno, a
representative of Tuscan supremacy in art. 316 Frances Thomas argues that with this
constructed version of “Michelangelo,” it was a means of Florentine self-validation in
spite of his long-time absence from the city. 317 With this said, Michelangelo did not have
a hand in arranging the extravagant funeral affair or erecting the memorial in which both
promoted the Academy and the Medici family. His wall tomb in Santa Croce features his
family’s coat of arms which included a Medici palla. Early in his career, in 1516 with
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Pope Leo X’s permission, he took the Medici coat of arms as part of his own. 318 This
emblem is shown, not once but twice, on the memorial (Fig. 3.10).
Remarkably, although Raphael died as Leo X’s papal artist, no large-scale signs
of this relationship were advertised on his tomb in the Pantheon. Although the Medici
pope had granted this special burial, it is not known if he desired to make a patronage
connection to Rome’s prince of painters and painter of princes: Pope Leo died before
construction had begun, a year after Raphael in 1521. The artist-patron relation, however,
is noted in Raphael’s epigraph written by Bembo, revealing a reciprocal association that
elevated the humanistic standing of both men. 319 Cosimo de’ Medici likely wanted to
make a similar attachment to Michelangelo in his memorial, paying in part, even if
tardily, for his catafalque. 320 Michelangelo never worked for the duke but as a letter by
the artist reveals, it looks as though he contemplated it. In a letter dated March 28, 1557
to Cornelia, the widow of his beloved assistant Urbino, Michelangelo as usual was listing
his complaints to his recipients. However, here he discloses his consideration of moving
back, writing:

And then there’s also the fact that the Duke of Florence, God grant him
grace, for the past month has been pressing me with the greatest of offers
to return to Florence. I have asked him for time to arrange my affairs here,
so that I may leave the workshop of Saint Peter’s on good terms; I judge
that I shall stay the summer here and settle my affairs as well as yours
at the Monte delle Fede, and then this coming winter return to Florence
for good, for I am old, and I’ll not have time to return to Rome. 321
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Nothing ever came from this and Michelangelo did not return until his corpse arrived at
the customs house on March 11, 1564. Luchinat has made an argument that “when he
was in Rome his ties to Florence and the Medici were almost never broken” due to his
circle of friends in Rome and his correspondences with those in Florence. 322
Despite Michelangelo’s ponderings and certain unwaivering connections, William
Wallace has proposed that the sculptor actually tried to de-stress his relation with the
Medici in his later years. Although Michelangelo certainly always self-identified as a
Florentine, his time with the Medici must have seemed like a lifetime ago by the time he
was in his seventies and eighties. Despite the fact that the artist was patronized by a total
of seven Medici family members, Michelangelo emphasized his own family’s patrician
lineage in an effort to establish the Buonarroti name. 323 At this time, in addition to
highlighting his own noble heritage apart from his Medici relatives, his efforts to craft his
own identity were based more on his pious nature, as previously discussed. 324 His interest
in properly continuing the Buonarroto/i name is evident in his correspondence with
Lionardo, his only living heir to have children, whom he advised to sign his letters
“Lionardo di Buonarroto di Buonarroti Simoni” to reflect the relation to a distant ancestor
who was a member of the Signoria. 325 Michelangelo wrote him regularly advising him
about taking a proper wife. After Lionardo married, and upon hearing the news his wife
was with child in 1553, the aging artist wrote him expressing his pleasure in being
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informed of an heir. 326 Michelangelo wrote back again to tell his nephew that if it should
be a boy, he should name him Buonarroto to keep the name in the family since it had
been for three hundred years. 327 Michelangelo’s relative was extremely important to him
for carrying on the Buonarroti lineage and for establishing the type of noble family in
which Michelangelo saw himself a part. He had also previously written to his nephew to
proudly tell him his distinguished relative, Count Alessandro di Canossa, had come to
visit him in Rome. 328 To solidify this connection to the Canossa, Condivi, in
Michelangelo’s “autobiography,” opens with a discussion calling attention to these
ties. 329
As Michelangelo took pride in his distinguished ancestors, his descendants took
pride in their celebrated artistic father and family patriarch by collecting his work and
commissioning a memorial in his honor. Of course, all this was because Michelangelo
never married or had children. In a now-famous quote, as Vasari tells it, Michelangelo
quipped that he had too much of a wife, that his art, and his works, which had already
troubled him, would be the children he left behind. 330 Oddly, with his preoccupation with
family lineage, Michelangelo was never concerned with establishing an artistic lineage.
This is unlike Raphael who did not appear to have the same type of interest in
propagating the Santi name, never marrying his fiance of many years, Maria Bibbiena.
His children, as Paul Barolsky muses, were his “disciples, similar to the intermarried
children of the courts of Italy, are part of the dynasty that he established.” 331
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Michelangelo’s family, and others, assumed their role as heirs by taking his
insignia. As mentioned, while Michelangelo was working in Florence, he derived his
sculptor’s mark, an emblem of three circles with an “M,” from another Medicean symbol,
and began using it in the 1510s. However, his insignia became well known outside of his
use of it in the quarries. In L’anima Dannata in the Gabinetto di Stampe e Disegni at the
Uffizi in Florence, this mark is present but was not placed there by the artist (Fig 3.11).
The top of the folio reads: “Gherardus de Perinis,” while the lower right: “Michelan.
Buonarroti Faciebat,” which copies his signature style on the St. Peter’s Pietà and
includes his sculptor’s mark. 332 These are not in Michelangelo’s handwriting; instead
they are most likely by Perini, an acquaintance of the master whom Vasari mentions was
presented with three drawings by Michelangelo. 333 The writing attributing the sketch to
Michelangelo was certainly done after the drawing was bequeathed to the collector
showing that by this time, the 1540s, the mark was a known symbol for the master.
As previously shown, the association of a name, especially literally placed on an
art work, plays a key role in its value in terms of not only financial worth but also for
sentimentality or posterity for the owner. In the case of Michelangelo Buonarroti the
Younger, Michelangelo’s grandnephew, the name (both in this case) carried on the family
legacy. Continuing the practice of his father Lionardo, Michelangelo the Younger,
gathered and collected as many works by his great uncle as possible, which now makes
up the Casa Buonarroti collection in Florence, which began as a private house memorial
made in tribute to his ancestor, discussed further below. Knowing the provenance of a
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drawing was not enough for the inheritor: Michelangelo’s grandnephew felt the need to
inscribe “by Michelangelo” on the drawing of the Sacrifice of Isaac in the Casa
Buonarroti, perhaps thinking it somehow further validated its authenticity. 334 From these
types of post-mortem confirmatory indicia, of which several different examples exist,
serving as type of signature replacement, we can glean, in this case, that the work was
viewed as more valuable in some way, shape, or form for the master’s descendant if it
displayed Michelangelo’s name. The Rondanini Pietà in Milan at the Castello Sforzeco
and the questionably-attributed Palestrina Pietà in the Galleria dell’Accademia in
Florence were also “signed” by Michelangelo via a post-mortem proxy, again
emphasizing the worth of his name.
Moreover, the insignia inscribed on the drawing of Isaac morphed into a symbol
used by the Accademia del Disegno to mean something more lofty when the entwined
rings were turned into laurel crowns. Michelangelo’s linked coronets evoke his dual
identity as both the prince of the arts and as poet laureate by relating to the triple honors
of Horace’s motto: “tergeminus tollit honoribus.” 335 Paul Barolsky points out that
Michelangelo, akin to Horace and Virgil, desired eternal fame. Additionally, Dante,
whom Michelangelo admired as a poet, spoke of “giri” or “rote” in the last lines of the La
Commedia that were turned by a love so strong that it moved the sun and stars. 336 In
addition, it plays on Michelangelo’s family name “buone rote,” something exploited by
Benedetto Varchi in a sonnet to Michelangelo, speaking of his “celestial rote.” 337 When
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fashioning his sculptor’s mark based on the Medici emblem, surely he was aware of these
dignified connotations.
As a founding Academy member, Giovanni da Montorsoli appropriated the tricircle emblem in the public debut of Michelangelo’s sculptor’s mark in the groups’ burial
chapel, the Cappella di San Luca. 338 Montorsoli was the first artist to imbue
Michelangelo’s tri-emblem with connotations making reference to the unity of the three
visual arts. Moreover, in a sketch full of ideas for an emblem for the Accademia del
Disegno, he depicted the three interwoven rings as well as an equilateral triangle, both
symbolizing the arts; here the visual imagery parallels discussions in art theory from the
time (Fig. 3.12). Propagation of the soon-to-be-emblematic insignia had its beginnings in
the 1520s. When Michelangelo first began using the three-circle emblem to mark his
stone at the quarries during his tenure at San Lorenzo, Montorsoli would have been
familiar with it. The many drawings of stone blocks housed at Archivio Buonarroti in
Florence exhibit this mark (Fig. 3.13). 339 Montorsoli first came into contact with
Michelangelo around 1524 in Florence when he was working on the New Sacristy and
the Biblioteca Laurenziana at San Lorenzo, in which construction came to a halt in 1527
upon the expulsion of the Medici from the city.
Montorsoli returned to work there late in the year of 1533 making a model for the
statue of St. Cosmas, which, after revision assisted by Michelangelo, he completed in
1536–1537. The next year he worked under Michelangelo in Rome for tomb project of
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Julius II. 340 While simultaneously carving figures for the tomb of Julius II, Michelangelo
also applied the mark to these stones as well; the only extant example of the mark on
stone exists on the top of the so-called “Atlas” Captive intended for the tomb of Julius at
the Galleria dell’Accademia in Florence (Fig. 3.14). As evident from this example, for
the sculptor, the symbol was now no longer used exclusively for Medici projects. While it
seems that it was only intended for use as a professional mark of ownership at the
quarries, others were apparently aware of it, such as the collector Perini who used it
before Montorsoli to stand for a type of signature, as mentioned above. Montorsoli then
publicized and transformed the symbol, which in two fold, came to represent
Michelangelo’s triple mastery as the soon-to-be honorary capo of the newly formed
Academy and the official professional unification and alliance of the arts. While
Montorsoli’s emblem was not selected as an official seal for the Accademia del Disegno
at this time, it nonetheless remained an unofficial logo, so to speak, in Florence. During
the last years of his life, Montorsoli, who was also a friar, was in charge of converting the
chapterhouse of his monastery into a memorial chapel dedicated to artists, then called
Cappella di San Luca (then called the Cappella della Trinità, the trinity referring to both
the sacred entity and the three arts). The wall decoration there includes Michelangelo’s
mark. Montorsoli died on August 31, 1563 and was interred in the communal crypt,
discussed more in the last chapter. 341 Although communal burial played a key role in the
formation of the art academies during the Cinquecento, singular monuments for artists,
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beginning in the early Quattrocento, as the next chapter explores, served as a central
means for those in the profession to express their newfound social prestige.
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CHAPTER 4
TOMBS FOR ARTISTS

Perpetuating Fame: The Memorial as a Second Life

The making of memorials during the Early Modern period in Italy ensured that
the deceased would receive not only spiritual recognition, but also earthly acclaim.
Tombs for laity were made indoors, and reflected a rise of interest in the “visual culture
of death.” 342 This phenomenon has been called the “cult of remembrance” and developed
early on in Florence, representing the desire to make a lasting memorial for oneself and
one’s family. 343 With the rise of this phenomenon, tomb making for painters, sculptors,
and architects rose, showing a new interest in the cult of the artist. Artists who achieved
earthly fame were honored with individual memorials, as will be explored here. 344
Moreover, their celebrity and artistic worth were often measured by comparison to
ancient masters. For example, architects were compared to Daedelus and painters to
Apelles.
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During the early-Quattrocento, floor slabs were the most common way to
commemorate the deceased because the decorum of tomb decoration did not call for
portraits to be connected with the grave memorial. During the latter half of the century,
on occasion, commemorative cenotaphs not connected to the grave began to be erected in
churches in order to honor uomini famosi. 345 A palpable change is evident around the
early to mid-sixteenth century when individuals sought to have more prominent
memorials. At this time too, artists were motivated to make large-sized altarpieces for
their tombs, while, as a general rule, no tomb proper was connected to the memorial. 346
During the middle to last half of the sixteenth century, tomb making seemed to break
traditional decorum whereby sometimes the sarcophagus was left exposed.
Outside of Florence, effigies became popular earlier, toward the end of the
fifteenth-century, and since salvation was the utmost concern, the image, in conjunction
with the name read at mass, was believed to bring the presence of the deceased. Rome
appears to have had less burial restrictions than Florence until 1566 when Pope Pius V
mandated that all remains of the dead were to be buried in the earth, eliminating the city’s
tradition of wall burial. Resultantly, it became custom, as it had been in Florence, to
separate the body and the memorial. While floor plaques were still placed in churches,
the cenotaph or wall monument became the primary means to visually venerate the
individual. 347 Hence, the portrait and inscription importantly recalled the physical
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characteristics and virtues of the dead in a permanent remembrance. Overall, in central
Italy, memorials for artists became much more substantial and noticeable during the
Cinquecento. The wall tomb of Michelangelo, who died in 1564, was the largest Florence
witnessed for an artist. In Rome, with the large-scale burial tabernacle of Raphael who
died in 1520, artist memorials continued to become more and more impressive. This is
especially true after the formation of the Accademia di San Luca in the 1590s and the
city’s full revival as an art center, peaking around the end of the next century.
Lasting fame had long been a concern for artists; some ancient craftsmen, and, as
a recent studies elucidate, their medieval followers, saw the act of creation as a way to
achieve immortalization. 348 During the late Middle Ages, on occasion, some artists who
were buried with their family were individually celebrated with a tomb inscription. The
early-fourteenth century artist Stefano Sanese was interred with his ancestors, as was
tradition, but also received an epigraph denoting his position as a foremost Florentine
painter. 349 The augmentation in the production of tomb memorials for artists during the
fifteenth and early sixteenth century shows new artistic aspiration in a concrete way:
large scale and in the public realm. As Francis Ames-Lewis observed, “Early
Renaissance artists had various opportunities during their lifetimes to enhance their social
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(Berlin: Deutscher Kunstverlag, 2009), 104–105. For additional literature, see n. 138.
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Vasari, Lives, vol. 1, 119. The epitaph in Santo Spirito recorded by Vasari reads:
STEPHANO FLORENTINO PICTORI,
FACIUNDIS IMAGINIBUS AC COLORANDIS
FIGURUS NULLI UNQUAM INFERIORI,
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and intellectual position… Their final opportunity came after death, in the form of visible
commemoration.” 350 Many well-known artists of the time, such as Paolo Uccello who
was buried with his father in S. Spirito in Florence, or the Bellini in Venice who were
interred together, made arrangements of a will and were buried with their family,
receiving no personal visible tribute per se. 351 Early Renaissance singular tombs of
artists, for those who achieved enough status and wealth to warrant and pay for a burial
and memorial, usually had a body-length floor slab placed in the vicinity of their family
members’ graves.
Lorenzo Ghiberti, one of the most renowned fifteenth-century Florentine artists
has such a floor memorial in Santa Croce that he shares with his son Vittorio, also a
sculptor. In 1430, Ghiberti made payments “a l’opera di sca Croce per luogo di
sepultura.” 352 His will, drafted a week before his death in 1455, reconfirms his desire for
burial in the church and his effort very well may be the first instance when a Renaissance
artist sought to arrange and possibly design his own memorial. 353 The current slab with a
nineteenth-century inscription replaced the one which seems to have been made
sometime after his death. Here, he is celebrated, as other creative men were for their
literary and artistic contributions on their tombs, for his work beautifying the city with
the Baptistery doors. While it is likely that Ghiberti desired a more elaborate memorial, it
seems never to have come to fruition (or survived).
350

Ames-Lewis, The Intellectual Life of the Early Renaissance Artist, 89.
See also Vasari, Lives, vol. 1, 350, and Vite, testo III, 71, for Uccello’s burial. Interestingly, the
1550 version offers a fictitious epigraph not found in the second volume. See Lives, vol. 1, 617, Vite, testo
III, 449–450, for Jacopo, Giovanni, and Gentile Bellini. See also Ames-Lewis, The Intellectual Life of the
Early Renaissance Artist, 91, for additional discussion on Uccello’s burial.
352
Ames-Lewis, The Intellectual Life of the Early Renaissance Artist, 100. For Ghiberti’s tax
document of 1530 stating this purchase, see Richard Krauthheimer and Trude Krauthheimer-Hess, Lorenzo
Ghiberti (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1956), 9 and 377, document 82. The sculptor drew his will
on November 26, 1455, just days before his death on December 1.
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On the contrary, his contemporary, Filippo Brunelleschi, as an architect, received
a prominent and praiseworthy cenotaph in Santa Maria del Fiore, discussed further
below. Architects, as their buildings served as emblems of pride for the community, often
received greater accolades than those in other trades, but by the mid-sixteenth century
such occupational distinctions began to fade as the paragone of the arts came to
culmination. Memorial making, beginning in the fifteenth century, became a principal
aspect of the cult of the artist regardless of their trade. In turn, the official unification of
the trades became a central theme emphasized in the burials and burial chapels of the
early art academies, such as the one founded by Vasari.
Paying tribute to the individual and preserving memory for posterity was an
important objective for not just the artist companies but for Early Modern society as a
whole in central Italy. While arrangements were traditionally made by family, sometimes
professional associates played a large role in funeral services and in the construction of
memorials. Tombs erected for artists by colleagues, patrons, and art coalitions focused on
showcasing local collegial pride in the three visual arts. The cult followers of
Michelangelo, and Raphael before him, consisted of some of the artists who first came
together to promote the professionalization of their trades. The early Compagnia et
Accademia del Disegno, the first official art Academy founded by Vasari, celebrated the
life and death of many of their members and established a group burial site for colleagues
who could not provide for their own funeral rites. 354 As the artist climbed the social status
ladder, burial practices drastically changed for those in the profession; this change
correlates to the growing self-determination of artists to gain recognition for their work.
The professional and social achievements discernible during the sixteenth century, took a
354

For more on the Academy, see Chapter 8 below.
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long time in the making: craftsman to artistic celebrity did not happen overnight. An
early example of perhaps atypical funerary praise of the artist is the account of the painter
Simone Martini, who died and was buried in Avignon in 1344. He habitually signed his
work either with: “SIMONIS MEMMI SENENSIS OPUS” or “OPUS MEMMI DE
SENIS ME FECIT,” therefore, establishing renown not just during his lifetime but for
after. That Petrarch sung his praise in two epigram sonnets and his epigraphic inscription
on his tomb, as Vasari asserts, proclaims his status as an illustrious artist of his time. 355
Also, according to Vasari, Cimabue, who died a few decades earlier in 1302, was also
esteemed for his mastery in painting in his epitaph in the Florentine Duomo. 356
Many early Renaissance artists during the Quattrocento who received recognition
during their lifetime and upon death autographed their work. Paolo Uccello, Donatello,
and Mantegna, for example, are just a handful of artists who frequently signed their work,
were greatly esteemed by colleagues and patrons alike, and, as a result, received
exceptional commemoration upon their death. With this in mind, there seems to be a
correlation in signing practices, fame during one’s lifetime, and memorialization after
355

Vasari, Lives, vol. 1, 188–189. As Vasari relays, his epigraph read:
SIMONE MEMMIO
PICTORUM OMNIUM OMNIS ÆTATIS CELEBERRIMO.
VIXIT ANN. LX, MENS. II, D. III.

See also p. 182. Petrarch honored the renowned artist in verse:
Per mirar Policleto a prova fiso
Con gli altri che ebber fama di quell’ arte
See also Vasari, Vite, testo II, 200 for both 1550 and 1568 Vite.
356
Vasari, Lives, vol. 1, 48. Cimabue was buried in S. Maria del Fiore, according to Vasari, and
his memorial was marked with an epitaph made by one of the Nini:
CREDIDIT UT CIMABOS PICTURÆ CASTRA TENERE,
SIC TENUIT, VIVENS: NUNC TENET ASTRA POLI
See also Vasari, Le Vite, testo II, 42 for both 1550 and 1568 Vite.
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death. Such artists were lauded for their talent of imitatio, or even surpassing Nature.
This praise of the artist’s creation rivaling that of Nature’s was a fertile one in epigrams
and epigraphs of the time. Donatello, in an anonymous poem recorded by Vasari, was
praised for his skill in bringing speaking-likeness and breath to his works, triumphing
over past ancient greats, and even the capacity of Nature to create. 357 The last line in
particular, noting the theme of the artist in paragone with Nature, proves to be a prolific
one in humanistic eulogies. While Vasari does not specify where these lines came from,
many of the poems noted by Vasari in his Lives were either made up or could have been
written on cartellini and left on the grave. 358
One unusual epigraph recorded by Vasari seems to have caused some confusion.
Benozzo Gozzoli was a Medici painter, making himself known by his craft in not one but
two self-portraits in the Procession of the Magi in the chapel of the Palazzo MediciRiccardi in Florence by placing an emphasis on his hands. 359 According to Vasari, he
received honorable burial in the Campo Santo in Pisa. This would have been an out-ofthe-ordinary celebration for the painter who died in 1497 and, as Francis Ames-Lewis
brings to light, he was actually buried in an unmarked grave in the cloister of S.
Domenico in Pistoia. 360 Vasari’s misunderstanding may have stemmed from two things:
his personal admiration for the artist of whom he wrote “displayed a spirit truly more
357

See Vasari, Lives, vol. 1, 443, for three epitaphs. The epigram mentioned above reads:
QUANTO CON DOTTA MANO ALLA SCULTURA
GIÀ FECER MOLTI, OR SOL DONATO HA FATTO;
RENDUTO HA VITA A’ MARMI, AFFETTO, ED ATTO;
CHE PIÙ, SE NON PARLAR, PUÒ DAR NATURA?

See also Vasari, Le Vite, testo III, 224–225 for both 1550 and 1568 Vite.
358
This was a humanist custom that may have been in place during the mid to late Quattrocento,
especially for artists connected to the Medici and their humanist circle. Evidence exists in regard to these
little poems left at the grave for Michelangelo. See Chapter 7 below.
359
See Ames-Lewis, The Intellectual Life of the Early Renaissance Artist, 215.
360
Ibid, 90.
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than bold,” 361 and secondly, from the inscription in the Campo which was Gozzoli’s own
epigram of self-praise. In the scene of Joseph in Egypt, he commended himself for his
skill as a life-giver, the last lines reading:

Who fashioned these images of such varies form
Was not Nature, her genius engendering that brood.
This is the work of Benozzo; by his art their visages live:
O gods above, endow them with a voice as in life. 362

Again, the artist is commended for his life-instilling talent.
The ability to animate and bring life to what he painted, was also what Giotto was
so deeply admired for in his own time and still today. 363 During the rule of Lorenzo Il
Magnifico, a cenotaph for the painter was erected in the imago clipeata form, an
aristocratic tondo-shape portrait preferred by Roman patricians and emperors, and
revived by Ghiberti on his self-portrait on his second set of Baptistery doors in
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Vasari, Lives, vol. 1, 564, and Vite, testo III, 378.
Ames-Lewis, The Intellectual Life of the Early Renaissance Artist, 90, translation provided by
the author. Ames-Lewis cites D. Cole Ahl, Benozzo Gozzoli (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1996),
194. Vasari, Lives, vol. 1, 564, recorded the full inscription correctly:
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QUID SPECTAS VOLUCRES, PISCES, ET MONSTRA FERARUM,
ET VIRIDES SILVAS ÆTHEREASQUE DOMOS,
ET PUEROS, JUVENES, MATRES, CANOSQUE PARENTES,
QUEIS SEMPER VIVUM SPIRAT IN ORE DECUS?
NON HÆC TAM VARIIS PINXIT SIMULACRA FIGURIS
NATURA, INGENIO FŒTIBUS APTA SUO:
EST OPUS ARTIFICIS: PINXIT VIVA ORA BENOXUS;
O SUPERI, VIVOS FUNDITE IN ORA SONOS.
See also Vite, testo III, 378.
363
Giotto may have been buried at Santa Maria del Fiori as Vasari records, but the location is
unknown and his gravesite was likely destroyed during pre-1969 excavations of Santa Reparata. A skeleton
found in 1972 during the excavation was believed by some Italian scholars to be that of Giotto. Franklin
Toker, the University of Pittsburg archaeologist in charge of the site from 1969–1974, does not believe it is
Giotto. For a popular culture article on the controversy about the possible find of Giotto’s skeleton, see
Byron Spice, “Pitt Archaeologist’s Objections End Plans for Great Artist’s ‘Reburial,’” PG News,
November 8, 2000, http://www.post-gazette.com/magazine/20001108giotto3.asp (accessed February 19,
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Florence. 364 Vasari described the reason behind the commissioning of Giotto’s memorial
(Fig. 4.1):

Therefore, by public decree and by the effort and particular affection of the
elder Lorenzo de’ Medici, the Magnificent, in admiration of the talent
of so great a man his portrait was placed in S. Maria del Fiore, carved
in marble by Benedetto da Maiano, an excellent sculptor, together with
the verses written below, made by that divine man, Messer Angelo
Poliziano, to the end that those who should become excellent in any
profession whatsoever might be able to cherish a hope of obtaining,
from others, such memorials as these that Giotto deserved and obtained
in liberal measure from his goodness. 365

The inscription below the effigy celebrates his work on the campanile and that he raised
his entire profession of painting from lifelessness, claiming his talent paralleled Nature’s
creations:
That man I am, by whose accomplishment
The painter’s art was raised from the dead.
My hand was ready as it was sure;
What my skill lacked, Nature lack’d too; no one
Was privileg’d more fully in life to paint
Or better paint. Dost thou admire a tower
In beauty echoing with sacred chime?
By my design this too reach’d for the stars
But I am Giotto; why recite these deeds?
My name alone is worth a long-drawn ode. 366
364

In the Duomo, Lorenzo also commissioned a cenotaph for Brunelleschi. For that and for the
famous organist Squarilupo, see discussion below. See Ames-Lewis, The Intellectual Life of the Early
Renaissance Artist, 92. See also the discussion in Chapter 1and figure 1.11.
365
Vasari, Lives, vol. 1, 119, and Vite, testo II, 122.
366
Ames-Lewis, The Intellectual Life of the Early Renaissance Artist, 92, and 285 n.12, the
author’s translation of Giotto’s epigraph:
ILLE EGO SUM, PER QUEM PICTURA EXTINCTA REVIXIT,
CUI QUAM RECTA MANUS, TAM FUIT ET FACILIS.
NATURAE DEERAT NOSTRAE QUOD DEFUIT ARTI:
PLUS LICUIT NULLI PINGERE, NEC MELIUS.
MIRARIS TURRIM EGREGRIAM SACRO AERE SONANTEM?
HAEC QUOQUE DE MOLDULO CREVIT AD ASTRA MEO.
DENIQUE SUM JOTTUS, QUID OPUS FUIT ILLA REFERRE?
HOC NOMEN LONGI CARMINIS INSTAR ERIT.
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Giotto was celebrated for these very things in poetry and prose during his own life time,
which, in fact, seems to be unusual praise for a painter of the early Trecento. As
Giovanni Villani, the aristocratic chronicler, wrote, Giotto was “the most sovereign
master of painting in his time, who drew all his figures and their postures according to
nature. And he was given a salary by the Commune of Florence in virtue of his talent and
excellence.” 367 He was mentioned by many humanistic-minded poets of his day such as
Antonio Pucci, Franco Sacchetti, Boccaccio, Petrarch, and Dante, the latter immortalizing
him in his discussion of the vanities of fame in La Divina Commedia written between
1308 and 1321:

O empty glory of human powers!
How short the time its green endure upon the top,
If not to be over taken by rude ages!
Cimabue thought to hold the field of painting,
And now Giotto hath the cry,
So that the fame of the other is obscured. 368

See also Vasari, Lives, vol. 1, 119, and Vite, testo II, 122. See also Doris Carl, “Il ritratto commemorativo
di Giotto di Benedetto da Maiano nel duomo di Firenze,” in Santa Maria del Fiore: The Cathedral and its
Sculpture, ed. Margaret Haines, 129–147 (Fiesole: Edizioni Cadmo, 2001), who also discusses the Medici
sponsored monuments to Brunelleschi in the Duomo, and Filippo Lippi in Spoleto. For five drafts of
Poliziano’s epigram for Giotto, see Angelo Poliziano, Prose volgari inedite e poesie latine e greche edite e
inedite, ed. Isidoro del Lungo (Hildesheim: Olms, 1976), 156–159, first published in Florence in 1867. See
also Alexander Nagel, “Authorship and Image-Making in the Monument to Giotto in Florence Cathedral,”
Res 53/54 (2008): 145 n. 10. See also Elizabeth Healy Dube, “Michelangelo’s Tomb: Portraiture and the
Renaissance Commemoration of the Artist,” 70–73, and Schütz-Rautenberg, Künstlergrabmäler, 55–57.
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Kenneth R. Bartlett, The Civilization of the Italian Renaissance (Toronto: Heath and Company,
1992), 37. Villani, who died in 1348 of the Black Death, wrote a history of Florence in Nuova Cronica.
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For analysis and bibliography on the thirteenth- and fourteenth-century literature and poetry
mentioning Giotto, see Patricia Lee Rubin, Giorgio Vasari: Art and History (New Haven: Yale University
Press), 288–289. These lines were quoted from Dante, La Divina Commedia, Purgatorio (XI, 94–96). As
quoted from Rubin, the translation is from “The Purgatorio,” in The Divine Comedy of Dante: The CarlyleWisksteed Translation, trans. Thomas Okey (New York: Bennet A. Cerff, 1932), 133. The passage in
Italian can also be found in Rubin, p. 289. See E. H. Gombrich, “Giotto’s Portrait of Dante?” Burlington
Magazine 121, no. 917 (August 1979): 471–483, for Pucci’s poem on a portrait of Dante by Giotto.
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Evidently, in the eyes of the rising humanists of the Trecento, Giotto had achieved
recognition in painting that no one else had since antiquity. Petrarch, thus, compared him
to Apelles, proving to be quite an early paragone reference to the renowned ancient
painter. 369 The plethora of accolades evoke the curious, yet unanswerable question as to
why he was not given a visible tomb memorial when he died, like his literary
contemporaries such as Petrarch, for example. During the Trecento, the poet was praised
more highly than the painter, a notion that does not change until the Cinquecento, when
the situation nearly reverses. 370 Giotto’s later commemoration during the midQuattrocento reflects the greater trends in burial, where, as a general rule, artists did not
begin to be celebrated with public memorials until the late Quattrocento, and even then
only those who were who had achieved exceptional artistic distinction received a singular
monument.
Due to the many epigrams and praises, Giotto’s fame remained steadfast during
Quattrocento and might explain why a memorial was sought to commemorate him at the
end of the century. Before this, Ghiberti had thought highly of his work and Alberti
mentioned in Della Pittura, the only modern artist discussed in his treatise. 371 Perhaps
too because Giotto was so acclaimed by their humanist forefathers those in the Medici
369
Rubin, Giorgio Vasari: Art and History, 288. This letter was part of the Rerum Familiarum
libri (Book v, no. 17).
370
Petrarch died in 1374 and is buried at Arquà Petrarca where he died. For discussion of his death
and will, see Morris Bishop, Petrarch and His World (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1963), 360–
366. Petrarch’s tomb was opened during the late nineteenth century and again in 2003 by professors at
Padua University. For a recent dabate about the authenticity of the skull, see D. Caramelli, C. Lalueza-Fox,
C. Capelli et al., “Genetic Analysis of the Skeletal Remains Attributed to Francesco Petrarca,” Forensic
Science International 173 (November 2007): 36–40. Dante died in Ravenna in 1321 where he was in exile
and was buried in San Pier Maggiore. The existing tomb memorial was built in eighteenth century and his
centotaph was erected in Florence in Santa Croce during the mid-nineteenth century, with initial hopes in
bringing his remains there. For an entertaining popular culture article on Dante’s bones and the
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(accessed February 22, 2012).
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circle especially cherished him, making a public tribute to him seem not only natural, but
necessary. Giotto’s epigram is similar to Poliziano’s lines for Filippo Lippi, a Medici
artist who is discussed further below, praising his ability as a life-giving creator. Like
Filippo’s inscription too, it is written in first person as if the deceased is speaking from
the grave. Poliziano likely absorbed this from classical writers such as Ovid who used the
device of sphragis to address the audience to tell autobiographical information or to
declare his personal accomplishments.372 Here, Giotto recalls his past achievements postmortem, speaking in a “permanent present tense.” 373
Alexander Nagel and Christopher Wood have a particular take on what they call
the paradox between word and image as represented here. They maintain that while the
inscription credits Giotto for what they call an “embedded signature,” the image of him
by Benedetto da Maiano expresses the opposite. 374 Giotto’s effigy shows him working on
a mosaic of an image of Christ. Historically, an icon of Christ is removed from any sort
of individual claim for authorship. Moreover, Nagel and Wood assert that while each
brushstroke in a painting can be a type of “signature” of the artist, the process of making
a mosaic lacks such expression, thus “introducing a remove between author and
image.” 375 While, indeed, these points are true, it is unlikely that this type of theoretical
umbrella was open when conceiving the memorial. Moreover, this detail, only clear in an
enlarged reproduction, is lost while viewing it from ground level in the dark church. It is
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more likely, as they also point out, that the era, spurred by Lorenzo’s enthusiasm, was
undergoing a revived interest in mosaics and their connection to antiquity.
The erection of Fra Filippo Lippi’s wall tomb also occurred during the rule of
Lorenzo (Fig. 4.2). After Filippo was buried in Spoleto where he had been working on a
commission for the cathedral, Vasari tell us, Lorenzo traveled there because be desired to
bring back the body for burial in S. Maria del Fiore in Florence. The city of Spoleto
responded by requesting that Filippo stay as a way to honor their small city, arguing that
Florence already had a vast number of famous men. The celebrated artist remained
interred in Spoleto, buried in the floor which was adorned with a red and white marble in
1469 in front of the cathedral’s main doors, quite a prestigious spot. 376 While Lorenzo
very well may have wished to bring back the body of the illustrious artist to show his role
as a great patron, Vasari’s tale should not be taken at face value. Certainly drawing on
truth, the story is perhaps more of a novellino than a record of what happened, not only
showing Lorenzo’s magnanimity as a powerful leader but also explaining why the famed
painter was not buried in Florence. The desire of Lorenzo, as relayed by Vasari, also links
his patron, Cosimo I, to Il Magnifico by creating a past event that, in a way, validates the
duke’s desire and involvement in bringing back the body of Michelangelo, which turned
out to be a highly unusual happening.
Filippo’s son Filippino fashioned the marble wall memorial in his honor placed
beneath the organ and over the sacristy at the request of Lorenzo. Payment of one
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hundred gold ducats was made by the head of the Medici bank, Nofri Tornabuoni. 377 The
effigy, in the imago clipeata style, shows Filippo pointing to the Medici palle. Decorated
with various classical funerary motifs such as skulls and masks, the marble relief reflects
Filippino’s exposure to the grotesques of the recently rediscovered Golden House of Nero
in Rome. 378 Doris Carl relates the all’antica fanciful decoration of the memorial to
Filippino’s frescos in the Carafa Chapel in Santa Maria sopra Minerva finished in 1493,
but credits the design of the tomb, completed two years earlier, to Ambrogio da
Milano. 379 The large-scale wall memorial also features artistic implements; flanking the
winged-angel heads on each side, are the pen and brush, the instruments which brought
him recognition, in the form of an “X.” 380
Filippo’s epigraph written by Poliziano extols him (or is meant to seem to appear
to extol himself because it is written in first person as if he is communicating from the
afterlife) as a famous artist with expert painting skills who was able to bring his images
animation, thus leaving Nature confounded:

Here in this place do I, Filippo, rest,
Enshrin’d in token of my art’s renown.
All know the wondrous beauty of my skill;
My touch gave life to lifeless paint, and long
Deceiv’d the mind to think the forms would speak.
Nature herself, as I reveal’d here, own’d
In wonderment that I could match her arts.
Beneath the lowly soil was I interr’d
Ere this: but now Lorenzo Medici
Hath laid me here within this marble tomb… 381
377
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Filippo’s story, as Vasari tells it, shows that a patron’s or town’s involvement in the
burial of a famous artistic persona was a campanilismo effort in order to showcase their
pride in local accomplishments. Vasari wrote that neighborhoods mourned their deceased
artist too, as in the case of Filippino, by shutting down local shops during mourning.382
This was the custom during the obsequies of celebrated men, but whether or not the
community celebrated Filippino in the way Vasari tells us is not known. What it might
tell us more is that by the mid-Cinquecento, his readers accepted and believed, or at least
wanted to hear, that their artistic ancestors and cultural predecessors were celebrated in
this way. Despite embellishments in how Vasari relays the stories of his subjects, the
artists discussed here were, in fact, remarkable artists of the early Renaissance, and their
memorials and epigraphs were distinct for the time.

Honoring the Architect

During the late medieval period, creators began to commend themselves in
signatures using rhetorical devises that often made comparison to ancient Greek masters.

CONDITUS HIC EGO SUM PICTURÆ FAMA PHILIPPUS;
NULLI IGNOTA MEÆ EST GRATIA MIRA MANUS.
ARTIFICES POTUI DIGITIS ANIMARE COLORES,
SPERATAQUE ANIMOS FALLERE VOCE DIU.
IPSA MEIS STUPUIT NATURA EXPRESSA FIGURIS,
MEQUE SUIS FASSA EST ARTIBUS ESSE PAREM.
MARMOREO TUMULO MEDICES LAURENTIUS HIC ME
CONDIDIT; ANTE HUMILI PULVERE TECTUS ERAM.
See also Vite, testo III, 341.
382
Vasari, Lives, vol. 1, 713, and Vite, testo III, 568. He was buried in S. Michele Bisdomini; the
shops on Via de’ Servi closed for his funeral service. A fictitious epitaph is recorded in the 1550 Vite. See
Vite, testo III, 569.
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One such ancient master was Daedalus who was believed to have invented sculpture and
architecture and was therefore viewed as an exemplary historical genius creator-figure. A
comparison to him served as point of reference of an artist’s worth and made a
declaration claiming equivalent or surpassing skill. 383 The funeral memorial created for
the master-builder Buschetta after his death in 1110 in Pisa stand outs as an exceptional
example from the period (Fig. 4.3). His body was placed in a late antique grooved
sarcophagus on the façade of the Pisan Duomo about 3.5 meters above today’s ground
line. 384 The unusually long inscription celebrates him for his one-upmanship of Daedalus’
past greatness and is unique for the time in its excessive pay of compliments:

What a thousand yoked oxen teamed up can hardly move, what hardly a
ship can bring across the sea, this load is lifted at a nod of Busketus,what
was wonderful to appear, a host of ten maidens. Here rests Busketus,
on whom it is reported, that he had excelled through the drive of his spirit
the Dulichium Ruler [Odysseus]. Artfully, this one brought the downfall
to the wall of Troy, through the art of that man you see wonderful walls.
Through his acumen he brought ingenious Prince of Sorrows, through his
agility those spoils. A dark structure was the labyrinth, Daedalus, dark is
also your praise. The praise of Busketus accords however his shining temple.
No comparable example does the temple built of snow-white marble have,
which originated thoroughly through the creativity of Busketus. As the
adversary that confided in him damaged the goodness of the temple, was
Busketus, qualified through his work, stronger than the adversary. The
Honor of the pillars of prodigious dimensions, which he pulled aloft from
the depths of the ocean, lifts this man to the stars. Ten days before the cycle
of the month of September, he joyously abandoned the earth. 385
383

Dietl, Die Sprache der Signatur, 114.
Ibid., 117 and 1235, cat. no. A484. I extend my thanks to Salvatore Settis for drawing my
attention to this memorial.
385
Ibid, 1237. I thank Allison McCann for translating this from the German. The original Latin
inscription states:
384

BVSKET(VS) IACE[T H]IC [QV]I MOTIB(VS) INGENIORV(M)
DVLICHO [FERT] VR PREVALVISSE DVCI
MENIB(VS) ILIACIS CAVTVS DEDIT ILLE RVINA(M)
HVIVS AB ARTE VIRI MENIA MIRA VIDES
CALLIDITATE SVA NOCVIT DVX INGENIOS (VS)
VTILIS AB ARTE VIRI MENIA MIRA VIDES
VTILIS ISTE FVIT CALLIDITATE SVA
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Albert Dietl discusses another layer to the monument’s inscription which does more than
just accolade the accomplishments of the architect: he believes it served as a bearer of
communal fame for the city due to various references in the text to Pisa’s past and recent
expedition victories, and the city’s achievements in building. 386 This may justify the
location on the façade; it not only celebrates the builder of the church but also the city as
a whole.
Architects who created notable monuments for their community were in turn
honored with impressive funerary celebrations. The notion of the architect being a
modern-day Daedalus is also expressed in Brunelleschi’s epigraph, where he was
celebrated for having the same master-builder creative capacity as Daedalus in his
impressive work on the dome of the Duomo which made him famous. 387 Brunelleschi
died in 1446 and was celebrated with obsequies in S. Maria del Fiore in Florence, marked
by his family’s coat of arms under the pulpit opposite to the door. Before he was buried, a
death mask was made, illustrating his place as a prominent person (Fig. 4.4). 388 Vasari
had incorrectly recorded that he was buried in San Marco; in 1972 his grave was found in

NIGRA DOM(VS) LABERINTHVS ERAT TV DEDALE LAVS E(ST)
AT SVA BVSKETV(M) SPLENDIDA TEMPLA PROBANT
N(ON) HABET EX (EM) P(L) V(M) NIVEO DE MARMORE TE(M)PLV(M)
QVOD F[VIT] BVSKETI PRORSVS AB INGENIO
RES SIBI COMISSAS TEMPLI CV(M) LEDERET HOSTIS
PROVIDVS ARTE SVI FORTIOR HOSTE FVIT
MOLIS ET IMMENSE PELAGI QV AS TRAXIT AB IMO
FAMA COLUMNARVM TOLLIT AD ASTRA VIRVM
EXPLENDIS A FINE DECEM DE MENSE DIEBVS
SEPTEMBRIS GAVDENS DESERIT EXILIVM
386

Ibid., 117–118.
Ibid., 114–115. Dietl also made the same connection. See also Dube, “Michelangelo’s Tomb:
Portraiture and the Renaissance Commemoration of the Artist,” 62–68.
388
See Giovanni Poggi, “La ‘maschera’ di Filippo Brunelleschi nel Museo dell’ Opera del
Duomo,” Rivista d’arte XIII (1930): 358–361.
387
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the crypt below the church in the ruins of Santa Riparata, excavated by Franklin Toker
during the years 1965–74, confirming the location as the site of his grave (Fig. 4.5). 389
The existing memorial, likely erected because no large-scale visible commemoration for
his architectural accomplishments on the Duomo existed, was dedicated two decades
after his death (Fig. 4.6). The cenotaph features a portrait in imago clipeata carved by his
assistant and adopted son, Andrea Cavalcanti, called Il Buggiano. Below it is a praising
epitaph which reads:

How valiant Filippo the architect was in the Daedalian art is
documented by both wonderful vault of this celebrated temple
and the many machines invented by this divine talent. And on
some account of the excellent qualities of his soul and his
singular virtues, his revered body was buried in this soil on
15 May 1446 by order of the grateful fatherland. 390

389

Franklin Toker, Santa Reparata: l’antica cattedrale fiorentina; i risultati dello scavo condotto
dal 1965 al 1974, ed. Guido Morozzi, Franklin Toker, and John Herrmann (Firenze: Bonechi, 1974), 14–
15. Brunelleschi’s grave is marked with:
CORPUS MAGNI INGENII VIRI PHILIPPI S BRUNELLESCHI FLORINTINI
390

Ames-Lewis, The Intellectual Life of the Early Renaissance Artist, 91, his translation. The
original epitaphs reads:
D.S.
QVANTVM PHILIPPVS ARCHITECTVS ARTE DÆDALEA VALVERIT,
CVM HVJVS CELEBERRIMI TEMPLI MIRA TESTVDO,
TVM PLVRES ALIÆ DIVINO INGENIO AB EO ADINVENTÆ MACHINÆ
DOCVMENTO ESSE POSSVNT;
QVAPROPTER OB EXIMIAS SVI ANIMI
DOTES SINGVLARESQVE VIRTVTES
XV KAL MAIAS ANNO MCCCCXLVI
EJVS B.M. CORPVS HAC HVMO SVPPOSITA
GRATA PATRIA SEPELIRI JVSSIT.
See also Vasari, Lives, vol. 1, 426–427, and Vite, testo III, 197. Vasari adds, that to do him even greater
honor, these lines were added, showing his status as an uomino famoso and representative of the commune:
PHILIPPO BRUNELLESCO
ANTIQÆ ARCHITECTURÆ INSTAURATORI S.P.Q.F.
CIVI SUO BENE MERENTI.
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Interestingly, Brunelleschi was extolled not only for his architecture but also for
his innovative hoisting machines which were displayed and treated like national treasures
in and of themselves. 391 Another marker, on the right side of the church after one enters,
was, according to Vasari, “placed there by public decree in order to honor him after his
death, even as he had been honored in his country when alive.” 392 Brunelleschi’s
contemporary, Alberti believed that sepulchers were an effective way to preserve one’s
name for posterity. 393 Interestingly, Alberti did not see to erecting his own memorial and
was instead interred in his family tomb in Padua. Perhaps this was due to the fact that
aside from Brunelleschi’s monument, there were no outstanding examples for architects
in Florence. 394 Alberti is commemorated with a nineteenth-century monument by
Lorenzo Bartolini near the altar on right side of the nave of Santa Croce like many other
great men of the city. 395
Brunelleschi stands out as the first craftsman to be hailed for possession of
“divino ingenio,” as his epigraph extols. This notation demonstrates the difference from
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See Jim Atkins, “Il Duomo: Brunelleschi and the Dome of Santa Maria del Fiore: The
Machines,” Adventures in Architecture Series, AIArchitect 15 (July 25, 2008)
http://info.aia.org/aiarchitect/thisweek08/0725/0725p_duomo.cfm (accessed January 12, 2012).
392
Vasari, Lives, vol. 1, 426. Vasari also wrote that Giovan Battista Strozzi made another
inscription:
TAL SOPRA SASSO SASSO
DI GIRO IN GIRO ETERNAMENTE IO STRUSSI;
CHE COSÌ PASSO PASSO
ALTO GIRANDO AL CIEL MI RICONDUSSI.
See also Vasari, Le Vite, testo III, 298, as recorded in both editions.
393
Sandra Sider, Handbook to Life in Renaissance Europe (Oxford: Oxford University Press,
2007), 102.
394
Schütz-Rautenberg, Künstlergrabmäler des 15. und 16. Jahrhunderts in Italien: ein Beitrag zur
Sozialgeschichte des Künstler (Köln: Böhlau Verlag, 1978), 146.
395
Santa Croce is often referred to as Florence’s Pantheon or Temple of Italian Glories because so
many celebrated artists, poets, humanists, and scientists were buried there over the years such as Ghiberti,
Michelangelo, Machiavelli, and Ugo Foscolo, or were commemorated there after their death such as Dante,
Galileo, Donatello, Leonardo Bruni, Leonardo da Vinci, Raphael, Fossombroni, and Rossini.
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Buschetta’s time: while both men were eulogized for adorning their representative city,
Brunelleschi’s Quattrocento memorial shows a significant transformation between the
times. While divine genius references a God-given talent, it also bestows Brunelleschi
with superhuman capability, which was distinct to the Renaissance and demonstrates the
rise of the cult of the artist. This monument, as one of the first of many in the city to
honor its famous citizens, is unusual in that, in a sacred space, it pays reverence to the
divinity of an architect, paving the way for more of this type of glorifying wall memorials
for artists and architects in other instances. Civic praise of the talent of architects in local
churches certainly was a way to express campanilismo. To place his own ancestor,
Lazzaro Vasari, who was buried in the Pieve church in Arezzo, in the realm of these past
greats, Vasari invented a similarly-minded epigraph for him exalting his talent as an
exemplary citizen. 396 It emphasized that Lazzaro’s skill was so great it silenced the
ancient Greek Myrmecides and Callicrates, declaring that his modern talent was better
than his eminent ancient predecessors. 397
Many architects who worked on the new St. Peter’s Basilica were buried with
extravagant pageantry. Donato Bramante, the first architect of church, also received
special attention upon his death: he was the first person without an ecclesiastical
background to be interred in the Basilica. Bramante died in 1514, a year after his patron
Julius II and then during the Medici papacy of Leo X, and received a grandiose funeral
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Barolsky, Giotto’s Father, 50.
Vasari, Lives, vol. 1, 503. Vasari records the following epitaph for Lazzaro:
ARETII EXULTET TELLUS CLARISSIMA; NAMQUE EST
REBUS IN ANGUSTIS, IN TENUIQUE LABOR.
VIX OPERUM ISTIUS PARTES COGNOSCERE POSSIS:
MYRMECIDES TACEAT; CALLICRATES SILEAT.

See also Vite, testo III, 298. See also the discussion below in Chapter 8 for more on the Vasari family tomb.
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celebration in St. Peter’s where his body was brought to the church in a grand celebration
for entombment. At the time of his death, he had established exceptional renown, and
was known for his all’antica architecture, resulting in a following of professional
admirers which lasted for several decades. 398 His celebrity is evident by the occurrence of
such a stately burial remembrances in the most important church in Christendom, given
by the Court of the Pope. 399 Except for maybe the burial rites of Imhotep in ancient
Egypt, never had an architect been so celebrated upon death. Surely, the funeral festivity
assisted in Leo’s desire to showcase Rome, under his watch, as a bountiful and beautified
city. Subsequent architects of the Basilica received special attention regarding burial
celebration too, such as Raphael, also Pope Leo X’s architect. Lorenzetto, the Florentine
sculptor-architect who worked on St. Peter’s with the appointment of Antonio da
Sangallo (and who also sculpted the Madonna del Sasso for Raphael’s tomb), received
commemorative celebration and burial in the basilica by the Deputati di San Pietro in
1541. 400 Two drawings by Jean Jacques Boissard, a French antiquarian, record the
nonextant pyramidal monument (Fig. 4.7). 401 Sangallo also was buried in the Basilica in
1546. Vasari recorded that
having died at Terno, he was taken to Rome and carried to the grave with
greatest pomp, followed by all craftsmen of design and by many others; and
then, at the instance of the Wardens of San Pietro, his body was placed in a
tomb near the Chapel of Pope Sixtus in S. Pietro. 402
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Grove Art Online, s.v. “Bramante, Donato” (by Paul Davies and David Hemsoll)
http://www.oxfordartonline.com/subscriber/article/grove/art/T010847 (accessed July 9, 2010).
399
Vasari, Lives, vol. 2, 828, and Vite, testo IV, 84. It looks as if Vasari provides a fictitious
epigraph in the 1550 edition.
400
Ibid., vol. 2, 991, and Vite, testo IV, 309.
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See Arnold Nesselrath, “Memory and Memorial: Lorenzetto’s Tomb in Old St Peter’s,” in
Coming About…: A Festschrift for John Shearman, ed. Lars R. Jones and Louisa C. Matthew, 251–254
(Cambridge: Harvard University, 2001). A similar drawing by Boissard is held at the Bibliothèque
Nationale, Paris (MS Lat. 12509 p. 158).
402
Ibid., vol. 2, 1283.
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These accounts are exceptional stories of exceptional men, as their contemporaries
viewed them, because as tradition dictated, the Basilica was supposed to be reserved for
papal burial. On one hand, unlike the burials of Quattrocento artists and architects, Vasari
was witness to these funerals (or had firsthand accounts of them), as were his readers.
Perhaps because of this, we can count on Vasari to be more credible with these
biographies than in the previous ones.

Praising the Painter as the New Apelles

Similar to that of the architect, the trend to highlight the accomplishments of the
painter was one that began during the fourteenth century. 403 While the architect was
compared to Daedalus, the painter was often measured against Apelles which was part of
a larger discourse in art writing and art making during the Renaissance as a way to praise
the artist in life and in death. Well into the sixteenth century, the paragone with ancients
remained an essential means to express an artist’s skill and celebrity. Raphael, for
example, was praised as rivaling Apelles decades after his death: Lilio Gregorio Giraldi’s
epigram claimed that Raphael was able to awaken Rome and give breath with his hands
to his art more than equaling the creations of Zeuxis and Apelles. 404 Lionardo Salviati
403

Early artists whose accomplishments as well-known painters were noted on their tomb include:
Margatone (1255–1275) in the Duomo Vecchio without Arezzo, Stefano Sanese (1301–1350) in the tomb
of his fathers in Santo Spirito, and Pietro Cavallini (c.1250–1330) in San Paolo without Rome. See Vasari,
Lives, vol. 1, 95, 136, and 179, and Vite, testo II, 93, 140, and 189, respectively.
404
Shearman, Raphael in Early Modern Sources, vol. 1, 653–654, document 1520/80, cited in
Ferrara, BCAF, MS 371, fol. 71r. The author notes that the citation and text were provided by Giovanna
Perini. The full epitaph reads as such with Shearman’s translation below:
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compared Michelangelo to Apelles too, stating that he held a similar status of
“incomparable in his time” in his funeral oration written for the artist in 1564. 405
Apelles stood for the worth and valor of the artist. His name and fame elevated
the status of painting, as this concept surfaced in art debates, biographies, orations,
epigrams, and artwork from the mid Quattrocento through the Seicento, below and above
the Alps. Apelles was a Greek painter during the time of Alexander the Great, and
although no painting by him exists his legend stood as an ideal model for artists of the
Renaissance. His virtuosity was praised by ancient writers, notably Lucian and Pliny.
Pliny’s account in particular lauds his skill in a now-famous tale about the painter’s visit
to Rhodes where he trumped the skill of Protogenes. During the Renaissance and since,
the legend has been interpreted many different ways, Ghiberti supposing that competition
in line drawing must have been a competition in perspective. Ernst Gombrich proposes

Epitaphium Raphaelis Vrbinatis
Cum tot diruta Rome iam pe annos
Per te surgeret, altiusque ferr
Urbinas caput, insulasque nobis
Circos cernere, portitcus, theatra,
Omnem denique iam liceret Vrbem
Eversam gotico furore pridem,
Cum tot vivere signa, tot tabellas
Et spirare tua manu figuras,
Aequa Zeusidis atque Apellis arte,
Invidit Libitina, quae putavit
Demens perdere posse, cui nocere
Turba non potis ulla seculorum.
Epitaph for Raphael of Urbino.
Since in Rome, ruined now for so many years, through you, Urbinate,
awakes and lifts its head higher, and (since) now we could perceive
the apartments, circuses, porticoes, theaters and, in a word, the whole
city, long since destroyed by the fury of the Goths: notwithstanding,
Death was jealous that so many statues and so many paintings should
live and that figures by your hand, with art equal to that of Zeuxis
or Apelles, should breath—insane (Death) who thought (such art) could
be made away with, to harm which any turmoil of the centuries is incapable.
405

Lionardo Salviati, Orazione di Lionardo Salviati nelle morte di Michelagnolo Buonarroti
(Florence: Stamperia Ducate, 1564), 34.
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that this was not a simple story of competition of a steady hand or of perspective but of
skiagraphia, modeling through illumination, an aspect of his paintings emphasized in
Pliny’s descriptions. 406 Interestingly too, Philip Sohm asserted that the line of Apelles
stands for the first abstract “signature” for an artist in the history of art. 407
The legend of Apelles and the descriptions that exist served as a focal point for
how to define the Renaissance visual artist: Apelles was an artist of the court,
competitively driven, and equally concerned with professional status, social renown, and
manual dexterity. In ancient times he was considered the model artist, and during the
Renaissance, was believed to represent the highest excellence in art. Ghiberti commented
that the painter had set forth the path of rendering beauty and perfection, and so he soon
became a symbol of the art of painting. 408 Because of this, Apelles was exalted by early
humanists too such as Alberti and Cristoforo Landino. Vasari even chose to render stories
about him in his homes. 409 Moreover, in his Vite, topoi that recall stories of Apelles and
other famous ancient painters serve as prototypes for his own anecdotes of artists. Indeed,
Apelles’s work, particularly his painting Calumny known only through ekphrasis,
fascinated Renaissance artists and stood for a justification of the profession. The legend
406

Ernst Gombrich, The Heritage of Apelles: Studies in the Art of the Renaissance (Ithaca, NY,
1976), 14–16. As originally told by Pliny in Natural History, XXXV, 81–83: Upon arrival to the island,
Apelles stopped by the workshop of the region’s best painter Protogenes. He was enthusiastic to see his
work but found the artist not at home, and instead discovered a large prepared panel left on an easel in the
studio. After painting a very thin line on the otherwise blank surface, Apelles told the housekeeper to show
it to her master. Protogenes received the message and saw the line when he returned, knowing it must have
been by Apelles because it was flawless, and only he was capable of such perfection. He then drew an even
finer line with another color adjacent to it and told the women if Apelles came back, to present him with
this. When Apelles did, not wanting to be outdone, he then took a third color and made and even finer line
in between, splitting the two and, thus, outshining the painter from Rhodes. This triumph of unbeatable
skill was later said to have been exhibited in Rome but was destroyed by fire.
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Philip Sohm, “Palettes and Other Coded Signatures” (paper presented at theRenaissance
Society of America Annual Meeting, Washington DC, March 22–24, 2012).
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David Cast, The Calumny of Apelles: A Study in the Humanist Tradition (New Haven: Yale
University Press, 1981), 9.
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For a brief discussion of Vasari’s home décor and additional bibliography, see Chapter 1 above
and Chapter 6 below for more on Vasari’s home decoration and Apelles.
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of this painting was addressed in drawings and paintings by a plethora of artists such as
Botticelli, Mantegna, Raphael, Perino del Vaga, and Federico Zuccaro who were each
drawn to the idea of paragone with the famous ancient master. 410 The comparison shows
itself to be a popular theme in self-portraiture too. For example, Antoninis Mor, court
painter of Philip II, fashioned this reference to himself in his self-portrait by making an
inscription denoting his relation as court painter to the king. He is shown working on a
canvas in which he has placed a poem on a cartellino that compares his work to that of
both Apelles and Zeuxis. 411
The comparative literary and visual device was a way to praise the artist in death
as well and can be found in the early example of the epigraph of Fra Angelico’s memorial
in Santa Maria sopra Minerva, which portrays his likeness in a style typical of a floor slab
image of the deceased (Fig. 4.8). Originally against the wall in the corner of the
ambulatory to the left of the altar, the floor tomb memorial, possibly carved by Isaia da
Pisa, was moved during the twentieth century to an open display to the back left of the
main altar. 412 It had been made per the wishes of his influential patron, Pope Nicholas V,
who personally wrote the epigraph, according to Vasari. Actually overseen by the
Dominican friars, the tomb’s inscription was likely written by the humanist Lorenzo
Valla and is placed on the floor slab, now raised and moved to the left of the altar, which
acts as a sarcophagus lid cover. He is eulogized as a modern-day Apelles, his artwork
acting as his gift to all, the epigraph reading:
410

David Cast, The Calumny of Apelles, 2. He suggests that for Apelles, this subject had personal
meaning in reference to an unjust trial the artist was put through. Apelles’ Calumny was described by
Lucian in “On not Believing Rashly in Slander.” See pp. 3–4.
411
See Woods-Marsden, Renaissance Self-Portraiture: The Visual Construction of Identity and
the Social Status of the Artist (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1998), 233, and fig. 150.
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Gerald S. Davies, Renascence: The Sculptured Tombs of the Fifteenth Century in Rome
(London: Murray, 1910), 70–71.
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Here lies the venerable painter Brother Giovanni of Florence, O.P., 1455.
Let it be said in my praise that I was another Apelles,
But, O Christ, that I gave my reward to all your people:
The deeds that count on earth are different from those in heaven.
I, John, flourished in the city known as the flower of Tuscany. 413

Fra Angelico is elevated to special celestial standing because he was believed to be able
to animate his figures. Furthermore, his standing as a prominent friar, prior of the convent
of S. Dominco at Fiesole, likely explains his distinguishing funerary accolade. Moreover,
in Vasari’s discussions of the painter, he emphasizes Cosimo Il Vecchio’s relation to the
artist in an effort to solidify the family as dynastic patrons, Cosimo to Cosimo, who
commission works from the Apelles of their days, thereby emphasizing their role as a
contemporary Alexander the Great. 414
Like Fra Angelico and many other great painters, Mantegna’s appellation during
his lifetime was the modern-day Apelles. He died in 1506, after arranging for and
possibly designing his own memorial chapel in Sant’ Andrea in Mantua (Fig. 4.9). The
exact history of how the burial chapel came to be decorated is unclear. While Mantegna,
at one time, had amassed a great amount of wealth, he died nearly penniless. It is known,
however, from his will dated March 1, 1504, that he left 50 ducats for the adornment of
the first chapel on the left of the nave, and ten days later added another 100 ducats to
413

Ames-Lewis, The Intellectual Life of the Early Renaissance Artist, 93–94, whose translation is
quoted above. See also Fehl, “Death and the Sculptor’s Fame,” 211–212. Vasari, Lives, vol. 1, 486,
recorded the epigraph:
NON MIHI SIT LAUDI, QUOD ERAM VELUT ALTER APELLES,
SED QUOD LUCRA TUIS OMNIA, CHRISTE, DABAM;
ALTERA NAM TERRIS OPERA EXTANT, ALTERA COELO.
URBS ME JOANNEM FLOS TULIT ETRURIAE.
See also Vite, testo III, 279.
414
For a discussion of the Medici as triumphant patrons as relayed through Vasari’s Vite, see
Barolsky, Why Mona Lisa Smiles, 106–107.
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allow for mass to be said for his and his family’s souls. A simple floor slab marks his
tomb in the entrance of the chapel, while his wall memorial is without precedent. 415 The
completion of the chapel was overseen by his painter son Francesco, Mantegna likely
having a hand in establishing the iconographical program before he died September 13,
1506. 416 The chapel, finished with the completion of the frescos a decade after his death
in 1516, features large-scale images from the life of John the Baptist, which Mantegna
had begun just before passing away. There are also images of the four evangelists,
biblical narrations, personifications of virtues, scallop-shell motifs, and variations of the
Mantegna coat of arms on the dome and paliotto, or altar frontal. (Fig. 4.10) 417 The
centerpiece is the impressive wall memorial likely erected by his son. 418
In the wall memorial, Mantegna’s likeness in bronze is framed in an imago
clipeata shape made of porphyry placed on a white Istrian rectangular plaque (Fig. 4.11).
His self-crafted effigy, which the artist began in the 1480s with the possibility that it was
intended for his tomb, is adorned with a laurel wreath that was at one time gilded whereas
his pupils were inset with diamonds! 419 Mantegna’s memorial exhibiting such blatant
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self-aggrandizement in a sacred space is not topped by any other Early Modern artist
before or after his time. Even Pietro da Cortona, who renovated an entire church to house
his tomb in the mid-seventeenth century, does not plan such ostentatious tomb imagery.
Mantegna’s image as the focal point of the chapel establishes a new type of cult setting.
Moreover Raphael, who was honored with an exceptional burial and large-scale
monument in the Pantheon, did not want his portrait displayed in order to avoid such an
unorthodox connotation. 420
Mantegna’s epigraph is equally laudatory:

You who see the bronze image of Andrea Mantegna
know him to be equal, if not superior to Apelles 421

This epithet was one bestowed to the painter during his own lifetime; Marchese
Francesco Gonzaga issued a decree in 1492 which lauded the artist for his paintings in
the Camera Dipinta, and the Triumphs of Caesar, calling him “a second Apelles.” 422 If
Mantegna, as a court painter, was the new Apelles, his patron, Gonzaga, was equated to
Alexander the Great. Pope Nicholas surely was aware of this association when granting
the display of a similar type of inscription on Fra Angelico’s tomb several decades
90 cat. I, and 253–254, cat. 64, for a discussion of The Baptism of Christ and below it, the Families of
Christ and St. John, both in poor condition, and for additional literature on the chapel.
420
See Chapter 8 below for discussion of Cortona’s tomb and Chapter 6 for more on Raphael’s
memorial.
421
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ESSE PAREM
HUNC NORIS
SI NON PRÆPO
NIS, APELLI,
ÆNEA MANTINEÆ
QUI SIMULACRA
VIDES
422
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earlier. This proved to be a popular sixteenth-century trope many artists claiming to be
the new Apelles or even better, to surpass him. The association elevated the status of the
maker as well the artist’s benefactor, which certainly was the case for Mantegna in his
memorial imagery, despite that his epigraph does not mention his princely patron by
name. The Gonzaga stemma is also on the right side of the paliotto.
Many painters not celebrated in their own time but were viewed as the Apelles of
their day by Vasari and his contemporaries did not receive commemorative monuments at
the time of their death. Vasari considered this tragic especially in the sad case of
Masaccio. Masaccio was buried in 1443 in the same church where his well-known cycles
were painted in Santa Maria del Carmine, but as Vasari regrets, “since he had been little
esteemed when alive, no memorial was placed over his tomb, yet after his death there
were not wanting men to honor him with these epitaphs…” by Anibal Caro and Fabio
Segni. 423 The one by Fabio Segni written many years after Masaccio’s death recognizes
that his talent extinguished Apelles, leaving all the works of the ancient master dead.
Even the stars went out! 424 Leonardo did not receive or plan for a large-scale tomb either.
On April 23, 1519 he did, however, make arrangements for his funeral service and burial
at the church of St. Floreninus in Amboise. He died a few weeks later on May 2 and was
accompanied to the grave by colleagues, chaplains, monks, and the people who carried
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Vasari, Lives, vol. 1, 390. Interestingly, the new epitaphs replace several invented epitaphs in
the 1550 version. See Vite, testo III, 133–134.
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Ibid. The poem says:
Invida cur lachesis primo sub flore juventae
Pollice discindis stamina funereo?
Hoc uno occiso innumeros occidis apelles:
Picturae omnis obit, hoc obente, lepos.
Hoc sole extincto, extinguuntur sidera cuncta.
Heu! Decus omne perit, hoc pereunte, simul.
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sixty torches where many masses were said in his name. 425 Vasari’s tale of Leonardo
dying in the arms of the French king is a topoi connecting him to Apelles which focuses
on the close patron-painter relation, like that of Alexander and Apelles. 426 A woodcut by
Tobias Stimmer published in Paolo Giovio’s Elogia 1589 edition depicts a portrait of
Leonardo and boasts his eclipse of the ancient painter in an epigram below the image:

The splendor of our Apelles’s fame fears his stars
Will be dimmed if I live, will die if I die. 427

The lines mimic those written for Raphael by Pietro Bembo in 1520 by referencing that
the artist’s talent is so profoundly influential, it affects Nature. Here too, Leonardo is
pitted against the legendary Apelles, whose glory was reincarnated in the Renaissance
painter, this couplet serving as his epitaph. 428
Paragone with the ancients shows itself to be a central means to give ovation to
the artist, appearing in many forms in various epigraphs. While Vasari seems to have
embellished many artist burials from the Quattrocento and early Cinquecento, the tombs
of the painters Fra Angelico in Rome and Mantegna in Mantua were exceptional, as the
visual evidence attests. These prominent memorials, plus those of Antonio Pollaiuolo
considered above, and the sculptor-painter Il Vecchietta in Siena, and Andrea Bregno and
425
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Raphael in Rome discussed below, show that outside Florence, some artists were able to
have large-scale commemorations. During the secondo ‘400 in Florence, aside from the
few artist cenotaphs for the architect Brunelleschi and the painter Giotto, who also
worked as an architect, large-scale visible memorials for artists were scarce, if
nonexistent in the city. Even if Vasari embellished some of his stories from the fifteenth
century, like that of Donatello, it was because the situation had changed by his day when
memorials for outstanding visual authors were expected. During the primo ‘500 burial
restrictions loosened in Florence, and the situation quickly shifted for artists around midcentury. Certainly, the plans made by other Florentine artists for their interment and
commemoration, as well as the esequie and tomb monument for Michelangelo, changed
things drastically in Florence, and elsewhere, for all artists forever. 429
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See Chapter 8 for more on Andrea del Sarto’s memorial and Chapter 7 for Michelangelo’s

tomb.
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CHAPTER 5
THE SCULPTOR AND SELF-MADE MEMORIALS

The Sculptor and his Patron

By the Cinquecento, many sculptors were able to take personal liberties in
fashioning their own memorials, but it had not always been so. Great architects before
this time were honored for beautifying their city, as architecture had always been
considered an intellectual act, as discussed. In fact, the first effigies erected in Florence
were for men who practiced architecture such as Giotto, Brunelleschi, and the engineerarchitect called Il Cecca. 430 Interestingly though, in Italy, it appears that the earliest
surviving effigy for an artist dates to 1392 and was raised for Giovanni de Santi, a
sculptor from Venice. 431 Nevertheless, during the early Renaissance, it was sculpting that
struggled most in the fight to professionalize the craft and in the paragone against
painting as to which was the nobler endeavor. Despite this, sculptors held a special
professional position of power that enabled them to achieve artistic recognition. Sculptors
were hired to make memorials for their influential patrons who wanted to be
immortalized. Philipp Fehl noted that many sculptors strove for lasting recognition in
430

Ames-Lewis, The Intellectual Life of the Early Renaissance Artist, 92–93. Il Cecca may
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these monuments too, stating, “What they do for the dead, in appropriate distance, they
do for themselves, whether or not they sign their works; the incumbent’s memorial will
also be their own...” 432 Fehl continues that signatures on these types of memorials are
rare because the voice of the artist in this type of commission took a back seat to the
goals of the patron: usually the orator of the epigraph is that of the deceased, as if he is
speaking from the grave. 433 A mark of authorship placed on a patron’s memorial then
shifts the viewer’s attention away from the deceased to the role of the artist.
Donatello’s Tomb of Bishop Giovanni Antonio Pecci in the Siena Cathedral from
1426 appears to be one of first examples of the artist’s use of licenza not to memorialize
the deceased but to pay tribute to himself. 434 In this case too, it looks as if the signature is
an afterthought, providing an interesting case where the artist decided to place his name
on the work after completion. 435 In many of Donatello’s signatures, as considered above,
he mimicked the ancient Roman epigraph convention which traditionally would have
been associated with commemoration. By doing so he cunningly took advantage of the
public nature of his monuments and the free advertising that they inadvertently
offered. 436
As Donatello promoted himself via the signature, he was establishing a
remarkable relationship with his patron, Cosimo Il Vecchio de’ Medici. The
transformation of artist-patron relationship of the time was due to the efforts of artists
who promoted and defended the value and creative right of their work. Donatello and his
432
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early Quattrocento contemporaries such as Ghiberti, Gozzoli, and Alberti, helped forge
this change. Donatello lived to be eighty, dying in Florence on December 13, 1466 in a
house in the Via del Cocomero. Significantly, he was likely one of the first artists to be
honored at death by his patron. Vasari wrote that Donatello:

was buried in the Church of San Lorenzo, near the tomb of Cosimo, as he
himself had directed, to the end that his dead body might be near him, even
as he had been ever near him in spirit when alive…His death caused great
grief to his fellow-citizens, to the craftsmen, and to all who knew him when
living. Wherefore, in order to honor him more after death than they had done
in his life, they gave him most honorable obsequies in the aforesaid church,
and he was accompanied to the grave by all painters, architects, sculptors and
goldsmiths… 437

Although unconfirmed, Donatello’s grave according to Vasari, in the crypt of San
Lorenzo under the crossing, was close to Cosimo’s tomb placed there “per commessione
di Piero di Cosimo,” Il Vecchio’s son. 438 He was extolled for his virtue, excellent
character, and noble status, showing he was worthy of closeness to the Medici
aristocrat. 439 The simple floor tablet placed there some time after his death, possibly
under the rule of Piero de Medici (Fig. 5.1), is a far cry from the fanciful monument
437
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erected during the nineteenth century (Fig. 5.2). 440 This period experienced a revival of
the cult of the artist; like many other famous artists of the city, Donatello was
commemorated with several portrait busts and plaques in celebration of the four
hundredth centenary of his death. The greatest aspect of this tribute was a large walltomb memorial which was erected in a Renaissance style in the Martelli Chapel in San
Lorenzo. The monument in the North transept included a bronze effigy completed in
1896 by Dario Guidotti and Raffaello Romanelli. 441
Cosimo’s granting to have Donatello, his favorite artist, buried near him was
unusual and perhaps deserves more scrutiny. On one hand, if Cosimo had not died before
Donatello, maybe there would have been a grand memorial erected at the time of the
artist’s passing. On the other hand, this sentiment is mirrored in other biographies. Vasari
tells several anecdotes about other patrons who excessively mourned the loss of their
favorite artist; Leonardo died in the arms of the French King, Pope Leo X wept bitterly at
the news of Raphael’s death, and Giovan Battista Strozzi composed a personal epigram
for his architect, Il Cronaco. These are the most sparkling of these tales, reflecting
440

The epigraph on the monument reads:
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Vasari’s effort to place the artist on the same level as the patron, as equals. 442 As Vasari
tells it, many of the changes in the artist-patron relationship that began around the end of
the fifteenth century bring attention to the Medici family as benefactors of the arts, who
were his own patrons. The discussions of the deaths and memorials of many of the
Quattrocento artists mentioned above—Gozzoli, the Lippi, and Donatello, for example—
were those who worked for the family. Establishing the notion of the Medici as cultural
custodians, even if by enhancing the known or filling in historical unknowns, played a
major role in how Vasari looked back and wrote about the artists of the previous
century. 443 Paul Barolsky invites us to consider that Donatello’s funeral as told by Vasari
in the 1568 version may have been “invented out of the funeral of Michelangelo
sponsored by the Medici.” 444 Vasari’s rhetoric in the way he speaks about Michelangelo
and Lorenzo Il Magnifico is echoed in how he imagines Donatello and Cosimo Il
Vecchio, with a “certain sense of ‘familiare’.” 445 It might even be how he imagined
himself in relation to Duke Cosimo I.
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While the painters and sculptors were celebrated by their patrons and the
community, it was the sculptor who held an exceptional position in regard to the making
of a public memorial. Antonio Pollaiuolo sought to claim authorship on his commissions
by marking signatures on two of his patrons’ tombs in St. Peter’s Basilica. On the
monument of Sixtus IV, finished in 1493, the artist inscribed his claim of artistic
dominance in an array of sculptural media (silver, gold, and bronze), also claiming
painting in a second inscription behind the pope’s head (Fig. 5.3). On the tomb of
Innocent VIII, completed in 1498, more conspicuously, Pollaiuolo signed the work and
included an aristocratic medallion-style self-portrait, which is no longer extant. 446 Such
artistic conceits were bold since they were in a sacred sanctuary viewed as the heart of
the Church and the location of papal glorification. Antonio di Pietro Averlino, called
Filarete, was the first to autograph his work at the holy site in 1445, signing the bronze
doors of Old St. Peter’s and including two self-portraits which emphasized his role as
artist by holding the tools of his trade (Fig. 5.4). 447
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Fehl, “Death and the Sculptor’s Fame,” 197–198. The inscription behind the head of the effigy
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Pollaiuolo’s efforts to gain lasting memory by means of signing were further
confirmed by his desire to erect a wall tomb for himself in S. Pietro in Vincoli (Fig. 5.5).
Alison Wright points out that although it is not possible to say if the artist or someone
else undertook the responsibility of erecting the monument just inside after entering the
church, it could have been the Florentine community in Rome because the epigraph
distinguishes him as from Florence. 448 The inscription also notes his status as a painter,
and despite the double portraits of both Antonio and Piero above, the focus of the
epigraph is on Antonio who is celebrated for having made the tombs of popes Sixtus and
Innocent. 449 The effigies, in the honorary imago clipeata per contemporary fashion, were
made by Luigi Capponi whom the Pollaiuoli would have known from their involvement
in working at the Chapel of the Lance in St. Peter’s for commissions of Innocent VIII. 450
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The all’antica reference along with the inclusion of the artists’ family crest are devices to
elevate the status of the sculptor, apparently fundamental for posterity’s sake. The
noticeable display of the crest exhibiting his social standing was highly unusual for an
artisan at this time too.451 Few artists, if any before this instance, had the opportunity to
display their crest so prominently on their own tomb. Important to consider is that these
two brothers, as Vasari emphasizes, came from poverty yet rose to good fortune bringing
their family honor through the “ ‘valor’ of their art.” 452 This parallels Vasari’s own
story. 453
Antonio Pollaiuolo had achieved his high artistic standing by working for church
officials in Rome. Cardinal Giuliano della Rovere, later Pope Julius II, had commissioned
Pollaiuolo to fashion the tomb of his uncle, Pope Sixtus IV. Although it was signed by
the artist, possibly as an afterthought, one has to give some credit to the patron: without
his benefaction, the project would not have been possible. 454 Two other commissions also
initiated and supported by the cardinal, or Pope Julius II as he had become, contain
signatures by the artist. The examples of these two papal tombs invite us to question
whether as a patron Julius II supported his artists’ endorsement of their craft. Other

EXPRESSIT, RE FAMIL. COMPOSITA EX TEST. HIC SE
CVM PETRO FRATRE CONDI VOLVIT. VIXIT AN.
LXXII. OBIIT AN. SAL. M.IID
Antonio Pollaiuolo, Florentine by homeland, renowned painter,
whose marvelous skill shaped the bronze monuments of two Popes,
Sixtus and Innocent, asked that when his personal affairs have been settled
according to his will, he should be interred here with his brother Piero.
He lived seventy-two years, and died in the year of our Saviour 1498
Ames-Lewis also brings attention to the fact that, while Antonio provided for a funeral, no evidence exists
linking either brother to the making of the memorial.
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sculptors working for the papal courts of the late Quattrocento and early Cinquecento
were boldly asserting authorship on their patrons’ funerary commissions too. This was
done most famously by Michelangelo in 1499 on the memorial for Cardinal Jean de
Bilhères, discussed previously. Andrea Sansovino followed next, on both of the funeral
monuments for and Cardinal Ascanio Sforza in 1505, and Cardinal Girolamo Basso della
Rovere in 1507, signing in the central roundels on the base of each monument (Fig. 5.7).
Here, as Philipp Fehl observed, both sculptors use the same imperfect tense to sign,
“FACIEBAT,” in the manner of the ancient sculptors instead of the more definitive
“FECIT.” 455 This choice of rhetoric, audaciously revived by Michelangelo on a sacred
image, to mention again, shares the dual role of a declaration of independence of the
maker and a disclaimer that the work is never really finished and always a work in
progress, a way to dissuade potential criticism. 456 These individual strides of self-tribute
transform sacred images and funerary effigies alike into works of “Art.” Moreover, the
self-made efforts of the sculptors as explored here—self-portraits and signatures in their
patron’s memorials—elevated their own social prominence, allowing them to become
worthy of such high honors and grand funerals themselves. At the end of the
Quattrocento and the beginning of the Cinquecento, the increase in self-referential
endeavors in comparison to just a few decades earlier is paralleled by the augmentation of
memorials made for sculptors. The funeral and memorial for Michelangelo in the midsixteenth century, then, becomes the aspiration for obsequies for not just sculptors but
also for those in all three trades during the Early Modern period.
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Self-designed Tombs

Living two generations before Michelangelo’s time, Ghiberti, as discussed, stands
out as an uncommon example of a sculptor who desired and tried to arrange for his own
memorial during the early Quattrocento. Singular tombs for artists were virtually
nonexistent during the early Renaissance when simple burials in the pavement were more
common. Such tombs differed greatly from the memorials from around the turn of the
fifteenth century, markedly with examples like ones for the Pollaiuoli brothers and
Mantegna. Mantegna’s involvement in conceiving and making a burial chapel was
extraordinary. As Irving Lavin put forward, the lack of memorials before this time could
have been from modesty or maybe making their tomb in the likeness of their patrons’
memorial never occurred to them. Artist burials of the Cinquecento certainly got more
audacious in size and placement. 457
As many patrons sought to honor their artists during the Quattrocento, more
artists of the sixteenth century made grand plans for their own burial rites and tomb in an
effort to construct their identity in the public realm. This trend extends back to antiquity
when Roman sculptors and other tradesmen identified with their craft by placing imagery
related to their profession on their tomb. Moreover, as Irving Lavin found, only one
ancient tomb is known to be made by the sculptor himself. During the Middle Ages,
architects, but not sculptors or painters, had a high enough social status to commission
their own memorials. From this period, there is one rare example of an image of a
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sculptor carving his own tomb. 458 The tombs of the Renaissance differ in meaning and
magnitude. These artists were not merely denoting their craft. They were celebrating that
their trade was no longer low class, and more importantly, they were celebrating their
achievements as an individual.
The moment in history when this changes, and other visual artists rise from a
“personal and professional anonymity” is pinpointed by Lavin as December 20, 1476 in
Siena when Lorenzo di Pietro, called Il Vecchietta, petitioned and succeeded in having a
funerary chapel for himself and his wife in the hospital church of Santa Maria della
Scala. 459 Il Vecchietta, who was both a painter and sculptor, died June 6, 1480, and
because he arranged for his own large-scale memorial, as James Draper asserts, his
greatest legacy is his work for his own chapel. It seems in order to make this happen, Il
Vecchietta offered to donate his figure of the Risen Christ for the main altar of the church
(Fig. 5.7). In his family chapel, hung the panel painting The Virgin and Child with Peter,
Paul, Lawrence and Francis, the latter being the name-saint of his wife Francesca. 460 He
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signed on the bottom of the bronze statue of Christ denoting himself as painter, and the
panel painting designating himself as sculptor, which in addition to proclaiming dual
mastery, professes the interdependency of the two trades. 461 This tradition had begun
during the fourteenth century, when the Florentine architect-painter-sculptor Andrea
Orcagna wrote, “FECE ANDREA DI CIONE, SCULTORE” in his pictures and “FECE
ANDREA DI CIONE, PITTORE” in his sculptures wishing his paintings to be known by
sculptures and his sculptures through his paintings. 462 Even Michelangelo did this in a
way: when he began the task of painting the Sistine Chapel ceiling, he lamented in his
letters that he was a sculptor and began to sign “Michelangelo Sculptor.” In
Michelangelo’s case, this rhetorical device defers his skill to the medium not being
practiced so that the viewer will be less critical if any imperfections arise (and perhaps in
hopes that the pope would relinquish the contract and allow him to return to his preferred
medium). The former could also be the case for Il Vecchietta, or he more likely he could
have referred to the other trade in signature to boast dual proficiency. Although it could
be read as a type of a disclaimer, Il Vecchietta’s marks of authorship can also be seen a
statement about the paragone of the visual arts, and their relationship to and roots in
disegno.
Other sculptors around this time also took it upon themselves to make
arrangements for their own memorials. The woodcarver Leonardo del Tasso designed a
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memorial for himself and his family in Sant’Ambrogio in Florence, which includes a
figure of Saint Sebastian in a wall tabernacle (Fig. 5.8). A floor plaque marks the tomb
below as well. However, it is not known whether Tasso actually made the tomb imagery
or commissioned it from someone else; nevertheless, it demonstrates a shift in tomb
trends and exhibits the new drive of the artist to be remembered at death. More
importantly, it displays the artist’s new capability to do so. 463 Andrea Bregno died in
Rome in September 1503, having already made arrangments for a tomb for himself in
Santa Maria sopra Minerva (Fig. 5.9). His possibly self-designed and created wall tomb is
located in prominent position near the high altar to the left, and differs from both Il
Vecchietta’s and Tasso’s in that it is on a wall of the main santurary and not in a private
chapel. Like Il Vecchietta’s inscriptions which reference his trades, Bregno’s tomb
imagery recalls his craft. The sculptor commemorates himself in the aristocratic-style
imago clipeata like Mantegna’s contemporary effigy, also self-designed. Also, the
epigraph echoes the words for Mantegna, who was accoladed as the new Apelles. Here,
Bregno is celebrated as the new Polykleitos.
Moreover, tools of the trade border the monument, notably the mallet and chisels,
and are what make his identity distinct from other noblemen’s monuments (Fig. 5.10).
This tomb is the first of the Renaissance which displays the sculptor’s tool of the trade,
and relates to Filippo Lippi’s memorial made around a decade prior which featured
brushes. For Bregno though, perhaps the accoutrements make reference to the physical
nature of his work, while the other implements, like the protractors also decorating the
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frame area, define his erudition. His crest is displayed full center too; clearly he was, or
wanted to show himself as, a learned, upperclass citizen. The prominence and special
placement of the memorial near the altar verifies this, while at the same time, he
showcases the instruments of his manual profession. Indeed, at the time of his death,
Bregno had achieved an unusually high status of public acclaim not only for his fame as a
sculptor but also as an antiquarian, amassing a classical sculpture collection that rivaled
that of the pope’s. 464
As sixteenth-cenutury tombs for artists often involved the maker, the artist
himself had control over what elements he wished to emphasize for posterity: perhaps he
was portrayed as nobleman, a competitor of Apelles, a devout Christian, or a family man.
Raphael’s tomb surpasses Mantgena’s and Bregno’s memorials in size and is the first
large-scale monument made for an artist. Despite this, it proves to be much more subtle
in content, or absent even in self-imagery, as per the artist’s wishes. It was Raphael’s
followers who took honoring him to an extreme. The various epigrams written upon his
death demonstrate a similarity to those of his Quattrocento predecessors: he was
acclaimed as one who could outdo the creation of Nature. This view of him became
affixed to his persona after his death. As exhibited by the example of Raphael’s selfcommissioned memorial, tomb monuments of the next century grew larger in size and
continued the same type of boastful content, declaring excellence in artistic skill and
464
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eminence. Perpetuating one’s fame was left in the hands of the maker, so to speak,
especially for the sculptor. By the end of and into the sixteenth century, other stone
carvers such as Baccio Bandinelli and Benvenuto Cellini, took it upon themselves to
design and make their own memorials. These two stone carvers were likely responding to
the devotional image that Michelangelo made for his grave. 465

Michelangelo and Carving the Pietà

I am so old that death often pulls me by the cloak,
that I may go with him, and one day this body of mine
will fall like the lamp, and the light of my life will be spent. 466
Michelangelo

In the mid-1550s, Michelangelo was carving the Florentine Pietà in his spare
time for his own tomb (Fig. 5.11). When Vasari stopped by late one night, he found that
Michelangelo had attacked the work. To keep Vasari from noticing the damage, the
sculptor lowered the lamp. As Michelangelo’s words above convey, he felt that he had
reached at his final hour. 467 Michelangelo, in fact, was obsessed with death. Nearly fifty
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years before he died, he wrote about his “propinqua morte,” “imminent death.”468
During the last few decades of his life, the sculptor was fixated on thoughts of
redemption, expressing, “I regret that I have not done enough for the salvation of my
soul…” 469 Moreover, in the 1540s and 50s, he mourned the loss several close friends,
including, in 1547, Vittoria Colonna, whom he had gifted a Pietà drawing reminiscent of
the sculpture he was to carve for his memorial. 470 In 1556, at the death of his servant and
good friend of twenty-six years, Urbino, Michelangelo confessed, “… when living he
kept me alive, his dying has taught me to die not with regret, but with desire for
death.” 471 Further confiding to Vasari around this time, Michelangelo wrote him a letter
admitting that he conceived of no thought in which an image of death was not engraved
and that he had reached the final hour of his day. He looked forward to “laying these
feeble bones of mine beside my father.” 472 These confessions reveal the artist’s change of
heart after abandoning the Florentine Pietà, wishing later to be buried simply near his
family in Santa Croce in Florence. Moreover, his increased thoughts of death are revealed
not only in his prose but also in his poetry, writing in a sonnet, “…the soul … begs me
that I die.” 473 Robert Clements comments on the matter in his psychoanalytical study of
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Michelangelo’s poetry; the combined evidence is overwhelming and shows Michelangelo
constantly thought of death, often using words to describe decaying flesh such as
corteccia, pelle, spoglie, and carne. 474 Michelangelo seems to have looked forward to
dying, believing that at death “the soul sheds the flesh.” 475
His oeuvre too, exhibits an inclination toward the subject with the inclusion of
symbols of sleep and death such as skeletons and masks, and images of figures flayed or
those struggling against physical matter. Many works contain Pietà imagery as well. 476
The artist also sketched a skeleton carrying a coffin in the staircase of his house in Macel
de’ Corvi in Rome. 477 Perhaps for him, as he ascended and descended the stairs, this
memento mori brought questions to mind about the possible outcomes at death. Although
he feared damnation, Michelangelo fixated on hopes of salvation as his last few works
testify. There is a striking change in the last Pietà groups from the previous ones: in the
Florentine Pietà, for example, Mary’s face is placed directly next to that of her son,
expressing a closeness of mother and child absent in his prior sculptural groups.
Michelangelo’s final sculpture, carved only six days before his death, captures the
spiritual peace that he craved and perhaps finally found. In the abstracted and ethereal
Rondanini Pietà, the physical is nearly eliminated and the emphasis is placed instead on
the purely spiritual. Frederick Hartt suggested that:
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The group floats. The marble is no longer sufficient for any of its
elements. Corporeal beauty, even physical beauty, dissolves. The
unfinished is at one with the immaterial. Light breaks from its marble
prison. 478

Michelangelo, in fact, called his figures trapped in the stone prigione, prisoners. He
spoke about his soul’s emancipation from the body similarly, writing about death as “the
end of a dark prison.” 479
The sculptor’s first work, the Madonna of the Stairs, and his last, the Rondanini
Pietà, form an artistic bracket around his life and work, encapsulating his lifetime
longing to be close to God. Throughout his life though, particularly during the latter half,
he struggled with inner fears, believing that “death [was] so near and God so far
away.” 480 However, in the Florentine Pietà, Michelangelo daringly placed his own face
in place of that of Nicodemus, positioning himself literally over death (Fig. 5.12). 481 This
addition is different in nature from his authorial signature on the St. Peter’s Pietà because
it is more autobiographical, acting as a self-referential effigy. 482 Additionally, William
Wallace has argued that the inclusion of both Nicodemus and Mary Magdalene is
significant. With this choice, Michelangelo expressed his own penitence and desire for
union with Christ. 483 Wallace explained that Nicodemus was told by Christ “that whoever
478
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believes in him may have eternal life” (John 3:15) and that Magdalene, in turn, was the
first to witness Christ’s Resurrection. Therefore, it was a deliberate decision to include
the two figures. Wallace wrote further, “Like Michelangelo himself, the Magdalene and
Nicodemus are penitent figures who yearn for salvation through Christ.” 484 Prior to this
observation, Hartt noted that Michelangelo’s intentions were to unite with the divine in
this “meditative drama.” 485 He stated, “In the ultimate union of man and God, which
Michelangelo so deeply desired and which this group celebrates, all individualities are
merged to the point of transfusion.” 486
Moreover, placing his face in the guise of Nicodemus likely has a dual meaning.
Even after Michelangelo began to wear the black upper-class fashions and stopped
signing his letters as “Michelangelo Schultore,” it appears he still identified with his
manual trade; Nicodemus was a sculptor. This is despite the fact that Michelangelo
grappled with his double identity of being an artisan and claiming nobilty; his craft of
choice, sculpture, relied on the intellect but more heavily on the hand, a very antiaristocratic notion. The work becomes even more meaningful in the context that although
he was carving it to pass time in his later days, it was intended for his own tomb
memorial. 487 Daniele da Volterra wrote to Michelangelo’s relative after the sculptor’s
death to describe Michelangelo’s last carving efforts, stating, “... Michelangelo worked
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the entire Saturday before Carnival Sunday; and he worked standing up, engaged with
every body of the Pietà.” 488
Despite the intentions at the time before abandonment, it never made it to his
tomb even though Vasari tried to obtain it for his memorial in Santa Croce, as I discuss
further below. 489 Interestingly, as Schütz-Rautenberg perceived, Michelangelo’s idea for
his own tomb was antithetical to Raphael’s concept, perhaps acting as a critique of its
presumptuousness. 490 It appears that after giving away the Pietà, his desire to return to
his hometown and to be buried with his ancestors grew stronger. The Buonarroti family
plot was in the first Chiostro of the Church of Santa Croce, where there would have been
no room for a new altar, like the Pietà he had made. 491 This could mean that
Michelangelo, despite his desire to fashion himself as noble in his later years, may have
changed his mind and wished for little or no tomb decoration. As we shall see, Vasari,
and the art Academy, had a different notion in mind.

The Pietà / Pietra Paragone

Michelangelo’s Florentine Pietà found itself at the center of sixteenth century
tomb paragone. The imagery of Baccio Bandinelli’s tomb, which Vasari thought was
488
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created to compete with Michelangelo’s Pietà, shows his likeness in a similar way, as
Nicodemus, but differs with the addition of stone-carving implements laid below the
figures (Fig. 5.13). 492 Certainly, he knew about Michelangelo’s work, as Condivi
mentions it in his 1553 publication. 493 With the inclusion of the tools, the artist presents a
twofold meaning: they were laid there as part of the narrative for the opening of the tomb,
but at the same time they also reinforce the significance of his own profession as a
sculptor (Fig. 5.14). This is despite his initial hesitancy in commencing a profession in
the trade, entering into sculpting only because he was poor as he said. Kathleen WeilGarris Brandt rightly observed that his efforts in life conformed more to the role of a
painter, which was traditionally deemed more upper class. 494
Bandinelli’s will of May 9, 1555 confirms that at this time he was thinking of
making his tomb, yet there is no mention of a Pietà figure. 495 As Vasari wrote, after
hearing about the multi-figured funerary statue Michelangelo was making for himself,
Bandinelli began to work on his own memorial in the 1550s. After searching in all of the
principle churches, he secured a chapel in the Church of the Servites which belonged to
the Pazzi family. Here, Bandinelli constructed an altar, with a Pietà group on top with his
sarcophagus below. Bandinelli also obtained permission to allow his wife to be interred
with him and to move his father’s bones there too, which he did with his own hands. He
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died eight days later on February 7, 1560, as Vasari gathered, from emotional taxation.496
The sculptor also made a figure of St. John the Baptist, now lost, out of a separate piece
of marble and may have intended to make a figure of St. Catherine of Siena. 497 As it
seems, Bandinelli proposed three plans before the final result we see today, all of which
were rejected: specifically, his wish for a freestanding memorial in the middle of the
transept was too outlandish for an artist. Moreover, it recalls the dream Julius II had for
his multi-story mausoleum, ironically designed by Michelangelo. Because of this one
might be able to read an extra element in the paragone with him. Schütz-Rautenberg puts
forward that this idea is analogous to the kind of grave altar for a saint, making
Bandinelli’s would-be-monument an “artistic pilgrimage” destination. 498
An inscription made by his sons, posthumously as a way to commemorate their
father and leave a signature for him, was placed directly below Christ on the block upon
which he rests. It states, “DIVINIAE PIET B. BANDINELLI H SIBI SEPUL FABREF.”
This draws attention to the fact that despite his sons’ finishing it, he made, or was
making, the divine image, which can be translated and interpreted in many ways. 499 If
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one wants to indulge for a moment, perhaps the reference to the “divine” might refer not
only to the subject of Christ but also to Bandinelli’s self-stated role as a divine creator,
competitively made in response to Michelangelo’s well-known epithet “Il Divino.” This
does not seem far-fetched considering Bandinelli’s rivalry with the master and that he
likely had an interest in promoting himself in this way. This is especially true when
viewed in the context of his first mausoleum plan and the many other self-aggrandizing
devices on the final tomb, discussed more below, that also shows up elsewhere in his
corpus. The inscription was likely passed on by him to his sons to execute. In addition to
the this inscription, the full epigram below the sarcophagus emphasizes his knighthood
and reads:

Baccio Bandinelli, Knight of the order of Saint James,
rests with his wife, Jacoba Doni beneath this image of the Savior,
which he made himself, 1559 500

The inscription inadvertently accents his trade by stating that he crafted it with his own
hands, again not noting his sons’ involvement. He died February 7, 1560. 501
Kathleen Weil-Garris Brandt noticed that Bandinelli made more self-portraits
than any other artist of the Cinquecento. 502 She also states that Bandinelli’s and
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Michelangelo’s sepulchral self-portraits are part of a larger trend to suppress the effigy of
the deceased in Florence. 503 However, Bandinelli’s likeness looks boldly out to the
viewer, acting as “an intransigent self-affirmation rather than a yearning selftranscendence” as was Michelangelo’s expression. 504 Bandinelli, as mentioned, made
more than one self-promotional reference on his memorial, and even linked himself to the
Medici: there are portraits of himself and his wife on the back, a Medici impresa with a
falcon and a ring on both sides, and his emblem of knighthood three times on the front
side. 505 Moreover, Bandinelli’s bold memorial is most unusual at the time for an artist, or
any lay person, in that it exposes the sepulcher for view, similar to a saint’s arca. 506
Despite the abundance of self-references, and that he possibly came up with the tomb
idea after hearing about Michelangelo’s Pietà, the subject was not new to Bandinelli’s
body of work.
Leonard Barkan elucidated that the idea of the subject actually originated from his
son Clemente. Vasari mentions that although he died young, Clemente left a Dead Christ
held by Nicodemus for his father to finish the figure of Christ. 507 However, as Bandinelli
returned to the subject again for his tomb, surely he was aware of its paragone with
Michelangelo’s funerary imagery, then making the choice to move forward with it as the
imagery focal point. Barkan rightly asserts that this tempts one to think that this would
503
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then be “the ultimate and most perverse act of imitation.” 508 In his Memoriale, Bandinelli
admits his admiration of Michelangelo in a way—by recording Michelangelo’s
approbation for his son—while he also confirms that the tomb sculpture was a
collaborative affair:

the Pietà for my sepulcher [was] made in great part with the help
of Clemente, my son… had he lived, I have no doubt would have
achieved in sculpture the fame of the most famous Greeks,
and the great [Michelangelo] Buonarroti, admiring him, said as
much to me. 509

While Bandinelli’s paragone with Michelangelo in making his memorial seems clear,
their own personal competition with the ancient Laocoön also played a factor in the
making of both Pietà sculptures (Fig. 5.16). While Bandinelli appears to have succeded
in making his two-figure tomb group ex uno lapide, from one marble block, he did not
accomplish this while carving his copy of the Laocoön commissioned by Cardinal Giulio,
future Pope Clement VII, in 1525 (Fig. 5.17). Nonetheless, the work was met with critical
acclaim. As what he believed was not true stonecarving, Michelangelo aborred the a
pezzi approach, making marble sculptures in pieces. Michelangelo’s own paragone with
the ancient three-figured group made by three sculptors began when he witnessed the
unearthing of it in 1506. Despite the myth that the Laocoön was carved from one block as
described by Pliny, Michelangelo observed four joints. 510
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William Wallace has claimed that from this moment onward, Michelangelo set
out to surpass the group by making a true ex uno lapide four-figured group, which would
be one figure more and two artists less than the original. 511 His frustration with it, and
finding flaws in the marble particularly in the area of Christ’s left leg, led to his near
destruction of it. 512 He took his hammer to the work, damaging Magdelene’s right arm,
Mary’s fingers, as well as Christ’s arms, left hand, and chest before his assistant,
Antonio, stopped him. It was abandoned altogether by the master and left for Tiberio
Calcagni to finish per the commission of Francesco Bandini who had bought it in 1561.
discussions on the Laocoön and the paragone between Bandinelli and Michelangelo, see in particular Rona
Goffen, “Agon der Gräber: Michelangelo, Bandinelli, Cellini, Tizian,” in Im Agon der Künste: paragonales
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Michelangelo’s David was “the first, colossal, monolithic, freestanding sculpture of the Renaissance,” and
that Agostino di Duccio, who attempted to carve the stone in 1466, failed. See Irving Lavin, “Ex uno
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im Vatikan, ed. Matthias Winner and Bernard Andreae, 191–210 (Mainz: von Zabern, 1998), 191–210, 195.
Surely, the challenge of the “White Giant” brought Michelangelo back from Rome. In this volume, see
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Calcagni completed the Magdelene before he died in 1565, before more restoration could
be made. 513 Because Calcagni is largely responsible for the finished look of the Mary
Magdelene, William Wallace calls it a “collaborative endeavor.” 514 Interestingly, the
broken leg, remained separate and came into the possession of Daniele da Volterra,
providing an interesting case where Michelangelo’s work, although a fragment, was
deeply treasured as a relic would be. 515 What seems ironic in the end is that Michelangelo
valued the Laocoön because of its fragmentary state, and had refused to restore it. 516 It is
ironic that his own work made to surpass it ended up as just that, in pieces.
Irving Lavin observed that the Laocoön “became a touchstone, a veritable pietra
di paragone.” 517 He explains how Cellini enters this discussion too, stating:

It is no accident that the auto-commemorative sculptures of
Michelangelo, Bandinelli, and Cellini have one thing in common,
apart from their Christological subject matter and the fact that they
were created in a spirit of competion with antiquity and with each
other: they all are monumental sculptures carved from one piece of
marble, and in each case this represented a conceptual and technical
tour de force that was unprecedented...It is clear from the sources that
this was the measure of artists labor, ingenuity, virtuosity. 518
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Cellini undertook his tomb project with the intention, in fact, “to surpass all my
predecessors.” 519 Rona Goffen has also insightfully explored the sepulchral paragone
between the Laocoön and the works of Bandinelli and Michelangelo and notes that the
competition between Bandinelli and Cellini was even more intense than that of Bandinelli
and Michelangelo, the two taking “their agon to their graves.” 520 Contrary to what Vasari
believed, Cellini thought that Bandinelli’s tomb imagery was made in response to the
making of his own Crucifix: a life-size, pure white marble figure affixed to a dark-asnight cross on a stone panel (Fig. 5.17). Regarding it, he wrote in his autobiography, “I
have placed the body of the Crucified on a cross of black Carrara marble, a stone most
difficult to manage because it is very hard and very prone to shatter.” 521 He was
obviously proud of his accomplishment and was likely aware that Michelangelo had
planned but never excuted a Crucifixion. 522 In addtion, Goffen believed Cellini made the
image to impress Elenora of Toledo, the wife of Cosimo, with whom he otherwise could
not gain favor. It displays his signature which links his work to Michelangelo’s by using
the present progressive form of the verb and expresses his pride in his Florentine
nationality, something artists usually did not do when making an artwork for display in
their own city:
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The work was sold to Cosimo in 1571, but was never put on display; it actually was never
even unpacked. In 1576, Grand Duke Francesco sent it as a gift to Philip II of Spain,
where it is now on display in the Escorial. Cellini was very proud of his Florentine
heritage, a point that he repeatedly emphasized throughout his autobiography. As Goffen
gathered, he must have been terribly dissappointed, expecially after Cosimo had sent
Cellini’s portrait of him to Elba in 1557 instead of puting it on display in Florence as he
had done with his portrait by Bandinelli. 524
The rivalry between the two sculptors was so great that Cellini, in fear he would
die before he finished the Crucifix, stipulated in his will that no descendants of Bandinelli
should finish it. 525 In his autobiography, Cellini describes the origins of the idea behind
the image: while imprisoned in Castel Sant’ Angelo in 1539, he had a vision of a crucifix
which he soon after concretized into a wax model and a drawing. While Cellini did not
succeed in erecting an image for himself, or any other memorial imagery, it seems that
his ideas for it actually entailed more than just the desire for a crucifix. In finding a
drawing showing designs of a sarcophagus from the late 1550s, Michael Cole has
expounded upon what was known about Cellini’s own wishes for his burial (Fig. 5.18).
The codicil to the artist’s will from September 1555 indicates that Cellini intended to
have the Crucifix given to Cosimo. Cole adds to this knowledge by citing a petition to
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Cosimo from Cellini in the late summer of 1556 which may imply that the sculpture was
abandoned as a tomb image at this time and then possibly intended for the duke. Instead,
between 1556 and 1559, what seems to be in addition to, or possibly instead of the
Crucifix, he considered designs for an arca. 526
These plans then would put Cellini’s intentions in place before Bandinelli had
fully conceived of his tomb, and therefore, as Cole observed quite extraordinarily. He
states, “no sarcophagus as conspicious as that of his instructions held an artist’s body.”527
These sketches interestingly coincide with the time when the artist was writing his
autobiography, another self-glorifying endeavor. 528 Likely because of this, as Cole
reviewed, his first choice of Santa Maria Novella was denied. 529 Moreover, SchützRautenberg explored the possibity that there was more imagery involved than just the
crucifix. Cellini may have intended to include a tondo encircled by a beam of sunlight,
more imagery reflective of his vision in 1539. 530 Moreover, he planned to give a gift to
the church: a wax model for the marble crucifix to be placed in a glass case. This
definitely implies it to be a type of “relic,” as proposed by Schütz-Rautenberg. 531 After
being turned away, as the artist wrote in his autobiography, he went to SS. Annunziata
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and was accepted without a problem, as, according to Cellini, they were going to let him
do whatever “pleased me.” 532
Cellini switched ideas about his tomb in the last years of his life. His young son
died in 1563, which prompted him to desire to make a humble grave for them both with
an epitaph and two small mourning angels in SS. Annunziata. 533 Two years later he
wanted a tomb in S. Salvatore di Ognisanti decorated with a painting. 534 Another two
years later, he came back to his first sepulcher idea: he wished to be interred at the foot of
a crucifix that he was to carve himself. Knowing he was getting old, he stipulated that if
he could not carry this idea out, he then wished to be buried in the Academy’s communal
grave in the chapter house. 535 While Cellini likely began thinking of erecting a tomb for
himself after hearing about Michelangelo’s plan, another factor was at play in
manifesting his crucifix vision. Cellini originally desired it to be displayed across from
Brunelleschi’s wooden crucifix in Santa Maria Novella. 536 Of course, the choice of the
subject and especially this intended placement links him to his Florentine predecessors
who competed with each other in crucifix imagery. Firstly this recalls, the story of
Donatello and Brunelleschi rivaling each other through a friendly challenge to make the
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best crucifix, as told through Vasari. 537 Later, Michelangelo’s choice to carve the subject
for a gift to the priors at Santo Spirito was likely made in a more covert paragone with
Donatello and Brunelleschi rather than Cellini’s blatant intention. 538 Cellini sought to be
the greatest sculptor of his generation, as they had been in theirs. Sadly, like
Michelangelo, he never realized his idea for a tomb memorial. Cellini died in February
1571 and was interred in the group burial site of the Accademia del Disegno in the end,
as his last case scenario wishes stated. 539
Giambologna, of the following generation, was buried at SS. Annunziata but in a
prominent chapel location behind the high altar in the main sanctuary and may have had a
similar paragone in mind. Like his other sculptor predecessors and contemporaries, his
goal was to emulate and outdo Michelangelo. Giambologna’s Rape of the Sabine, of three
figures, was successfully carved ex uno lapide (Fig. 5.19). 540 Furthermore, his tomb
imagery, a Crucifix which stands at the center of his funeral chapel, serves as a triumph to
his personal and public success as an artist (Fig. 5.20). The sculptor made several
crucifixions in his career and in his latter years produced many small-scale bronze and
silver ones with the help of Antionio Susi who assisted with reproducing copies and
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possibly even in the modeling phase. 541 In 1593, fifteen years before his own death,
Giambologna received an order from Duke William V of Bavaria for a large-scale
version for his tomb. Charles Avery points out that the sculptor must have liked the
effect, because he re-used the model for his own funerary memorial. 542
Michael Cole deemed Giambologna’s chapel in SS. Annunziata, unveiled on
Christmas Eve, 1598, “extraordinary.” (Fig. 5.21). 543 The sculptor commissioned other
artists to help decorate the chapel walls: a Nativity from Giambattista Paggi, a
Lamentation from Jacopo Ligozzi, and a Resurrection from Domenico Cresti. On the
back wall, there are two marble figures, Active Life and Contemplative Life, possibly by
Francavilla which flank the central painting while the other statues in stucco on the
sidewalls were installed there after his death by Pietro Tacca. Under each painting are
bronze copies depicting the life of Christ from a previous commission for the Grimaldi
family in Genoa. 544 Unlike Ammanati who made no reference his profession,
Giambologna celebrated his acheivments by including two boys holding turned-down
torches below the backwall painting, “a sign of his love for art and for his birthplace, he
wished that his tomb be a common one for all of those who, coming from the Flemming
nation, exercised in the beautiful departments of sculpture and architecture,” according to
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Filippo Baldinucci. 545 An interesting occurance is that Tacca, Giambologna’s student,
was buried near him, exhibiting another case where an artist sought to link himself to his
master. What seems to be evident is that the informal sculptors’ dialogue of the sixteenth
century heavily revolved around tomb imagery and in accomplishing multifigured and/or
monolithic large-scale works. This accomplishment would bring the maker immortality,
albeit artistic immortality.
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CHAPTER 6
THE LAMENTATION OF RAPHAEL

Raphael’s Tomb and his Disciples

Those who possess Raphael’s gifts are not men but
semigods, worthy of fame, nay immortality.
Giorgio Vasari, Vita of Raphael, 1550 546

Raphael’s premature death on April 6, 1520, from a prolonged fever at the age of
thirty-seven, shocked Rome and the art world beyond. 547 The next day Marcantonio
Michiel wrote to his friend in Venice that the most kind and excellent painter was
universally lamented by everyone with great sorrow. 548 He was the first to report that the
artist was to be buried in the Pantheon, Santa Maria della Rotonda, but was not the only
one to send off a letter to announce the news without delay. A handful of messages
addressed to employers, friends, and family were composed in the days following the
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artist’s death mention the event. 549 Those who knew him well lamented his loss months
later. Baldassare Castiglione, for example, wrote to his mother Aloisia in Mantua, “Rome
is not the same without Raphael.” 550 Undeniably, it never would be, especially in regard
to burial practices for artists. Raphael’s following after his death in Rome, much centered
on his memorial, exhibits a new type of artistic admiration, one verging on cultic.
Raphael’s “lamentation” was the lengthiest ever witnessed for an artist. Events
celebrating his life by centered on his tomb memorial occurred throughout the succeeding
centuries and continued well into the last with the early-twentieth-century renovations
and the four-hundredth centennial celebration of his death in 1920. Raphael was the first
artist of the Renaissance to be elevated to “artistic sainthood.” Humanists discussed his
persona and his skill as a painter in ways that attributed to him super-human, creative
ability. For succeeding generations, he came to represent excellence in painting, praised
during his own life for “ingenii divina tui vis,” the god-like power of his intellect, and for
his challenge of Nature’s facility to create. 551 This characteristic—his ability to rival
Nature—shows itself to be plentiful in the contemporary literature written after his death.
Moreover, it appears also to have been a prominent theme in visual arts. Not only was
this ability applied to Raphael, but also to other talented men as part of a larger
549
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professional outlook and means to adulate the artist. As artists of the Renaissance strove
to be artifex creator, comparing their work to Nature’s spurred a new competitive drive
to outdo the natural world or each other. 552 Discussions of artists during antiquity also
called attention to this idea. Pliny the Elder, for example, relays countless stories about
ancient painters who fooled Nature and tricked other artists, demonstrating their creative
superiority. 553 During the Renaissance, anecdotes depicting artistic preeminence over
Nature, other artists, and even artists fooling patrons, were central to biographic rhetoric,
especially for Vasari, as previously discussed. Moreover, this proves to be part of a
broader interest in mimicking topoi from antiquity. 554
Lauded as the leading painter of his day, Raphael was compared to past greats
such as Apelles, and like this ancient painter, was called the “Painter of Graces.” 555 By
the time he died, Raphael had established a large artistic following. After his interment in
Santa Maria della Rotonda, now known as Santa Maria ad Martyres, his memorial
became a destination for visitors of the city (Fig. 6.1). Domenico di Orazio Alfani,
writing half a century after the artist’s death, boasts that he saw “the tomb of the most
famous painter and architect Raphael.” 556 Such tourists were not the only ones flocking
like pilgrims to a holy site: for artists, the sanctuary became a sought-after place for
burial because they desired to be near the famous master. Many of his devotees—actual
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pupils and colleagues as well as later followers considering themselves his artistic
legacy—desired to be buried close to him.
One reason Raphael may have chosen to be buried in one of the most revered
ancient buildings at the time, was his 1516 appointment as head of papal antiquities, the
Commissario delle Antichità. With the granting of his burial request, Raphael was the
first to bind his gravesite with his artistic interests, specifically his interest in classical
monuments. 557 In 1524, before he left Rome, perhaps in fascination with his master’s
gravesite, Giulio Romano desired to be buried outside the church of S. Nicola della
Colonna Traiana, another revered monument from antiquity. If carried out, this act would
have reflected his artistic interests in classical sculpture and architecture. 558
Moreover, such a burial in the Pantheon was unprecedented: after its sixth-century
conversion to a church, it had remained empty of decoration, only having been used as a
place of interment for the modest burials of the canons of the Rotonda (Fig. 6.2). It is
surprising that the pope even allowed such a thing for Raphael. 559 His funerary
celebrations were far more extravagant than any other artist’s before him with the
possible exception of Bramante who received a stately burial in St. Peter’s Basilica, also
a highly unusual event for a non-cleric. 560 It appears Pope Leo X granted these two men
special burial privileges, which ultimately reflected his position as a benefactor of the
arts. Paolo Maffei tersely described Raphael’s funeral as a lavish burial of the greatest
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pomp. 561 Significantly, he was the only contemporary to do so because not a single other
account describing the event exists. Therefore, we are left to imagine it: surely a regallike ceremony that drew a large crowd. The painter’s tomb demonstrates itself to be the
first large-scale, permanent monument made to honor an artist. Shearman describes
Raphael’s tomb as “on one level a monument to a great pope” and on the other “a
monument to a failed dream of great works of art” making it a “historical construction of
great power.” 562 Nonetheless, the celebratory aspects of the memorial for the artist are
remarkable and unprecedented.
Raphael’s ever-growing following extended beyond his patron and those in his
profession. His humanist friends, for example, expressed their state of mourning by
penning letters and composing epigrams to praise his exceptional skill and proclaim his
fame everlasting. Upon hearing word of the death of Raphael, the Mantuan envoy,
Pandolfo Pico della Mirandola, wrote to the duchess, Isabella d’Este Gonzaga, to inform
her of the news. Before explaining the plans of interment in the Pantheon, he wrote that
although his life had ended, his fame in the afterlife would prosper. 563 She responded that
without a doubt the artist would achieve immorality through God’s grace. 564 As efforts to
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honor the artist in the years and centuries to follow show, his status as an artistic celebrity
endured. His tomb memorial constructed during the sixteenth century, and the changes
made to it during the seventeenth, nineteenth, and twentieth centuries serve as a testament
to this claim.
The handling of his body after his death, and especially during its reburial in
1833, reveal that he was essentially treated in the same way a Christian holy figure might
have been. Before interment, Raphael’s body was laid out in his studio below the
unfinished Transfiguration for viewing. 565 This gives new meaning to the phrase “cult of
the artist,” nearly elevating him to the status of “artistic sainthood.” The suggestion this
parallel made, whether intended or not, was profound: instead of the body of Christ at the
altar, it was the corpse of Raphael, creating a provisional site of worship. In the eyes of
his admirers, he was regarded as divine, even Christ-like, his godly standing augmented
by contemporary lore that he was both born and died on Good Friday. The evidence for
his birth date is actually ambiguous. As mentioned, the many accounts written after his
death revered various characteristics of the artist, especially his god-like ability to create.
The association with Good Friday too would have solidified this thought in the minds of
his devotees.

accade altra risposta se non che molto ne dole dela morte di messer Raphaello, homo digno de immortalità
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In reviewing the contemporary literature, John Shearman discovered that several
of Raphael’s contemporaries likened him to Christ. In his letter dated the day after
Raphael died, Michele Michiel capitalizes the word Natività when discussing the death
date of the artist, which appears to be the first reference comparing Raphael to Christ. 566
Pandolfo Pico della Mirandola and Girolamo Lippomano remarked that Raphael was the
same age as Christ, thirty-three, when he passed away, not thirty-seven. 567 Several
generations later, Giovanni Paolo Lomazzo expressed a similar sentiment. Writing
toward the end of the century with consideration of the existing portraits of the artist, he
proposed that Raphael’s face resembled that of “Our Lord.” 568 Shearman discerned that
Raphael’s last self-portrait in the Louvre is similar to the Vera effigies that he used for
Christ-type figure in his tapestry cartoon. 569 The resemblance between Raphael and his
image of Christ is evident, but perhaps not intentional, despite the well-known Tuscan
proverb that every painter paints himself. We do not know whether or not Raphael
deliberately portrayed his own face in this specific context or if this serves as an example
of auto-mimesis. 570
Paul Barolsky has made parallel observations in the writing of Vasari’s Vita of
Raphael, noticing that April 6 was also the day that Petrarch first beheld Laura in 1327.
For him, she was a Christ-like figure who made his spiritual renewal possible; she stood
for birth and rebirth, dying in 1348 on the anniversary of their meeting. According to
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fourteenth-century tradition, April 6 was believed to be symbolic of man’s birth and
death, and of Christ’s sacrifice. Barolsky concludes that the humanist Pietro Bembo, in
composing the epigraph of the artist, gave a Petrarchan meaning to his words, relating
Raphael to the poet by noting he was born and died on the same day. Vasari also
emphasizes the idea of birth, death, and resurrection, as Barolsky observes, “he pretends
Raphael’s last painting is the Transfiguration of Christ. By saying that the artist ‘figurò,’
or figured ‘Christo trasfigurato’,” Vasari links the artist to Christ through the wordplay.
Barolsky continues that “he, in a poetical sense, transfigures Raphael into a type of
Christ, like Petrarch had Laura, implying Raphael himself was transfigured.” 571
Moreover, Vasari added that the artist gave up his last breath just after painting the face
of Christ. In spinning these words, he turns Raphael into not only a poetic figure but also
a divine one. Furthermore, by speaking of him as a gift sent from God and by playing on
the artist’s surname “Santi,” Vasari certainly elevated Raphael to saintly standing. 572
This type of godly association is what Raphael himself likely did not want,
especially in regard to his memorialization. Raphael’s plans for his monument reflect his
high social standing and celebrity status as a distinguished courtier. He made
arrangements for his interment and memorial by leaving a large sum of 1000 ducats plus
the income of a house given to Santa Maria della Rotonda. 573 His will, recorded orally,
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stated that his students were to oversee the construction. 574 It appears that Baldassare
Peruzzi assumed leadership of the task. 575 Raphael wished to have one of the ancient
niches restored complete with an altar and a marble statue; his corpse was to be placed in
the statue’s pedestal behind the altar that would conceal the sarcophagus. 576 As Tilmann
Buddensieg points out in his 1968 study, the program was relatively simple because
elements such as the niche, statue, altar, inscription, and tabernacle fused easily into to
the established décor of the Pantheon, and nothing overtly foreign was added to the
ancient setting. Concerning the treatment of his burial site, although it may have been
self-indulgent, Raphael appears to have been aware that excessive glorification was a
potential problem. The tomb decoration is sparse: absent are: an effigy, emblems of
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sorrow, symbols of immortality, and personifications of the Arts or Fame. Perhaps
Raphael’s simplified plan, as Buddensieg suggests, was a critique of Michelangelo’s
overly figural designs for the tomb of Julius II: he already may have made such a
statement with his restrained designs for the Chigi funerary chapel. 577 In constructing his
tomb, Raphael’s followers appear to have followed his wishes, unlike Michelangelo’s
devotees. His colossal monument in Santa Croce in Florence, showcasing a portrait of the
artist and three allegories of the arts, stands in contrast to Raphael’s more subdued tomb,
and is contrary to his own desire to display a Pietà group, the Florentine Pietà. 578
Raphael’s memorial consisted of only one sculptural group, the main feature of
the tomb and the object intended to be venerated: the Madonna del Sasso, an over-lifesize marble statue of the Madonna with the Christ child made by Lorenzo Lotti called
Lorenzetto, who in 1541, according to Vasari, received his own honorable burial in St.
Peter’s basilica (Fig. 6.3). 579 The work is a replica of a clothed Aphrodite in the Vatican
collection. This act, Buddensieg emphasizes, was without parallel. Putting a pagan-based
all’antica image in a Christian place of worship must have been specifically requested by
Raphael. 580 The construction of the monument seems to have moved slowly though, the
Venetian ambassador reports on the progress three years later in April 1523, implying it
577
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was still not finished. 581 The altar-inspired design made per the artist’s wishes, however,
received lukewarm contemporary reception, Pirro Ligorio first assessing the completed
project in his studies of the architecture of Pantheon during the 1560s. 582
In addition to the Madonna del Sasso, an inscription, made famous by its last two
lines, was written by Pietro Bembo to praise Raphael’s skill and was placed on site. 583
Above all, as highlighted in the famous couplet,
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ILLE. HIC. EST. RAPHAEL. TIMVIT. QVO SOSPITE. VINCI
RERVM MAGNA PARENS ET MORIENTE MORI.

it places Raphael in a position to move the natural world and heavens, Nature herself
dying with him. This concept proliferated in its extent and range in the years following
the artist’s death, appearing as both specific references to Raphael and to a more
generalized formula stating an artist’s role as creator who triumphs over Nature.

Raphael Outdoes Nature in Epigrams and Imagery

In addition to Bembo, other humanists lamented Raphael’s passing: fifteen other
known epigrams were composed. One by Antonio Tebaldeo parallels Bembo’s theme
which read something like, “He was god of Nature, Raphael was god of art, Nature
fearing that upon his death, she too would die.” 584 Baldassare Castiglione wrote in a
poem addressed to the artist that because of Raphael’s great talent and ingegno as a
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painter and an architect, “You were able to bring the dead back to life.” 585 This is an
example of yet another acclaim bestowing him with super-human artistic ability.
Specifically, Castiglione’s lines recall God’s role as architect of the world and creator of
man, and Christ as life giver, raising Lazarus from the dead. This reveals yet another
layer of comparison of the artist to Christ. 586 The concept of the artist in general as divine
proves to be a prominent subject in sixteenth-century art writing. 587 His divine intellect
and skill made him one who could conquer Nature with his power to paint. This type of
praise of him existed before his death and continued for centuries. Discourse about how
Raphael’s art was better than what Nature could create rendered him immortal in the eyes
of his hagiographers, and in turn firmly established this definition of him in the
literature. 588
Bembo’s epigraph extols the artist for overpowering Nature—adulation of the
artist in this way became almost formulaic when viewing them in sum. This reveals a
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collective mourning for the artist and an informal sharing of ideas, as Raphael’s epigrams
all have a similar ring. Interestingly too, this notion extends outside of his learned circle
in Rome. Expressing how great a rival the artist was to Nature, Faustino Buturini of
Verona wrote an epigram exclaiming that his work is so life-like that he still seems to
live, his presence evoked almost as an icon evokes a deity or saint. 589 Niccolò d’Arco
eulogizes the artist’s victory over Nature too, noting him as the only artist to be able to do
so, therefore giving him a special ranking. 590
Other painters and sculptors before Raphael were discussed in a similar manner
but not in such abundance and with such emotion. The artist as a life-giving creator was
the subject of the discussions of several Quattrocento painters: Donatello, Gozzoli, and
Leonardo to name a few. Humanist epigrams exist that were composed in the same
fashionas well, for Fra Filippo Lippi for example. Shearman suggests that Bembo might
have been in part inspired by this. 591 Lippi’s epigraph on his memorial in the Cathedral in
Spoleto written by Angelo Poliziano emphasizes, “ARTIFICES POTUI DIGITIS
ANIMARE COLORES,” that as a creator, he was able to bring life to his paintings. The
conceit proves to be a part of the emergence of humanism itself and specifically fits into
589

Shearman, Raphael Sources, vol. 1, 647, document 1520/76, written c.1520. The Latin reads:
Epigramma Rapahaelis Urbinatis
Aemulus Urbinas Naturae hac pictor in urna est,
Quae finxit facies examimum hunc animant
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the fashionable trend to adulate the artist. It was made use of in several other dedicatory
inscriptions such as on Giotto’s commemorative bust in the Florence Cathedral. 592
As in these examples, the conceit applied to Raphael was likely a posthumous
invention, not one endorsed by the artist himself. Quite a few examples of paying tribute
to Raphael exist, each part of the larger effort to panegyrize the painter, which continued
for several centuries after his death. An interesting example unpublished in modern
scholarship is an Italian bronze medal from the late seventeenth or early eighteenth
century recently added to the British Museum’s on-line catalogue (Fig. 6.4). 593 The
obverse of the medal illustrates a typical likeness of Raphael, wearing a cap over wavy,
shoulder-length hair. On the reverse an image of Diana Polymastes, the Roman goddess
of Nature is featured. The Latin inscription quotes the famous distich Bembo’s epigram,
which, as examined above, boasts that while Raphael was alive, Nature feared he would
outdo her, and upon his death, she herself would die. The double reference to Raphael’s
superhuman artistic ability draws attention to his exceptional creative capacity. A design
after a drawing by Federico Zuccaro from around 1600 shows Raphael posed as Isaiah
from his frescos at Sant’Agostino in Rome and may elucidate the medal’s specific
iconographical origin (Fig. 6.5). He holds a sketch of Diana of Ephesus, suggesting that
not only can he imitate Nature but he can also exceed her. This theme calls to mind
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Pliny’s story of Apelles, who painted an image of Diana, and whose work was thought to
transcend the beauty of Nature. 594
The medal dedicated to Raphael fits within a larger tradition of Renaissance
humanistic honorary medals, many of which were commissioned by artists during their
own lifetime. 595 However, it is likely that this celebratory medal was cast in the late
seventeenth century, when there was an interest in celebrating Raphael as the founder of
modern classical painting in Rome. After the death of the artist, his cult following was
particularly strong in Rome, and, as the production of this medal shows, his popularity
continued long afterward. During the late Seicento, the Compagnia dei Virtuosi al
Pantheon in conjunction with the Accademia di San Luca under the direction of Carlo
Maratti made changes to Raphael’s tomb in an effort better to honor the master. Maratti
also produced several images in honor of Raphael, further discussed below. In one of the
images dedicated to Raphael called Homage to Raphael, in the lower left corner of the
engraving, a putto props up an image of Diana, recalling Zuccaro’s design (Fig. 6.6 and
6.7). 596 The print’s dedicatory inscription restates Bembo’s epitaph and includes
Maratti’s additional dedicatory lines to Raphael. 597 Maratti also designed a portrait of
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Raphael that was used as the frontispiece for Giovanni Pietro Bellori’s Descrizione delle
Stanze di Raffaello from 1695 (Fig. 6.8). 598 The portrait on the medal at the British
Museum, although in profile, closely resembles this image, and is a prototype deriving
from Raphael’s self-portrait in the School of Athens (Fig. 6.9). 599 A recent study by
Joanna Woods-Marsden shows that Raphael created several other autonomous selfportrait images, both before and after the making of the School of Athens, which show
him in a similar manner. 600 The reuse of Bembo’s distich in the medal with this portrait
type demonstrates that the couplet has firmly attached itself to Raphael’s image as the
artist’s axiom. It was likely personal to both Bellori and Maratti, who, by studying the art
of Raphael, believed they were indirectly distilling Nature’s beauty by honoring Raphael
as an essential pillar of art. 601
The medal finds itself in the same conceptual framework, one that pays tribute to
the artist as “Pictorum Principis,” “Prince of Painters,” which was Maratti’s epithet for

VT. VIDEANT. POSTERI. ORIS. DECVS & VENVSTATEM
CVIVS. GRATIAS. MENTEMQVE COELESTEM. IN. PICTURIS
ADMIRATVR
RAPHAELIS SANTII URBINATIS PICTORUM PRINCIPIS
IN TVMVLIS SPIRANTEM EX MARMORE VVLTVM
CAROLVS MARATTVS TAM EXIMII VIRI MEMORIAM VENERATVS
AD PERPETVVM VIRTVTIS EXEMPLAR & INCITAMENTVM
P. AN. MDCLXXIV
See also Hans Ost, “Ein Ruhmesblatt für Raphael bei Maratti und Mengs,” in Zeitschrift für
Kunstgeschichte 27 (1965): 284–85.
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him. 602 It was most likely cast at the same time, or slightly after Maratti’s late
seventeenth-century designs, and before the mention of the medal type and its illustration
in Petro Antonio Gaetanis’ Museum Mazzuchellianum of 1761. 603 Two additional images
of the medal produced during a period of revived interest in Raphael indicate further that
it was a laudatory emblem of the painter. It appears in the frontispiece of Angelo
Comolli’s Vita inedita di Raffaello da Urbino from 1790 (Fig. 6.10), and in a lithograph
from 1824 by Friedrich Rehberg, enclosed within a laudatory laurel wreath (Fig. 6.11). 604
Less than a decade later, in 1833, Raphael’s tomb was opened and a grand celebration
ensued; his bones were reinterred in an ancient Roman marble sarcophagus in which
Bembo’s couplet was again inscribed. 605 The lines prove to be a motto for the artist and
part of a continual memorializing of the master, acclaimed for his exceptional skill which
was believed to surpass Nature.
The notion of the artist out performing Nature attests to be a component of
postmortem adulation during the sixteenth century too, and not only applied to Raphael
but also to one of his assistants. The concept surfaces in the work of Shakespeare, who
pays tribute to Giulio Romano in a eulogizing manner. In E.H. Gombrich’s study on the
Roman painter, he notes that Romano was the only artist of the Renaissance whose name
appears in Shakespeare’s works which draws particular attention to the reference to his
power over Nature. The passage from Act V. Scene 2 of The Winter’s Tale is as follows:
602
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The Princess hearing of her Mothers Statue (which is in the keeping of
Paulina) a Peece many yeeres in doing, and now newly perform’d, by that
rare Italian Master, Iolio Romano, who (had himself Eternitie, and could
put Breath into his Worke) would beguile Nature of her Custome, so
perfectly is her Ape: He is so neere to Hermione, hat done Hermione,
that they say one would speake to her, and stand in hope of answer. 606

Gombrich continues that although this eulogy is well-known, it denotes him as one who
could beguile her, likely in response to the previous reference to Raphael. 607 To interpret
Shakespeare’s lines further, they might refer to the artist as the ape of Nature, one who
mimics and imitates, but in this case, steals away her role, doing it more perfectly than
she. This concept was further set in place by one of Vasari’s humanist friends who
supplied him with a fictitious epitaph for him at the end of his Vita in 1550. As Vasari
relays Romano “…was given burial in S. Barnaba, where it was proposed that some
honourable memorial should be erected to him; but his wife and children, postponing the
matter from one day to another, themselves died for the most part without doing
anything…Giulio died on the day of All Saints in the year 1546.” and over his tomb was
placed the following epitaph:

ROMANUS MORIENS
SECUM TRES JULIUS ARTES ABSTULIT,
HAUD MIRUM, QUATUOR UNUS ERAT.” 608
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Whoever wrote these lines, Gombrich continues, skillfully fused two concepts fitting for
the painter: one reference, that Romano was not alone in his extraordinary skill, which
possibly alludes to Raphael’s preceding greatness, and the other, to Romano’s work in
the Sala dei Giganti which portrays the moment when Jupiter saw sculpted and painted
bodies breathe, making creations of mortals equal heaven. Thus, the god was angered,
and called a meeting of all the gods, since he could not tolerate being equaled or
vanquished by a human. Jupiter summons this council to punish the giants who attempted
to rival the heavens. According to Gombrich, the lines of this epigraph claiming
Romano’s extraordinary qualities mimic Shakespeare’s lines. 609
Another aspect of this concept was Diana as a symbol of the diversity of Nature.
As a theme, her role as a source of the arts was taken up by Vasari, as mentioned, as well
as by Agostino Carracci who painted a scene of Apelles painting Diana. 610 Although the
Carracci family’s Bolognese School was eclectic, they prized themselves on their ability
to faithfully render the natural world. At the end of the Seicento in Rome, Bellori aligned
himself with the painting tradition of both Annibale Carracci and Raphael. By voicing his
views of art, he concretized his idea of the artist’s role and his relation to Nature. He
systematized his theory of classicism in his lectures given at the Accademia di San Luca
under the presidency of Maratti during the late Seicento. 611
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Carracci, Maratti, and Later Interventions

After Raphael died, his workshop continued to flourish. Certainly there was an
appeal to working in his innovative classicizing style that was highly sought after by
patrons. What brings new meaning to being a follower of Raphael, in the immediate
decades succeeding his death, is the fact that many of his followers who knew him
personally sought to be buried near him. This proves to be a new phenomenon. Even
more intriguing is that a large number of people who had no real ties to the painter,
namely Annibale Carracci who considered himself his artistic heir, also desired to be
buried close to Raphael. Carlo Maratti, who lived and worked in Rome nearly a century
and half after Raphael’s time, desired to pay honor to him and to Annibale by making
decorative enhancements and adding commendatory inscriptions to the tomb site they
shared. This illustrates Maratti’s panegyrical personal interest but also reflects a revived
interest in all things Raphael at the end of the seventeenth century. 612 Establishing his
grave site as a center of veneration recasts former notions of the cult of the artist and
Maratti’s interventions take it to a whole new level. Maratti, and Annibale before him,
artists with no real connection to the master, latched on to Raphael’s fame, which in turn
enhanced their own renown. Raphael’s grave site served as a palpable means to literally
and physically claim association with the legendary master.
Maria Bibbiena was the first person in a line of many to be buried in the Rotunda
with intentions to be near Raphael, though her burial was rightly so; she was not a painter
612

Maratti also restored some of Raphael’s frescos. See Cathleen Hoeniger, The Afterlife of
Raphael's Paintings (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2011), 72–107. See also Chapter 8 below.
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but was the artist’s longstanding fiancée. She was interred next to him in 1522, even
though she died before the painter, the exact date unknown. The history and original
placement of the epitaph for Maria Bibbiena is as confusing as the one for Raphael. Her
epigraph located on the lower right side of the monument notes her proposed state of
affairs in relation to the master. In 1911, during restoration, Antonio Muñoz lowered it to
be level to the inscription dedicated to Raphael opposite on the left side. 613
Baldassare Peruzzi, who oversaw the original construction of Raphael’s
memorial, died in 1536 and became the first person of the profession to be put to rest near
the master. Honored by all of his colleagues, Vasari wrote, “he was much lamented by his
children and friends, and he received honorable burial, next to Raffaello da Urbino, in the
Ritonda [Rotonda], whither he was followed by all the painters, sculptors, and architects
of Rome, doing him honor and bewailing him.” 614 His memorial on the wall in between
the chapel for congregation of the Virtuosi al Pantheon and Raphael’s tomb were
renovated in 1921. The new tablet inscription, which also includes the original epigraph
recorded by Vasari, extols the Sienese as an excellent painter and architect (Fig. 6.12). 615
This became a trend; many members of the Virtuosi during the mid to late
Cinquecento onward were buried in the church nearby in the Cappella di San
Giuseppe. 616 During the seventeenth century, the eminent painter Annibale Carracci was
granted his wish to be buried in the Pantheon, Monsignor G.B. Agucchi relaying the
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information in a letter dated July 15, 1609. 617 He was buried in the Rotonda the next day
with a grand celebration organized by the accademici of the Accademia di San Luca
where a catafalque was designed and erected in his honor. As Zygmunt Waźbiński
observes in his study of Annibale’s funeral and memorial, Bellori’s description of the
decorations and obsequie in Annibale’s biography parallel those for Raphael as described
by Vasari. Hence, Annibale is fashioned into the new Raphael. 618 In an account of the
event, the secretary of the Virtuosi, Giovanni Guerra, who was also a member for the
Accademia di San Luca, emphasized the importance of perpetuating the memory of the
artist and connecting him with Raphael. 619 This is significant considering that he—
Annibale—was not even a member of the Virtuosi. Therefore, his burial on site needed to
be justified; with it, he was fashioned into Raphael’s “sous entendu,” understood
comparable. 620
“Raphaelitism” or working in the master’s style to carry on the tradition he
established was commonplace during the late Seicento. 621 The augmented interest in
Raphael occurred because he was considered the conduit of Roman classicism. Annibale
was believed to form an essential link in the chain and must have considered himself as
such. According to Bellori’s glorified Vita of the artist, Annibale desired to be interred in
the vicinity of Raphael, a sentiment that he voiced in his last days while suffering from
prolonged fever. In his biography of Annibale, written several generations after his death,
just as Raphael was compared to Christ, Annibale was compared to Raphael. Bellori took
Waźbiński, “Annibale Carracci,” 563 n. 38, as cited in Malvasia, Felsina Pittrice, 445–446.
Ibid., 573. See pp. 569–574 for a complete discussion of the event.
619
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620
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great pains to do this, remarking, “We know that a similar misfortune befell Raphael
[prolonged fever], whom Annibale wished to accompany in the grave after his death,
having followed him in life as his master in painting.” 622 Bellori further relayed that to
mourn him, Annibale’s body was laid on a catafalque arranged by his nephew, and the
nobility in Rome, as well as all the members of the Accademia di San Luca, came to pay
their respects to him by having a mass and offering prayers for the dead. Regarding the
affair, Bellori’s words echo those written by Vasari in his Vita about Raphael’s memorial
service. In his biography of Annibale, Bellori wrote:

Whereupon for his fame the people thronged to see the
doleful esequie and the mortal remains of Annibale, as
though Raphael were to be seen again laid out on the bier
in the same place. Everyone gave signs of grief; his pupils
accompanied him with tears, mourning their master and
father; and the others sighed for the loss to painting. 623

If Raphael served as a figure for Christ, then perhaps Annibale’s body recalling
Raphael’s presence evoked his second coming. 624 Annibale’s nephew planned to erect a
monument for his uncle but died before it was able to come to fruition. Monsignor
Agucchi composed the monument’s epitaph lauding the painter for increasing the glory
of the brush whereby his talents were admired by everyone but not able to be imitated. 625
622
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PICTORI MAXIMO
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Similar to Raphael before him, he is extolled for his ingegno, possessing innate expertise
beyond the realm of learned talent. Bellori relays that this second, shortened inscription
was intended to be used by the Accademia di San Luca in its arrangements to honor the
artist. They wished to add the statement saying, despite the fact that his body is enclosed
in the tomb, he still lives on, giving the artist’s reputation an earthly permanence. The
Academy emphasized his incomparable talents in life and his immortality after death.
Bellori wrote in his biography of Raphael, Descrizione delle immagini dipinte da
Raffaelle d’Urbino printed in Rome in 1695, that in the celebration upon his passing, it is
his fame and the illumination of his name that will remain. 626 As we have seen, an
analogous sentiment was expressed by Pandolfo Pico about Raphael’s celebrity, his
“second life,” yet another way the two artists correspond to each other.

EXPRIMENDIS
GLORIAM PENNICILLI AVXIT
OPERIBVS SVIS CVM CAETERA OMNIA TVM IN
PRIMIS
VENVSTATEM ET GRATIAS CONTVLIT
QVAS ADMIRARI MAGIS QVAM IMITARI ARTIFICES
POSSVNT
ANTONINVS CARRACIVS PATRVO INCOMPARABILI
Agucchi abbreviated it to:
D.O.M.
ANNIBALE CARRACIO BONONIENSI
PICTORI MAXIMO
IN QVO OMNIA ARTIS SVMMA
INGENIVM VLTRA ARTEM FUIT
ANTONIVS CARRACIVS PATRVO INCOMPARABILI.
626

Bellori, The Lives, 99.
QVOD POTERAS HOMINVM VIVOS EFFINGERE
VVLTUS
ANNIBAL HEV CITO MORS INVIDA TE RPAEIT
FINXISSES VTINAM TE MORS DECEPTA SEPVLCRO
CLAVDERET EFFIGEM VIVVS ET IPSE FORES.

See also Waźbiński, “Annibale Carracci,” for discussion of Bellori’s Vita of Carracci.
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Annibale never received his own memorial, but instead was given a plaque and
portrait bust erected by Carlo Maratti as part of the changes made to Raphael’s tomb site
at the end of the seventeenth century. Several pictorial portraits were made in honor of
Annibale in the years following his death, likely due to the absence of a memorial at the
Pantheon. Alessandro Algardi and S. Guillain created a printed image in 1648 in Da
Figure diverse in numero di ottanta disegnate a penna […] da Annibale Carracci which
depicted the artist’s portrait encased in a freestanding monument surrounded by heraldic
devices and artistic instruments (Fig. 6.13). 627 The imagery is similar to the design made
by Karl Remshard after Maratti and Pietro Aquila in Galeriae Farnesianae Icones in
1674, which demonstrates to be part of the larger revived interest in both Annibale and
Raphael (Fig. 6.14). 628
In light of the fact that Annibale was considered Raphael’s equal in some ways,
Maratti, to quote Zygmunt Waźbiński, could also be considered “another Raphael.” 629
Moreover, he trained in the workshop of Andrea Sacchi, who had trained in the studio of
Carracci. The cult of Raphael saw a rise during the late Seicento and Maratti’s role was
crucial. It seems his interest was personal and was a driving factor in his efforts as
principe of the Accademia di San Luca. Raphael’s work of the patron saint of painters, St.
Luke Painting the Virgin (or what was then believed to be his work and has since proven
not to be), stood as a symbol of the Academy (Fig. 6.15). 630 The likeness of Raphael in
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this work quotes his self-portrait in the School of Athens, which was used as the ideal
prototype for his portrait as was shown in the medal discussed above. It also served for
the basis of Maratti’s engraving of the artist for Bellori’s Vita of Raphael. 631 The
Accademia di San Luca, in collaboration with the Compagnia dei Virtuosi al Pantheon,
had interests in honoring Raphael as a symbol of the artistic continuity of the classical
style. By this time, due to the strong brotherhood and formalization of the Academy in
Rome, memorialization of all of its affiliates was essential. The renovation and
decoration of Ss. Luca e Martina was well under way at this time. It acted as a burial site
for members after the church began to be renovated by Pietro da Cortona in the 1630s for
his own tomb memorial. 632
In order to pay tribute to both Raphael and Annibale, Maratti made modifications
to Raphael’s tabernacle. 633 In 1674, a portrait bust made by Paolo Naldini was inserted
into a niche to the left of the tomb per Maratti’s request. This is in spite of what we can
assume was Raphael’s desire not to include an image of his likeness, since we can deduce
that he wished to avoid excessive worldly adoration after his death by not including his
effigy and by placing his sarcophagus out of view. A portrait of Annibale was also made
by Naldini and erected on the right side, opposite that of Raphael’s bust. 634 The
sculptures were moved to the Protomoteca Capitolina in Rome during the nineteenth
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century (Figs. 6.16 and 6.17) 635 In the same year as the dedication of Maratti’s additions
in 1674, the Abbot Filippo Titi admired the new portraits in his writing on the churches
of the city. 636 Bellori explains the reason behind the additions: sadly one hundred and
fifty years had passed without a portrait of Raphael for visitors so that they could see an
image of the revered master in order to venerate his memory, “venerare la sua
memoria.” 637
In addition to erecting a bronze portrait of Raphael by Naldini, and adding a new
inscription, Maratti made several other images to pay tribute to the master. One of these
illustrates a more fanciful homage to the master. Maratti self-identified with Raphael in
many ways. The design by Maratti, Homage to Raphael, mentioned above, served as the
frontispiece of the 1675 Imagines Veteris ac Novi Testamenti a Raphaele Sanctio
Urbinate in Vaticani Palatii xystis mira pictura elegantia expressae, which also contains
reproductions of Raphael’s work made by the printmaker Pietro Aquila. 638 This image,
showing Raphael surrounded by personifications of the three arts of disegno, painting,
sculpture and architecture, also promotes Maratti’s Scuolo del Disegno, and shows his
declaration of Raphael as symbolic figurehead. 639 Also, as stated previously, in an
undated engraving of Raphael’s Pantheon bust, Maratti inserted Bembo’s Latin distich
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which was used for the frontispiece of Bellori’s 1695 biography of Raphael. 640 Moreover,
had Maratti gone further with his own aesthetic taste, his interventions on Raphael’s
monument might have been more drastic. In Homage to Raphael, where an image of
Diana makes reference to his superiority over Nature, Maratti illustrates a flamboyant
tribute to Raphael, a memorial on paper filled with allegories of the arts and symbols of
immortal fame. This type of honorary imagery may give a glimpse into what he would
have preferred to do to Raphael’s tomb, had he not been constrained to preserve what is
assumed to be Raphael’s wishes not to turn his gravesite into a secularized place of
worship. Here too, Maratti repeats Bembo’s epigraph and adds lines in a new plaque that
praise Raphael as “Pictorum Principis.” 641
The duration of the cult of Raphael proves to be exceptional: during the earlynineteenth century a heightened interest in Raphael arose as he became a central figure in
the construction of the romanticized notion of the ideal artist. The modification to his
memorial during this time obscures our knowledge of its original makeup. Moreover, the
status of the original epigraph is unclear, as it appears to have been replaced by
Maratti. 642 On April 20, 1820, Ercole Consalvi, the titular Cardinal of the Rotonda, Santa
Maria ad Martyres, ordered the removal of profane memorials from the site to the
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Campidoglio. Despite his order, some accounts say that an exception was made for
Raphael and Annibale. Regarding this account, in 1833, Carlo Visconti wrote that
Raphael’s original bust was removed two years later in 1822 and replaced by an
inaccurate copy. During the early twentieth century, after he renovated the site, Antonio
Muñoz noted that the inscription was also removed in the year 1822, which was the one
placed there by Maratti in 1674. This countered Carlo Falconieri’s version, stating that
the plaque was visible in 1833. Muñoz claims that in 1833 the original epitaph of 1520
was removed and placed in the rooms of the Virtuosi al Pantheon, and then returned in
1883, fixed into the basamento to the left of the altar (where it can be seen in old
photographs). He restored it to what he thought was the original position on the left,
below Raphael’s bust, where it remains today. Indeed, as John Shearman concludes, the
status of which plaque is displayed there now, the original or the seventeenth-century
one, is not clear. 643 Unfortunately, the history of the portraits is no less confusing. As
mentioned, Maratti ordered a gilded terracotta bust to be made and commissioned a
marble copy by Pietro Paolo Naldini. The later was placed in the niche and seems to have
remained there until 1820. At that time it was moved to Campidoglio and placed in the
Protomoteca Capitolina. 644 In 1833 it was replaced by a copy by Giuseppe De Fabris. The
present bronze bust was put into position when what was believed to be the original
epitaph was returned for the centenary in 1920, so it seems that what is currently on
display in the left niche is not the one commissioned by Maratti. During the early
nineteenth century, Raphael’s persona stood at the forefront of the Romanticized notion
of the perfect artist prototype. This new interest was likely spurred by Angelo Comolli’s
643
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1790 biography of Raphael. Jean-Auguste-Dominique Ingres, after reading this book,
began a series of five paintings of the life of the artist, which were intended to include
Raphael’s birth and death. These seem reminiscent of the paintings made to pay tribute to
Michelangelo in the Casa Buonarroti in Florence. 645 The Raphael revival also re-centered
attention on his tomb site and may have spurred interest in opening his tomb.
Many nineteenth-century sources elucidate the events of the tomb opening in
1833 but are out of the scope of this study, and an overview is presented below. 646
Several images were made to document the opening such as the painting by Francesco
Diofebi (Fig. 6.18). The director of the French Academy, Horace Vernet, also drew from
the opened grave (Fig. 6.19) while the architect Pietro Camporese the Younger made a
design from the tabernacle with the burial vault and the Madonna del Sasso. 647 The
question of where Raphael’s body was buried coupled with the rumor that the Accademia
di San Luca was in possession of his skull lead to a formal investigation in 1833. Indeed,
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the Academy possessed someone’s skull, which has been exhibited during the previous
century as Raphael’s. 648 The opening commenced on June 7, 1833, with orders of the
regent of the time, the sculptor Guiseppe de Fabris, whereby work began on September 9
of that year. J.D. Passavant gives a detailed account in his study published in 1839.
Raphael’s skeleton was located, skull intact, although the site had been badly damaged by
moisture from past flooding. Found in a near-perfect state of conservation, it was left
exposed for nearly a month for visitors to see, causing a stir of emotion and excitement.
Vincenzo Camuccini, principe of the Accademia di San Luca from 1806 to 1810, was
commissioned by the Virtuosi to make drawings, Giambattista Borani producing
lithographs of them. 649 Camuccini drew the skeleton in two phases, the way it was found
with the bones scattered from water damage and then again after their reconstruction by
the anatomist Antonio Trasmondo, professor of Clinical Surgery at the University of
Rome (Figs. 6.20 and 6.21). 650 Raphael’s skeleton was then placed in a pine box put
inside an imperial-age sarcophagus gifted from Pope Gregory XVI in which Bembo’s
couplet “ILL HIS EST RAPHAEL, TIMUIT QUO SOSPITE VINCI/ RERUM MAGNA
PARENS ET MORIENTE MORI” was inscribed (Fig. 6.22). 651
The confusion about where Raphael was interred also stems from two latesixteenth-century sources. Laurentius Schrader, in Monumenta Italiae from 1592,
mistakenly thought Raphael’s grave was in the nearby Santa Maria sopra Minerva. 652
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Four years later, Francois Schott, in Itinerari Italia libri tres, also discusses his tomb. He
appears to have consulted Schrader because he also mistakenly placed Raphael’s tomb
site in Santa Maria sopra Minerva (yet correctly placing Taddeo Zuccaro’s tomb in the
Pantheon). Schrader’s misunderstanding likely arose from the churches’ proximity to
each other, a possible mix-up in notes of the locations. 653 These citations brought about
the later questioning and resulted in some nineteenth-century scholars including Carlo
Fea to subsequently believe the Minerva was Raphael’s burial site, which led to the effort
in 1832–33 to recover the artist’s bones in the Pantheon. 654
After his skeleton was found, an enormous celebration was organized. A
temporary catafalque designed after drawings of Pietro Camporese was part of the
decoration but in the end, the events of 1833 did not change the appearance of the tomb.
The site was put back as found. 655 Before his re-interment, plaster casts were taken of
Raphael’s right hand and skull, now kept in the offices of the Virtuosi, and his larynx,
which had been kept safe in a glass vessel, was buried with the rest of his bones (accounts
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provided by Passavant.) 656 The treatment of his hand and larynx, and what was thought to
be his skull, gives new meaning to the cult of Raphael, the bones and casts made from
them put on display as if they were religious relics. 657 Certainly viewing the opening of
the tomb would have been an exciting affair, and a crowded one: three thousand entry
tickets were sold. 658 One observer gushed in a letter to friend, “…I have peered into
Raphael’s open grave, and I have seen him himself… the incomparable master, where
from my soul is filled to such an extent…How a shiver came over us as the remains of
the master laid there uncovered.” 659 Unfortunately, what the present-day visitor now sees
is the result of the 1911 restoration by Antonio Muñuz, who tore down the original altar
setting with the Madonna and Child. 660 As a result, the sarcophagus is exposed, where
there is no place for votive offerings to the Virgin. Indeed, it remains a visitor’s must-see;
one often has to meander through the crowd in order to view the tomb up close. The cult
of Raphael during the period of exhumation in 1833 and in celebration the fourth
centennial of his death in 1920, are certainly testimonies that his fame—his afterlife—is
resilient and lasting, confirming Pandolfo Mirandola’s words written the day after his
death. 661
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CHAPTER 7
MOURNING MICHELANGELO

The Death of Il Divino, and His Body and Work as Relics

In the case of Michelangelo, the power and magnitude of his art and
ambition were so great and stupefying that his contemporaries were
compelled to imagine him poetically as both like God or the Son of
God and like Pygmalion, whose works had the transformative powers
of the deadly Medusa. As a fusion of such ideas, Biblical and classical,
sacred and profane, Michelangelo emerged as himself one of the greatest
works of art of the Renaissance, as a literary masterpiece of collective
authorship—the complex, poetical metamorphoses of a mortal being
into an immortal, mythic figure, whose very identity has everything to
do with the idea of art and of art’s relations to life and death. 662
Paul Barolsky

Michelangelo, known commonly at the time as “Il Divino,” died on February 18,
1564, two weeks before his ninetieth birthday, an event that shocked no one, unlike
tomba di Raffaello. For more on the legacy and fame of Raphael in the centuries after his death, see
Cathleen Hoeniger, The Afterlife of Raphael’s Paintings; Giovanna Perini, “Raphael’s European Fame in
the Seventeenth and Eighteenth Centuries,” in The Cambridge Companion to Raphael, ed. Marcia B. Hall,
261–275 (New York : Cambridge University Press, 2005); and Andreas Henning, “From Sacred to Profane
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Italian Religious Art, ed. Gail Feigenbaum and Sybille Ebert-Schifferer, 171–188 (Los Angeles: Getty
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Raphael’s untimely death. As Silvia Pagden’s title “From Cult Images to Cult of Images”
suggests, imagery was now appreciated for its artifice, and fervent cult followings grew
around certain artists, particularly Raphael and Michelangelo. 663 As the handling of the
artworks, and even the corpses, of both of these men exhibit, these artists were no longer
just that, but instead something sacrosanct. As Ames-Lewis notes, it is certainly suiting
that Raphael was buried in the ‘temple of all gods.’ 664 While Raphael was compared to
Christ and praised as a painter for having life-bestowing qualities that rivaled the ability
of Nature herself, Michelangelo, was treated as if holy, especially upon his death.
Vasari’s opening lines of his 1568 Vita of Michelangelo paint him as “a kind of messiah”
sent from heaven. 665 Perhaps too, as Paul Barolsky reflects on literary figures compared
to artists, Raphael was to the art world as a type of Laura was to Petrarch while
Michelangelo was like Beatrice to Dante: an angelic spiritual guide. 666 Moreover, as
evident in several different biographies, Vasari created a typology of saint-like artists by
discussing many of them as charitable, devout, and virtuous. 667 These qualities were
certainly emphasized about Michelangelo, which may have helped transform him into an
“artistic saint.” 668
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Calling Michelangelo “divine” had become an accepted way to refer to him. Even
Duke Cosimo referred to him as such in a letter to Vasari. 669 With these references it is
hard to understand exactly what they meant in their own day, as they did not seem to be
taken as blasphemy as one might expect. For some, Michelangelo was a god-figure,
Anton Francesco Doni in a letter to the artist in 1543, confessing, “I take you to be a
God…but with license from our faith.” 670 Interestingly, this exhibits a sensitivity to how
borderline heretical such a statement could have been read. While perhaps this reference
only intended to add him to the pantheon of great men, the way in which Michelangelo is
discussed at this time by humanists as a divine being, not a being with divine qualities, is
something that has not occurred since Roman emperors’ ruled.
As Stephen Campbell asserts, the phrase “il divino Michelangelo” became
widespread currency, and was mocked by Pietro Aretino. Campbell believed that in this
consideration, it brings a better understanding as to why Vasari used the term so much:
possibly in defense. 671 Vasari propagated this idea over and over in both of his Vite, so
much so, actually, it became nearly arbitrary. In contrast, Vasari is somewhat
conservative in his usage with Raphael calling him a “mortal god,” but not with
Michelangelo. He paints him as the “the savior of the artist-humanity,” Schütz-
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Rautenberg observed. 672 Paul Barolsky cogitates that in the first sentence of
Michelangelo’s biography, “redolent of the Bible, Vasari describes God the Father
sending Michelangelo as a spirit into the world to redeem art, bringing light where there
was darkness.” 673 Moreover, Barolsky ascertained, “In his mythologizing mode, Vasari is
forever confusing Michelangelo and God,” for example, in regard to the master’s “divine
hands” which created the Sistine Ceiling, can be read as a metaphor for the “divine hand
of the creator.” 674 This analogy was not new, as previously discussed, but its literal
meaning when applied to discussions of Michelangelo and his work was radical. 675
In his final moments, Michelangelo asked his friends who surrounded him—
Daniele da Volterra, Antonio del Francese, Diomede Leoni, and Tommaso Cavalieri—to
remember in his death, the death of Christ. 676 The next evening, Michelangelo’s body
was taken from his studio to the Church of SS. Apostoli to await further decisions until
hearing from his family in Florence since he had no written will. The Conferterinty of
San Giovanni Decollato arranged for the tranportation of the body on their company’s
bier and arranged for a mass the next day. 677
The next five months were dedicated to organizing the formal obsequies and the
tomb memorial took over a decade to come to complete fruition. Regarding how to honor
672
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the master, after plans had been made for the funeral, Diomede Leoni wrote
Michelangelo’s nephew from Rome about his concern in seeing to his “eternal
memoria,” meaning now a permanent memorial needed to be arranged. 678
Similar to after Raphael’s death, an abundance of letters was sent from Rome to
immediately report the news that Michelangelo had died: Gherardo Fidelissimi, his
physician, wrote Duke Cosimo on the very day of his death as well as the following day,
as did the duke’s ambassador to the papal See. 679 Vasari likely heard as soon as the news
spread through the ducal court. Vincenzo Borghini, as another insider knowing he had
already heard, wrote to him on February 21:

I am sorry about Michelangelo. A man such as he should never die…I shall
write a few words to the consuls [of the Academy] which you may give
them to approve. But it would be well if an imposing funeral service could
be held where someone could speak a few words in praise and in honor of
the arts and to inspire the younger men… 680

At the time, no one could have imagined what a complicated and extravagant affair was
to come regarding the services, originally planned for after Easter on April 2.
Rudolf Wittkower first thoroughly reviewed the events of and leading up to the
funeral in The Divine Michelangelo, written and published on the occasion of the artist’s
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four hundredth centennial of his death. 681 In order to prepare for the event in Florence,
Michelangelo’s corpse had to be transported, when after arrival, his body was put on
display like a holy relic, becoming a type of cult object, as Schütz-Rautenberg rightly
discerned. 682 William Wallace provided a particularly vivid account of the transportation
of the body told through the piecing together of various primary sources, noting that even
Cosimo was anxious to have the artist’s corpse return. Vasari wrote to Lionardo, “I have
to inform you that our illustrious Prince is very desirous that the body should come or
even the bones.” 683 In order to transport Michelangelo’s body to Florence, as the wellknown tale goes, he was concealed as if his body was some type of merchandise, arriving
at the customs house on March 11. The package was addressed to Vasari. Paul Barolsky
observed that the way in which Vasari portrays this secret transferal of the body, wrapped
as if a package, paralleling the story of Michelangelo to the tale of St. Mark, whose body
was stolen from Alexandria and taken to Venice for burial. Here, Vasari infers a similar
“translatio sancti.” 684 Moreover, Vasari likely took this concept from the Esequie del
divino Michelagnolo Buonarroti written by Jacopo Giunti and published the year of
Michelangelo’s death, four years before Vasari’s second Vita. 685 Furthermore, as Lisa
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Pon rightly observed, the rhetoric of the Esequie is similar to medieval biographies of
saints. 686
Upon receiving notice, Vasari immediately sent post to Michelangelo’s nephew
Lionardo who was still in Rome sorting out affairs. He wrote that he received the “the
body of the most holy old man who was the light of our arts. Had you sent this city a
great treasure it could not have been a greater gift than this relic of one so cherished and
honored,”

also telling him the coffin “will be carried on the shoulders of the

Academicians… to S. Croce” to await further instruction for burial. 687 Because the
cadaver could not stay there while waiting for reply, it was clandestinely taken the next
day to the Compagnia dell’Assunta near S. Piero Maggiore where thirty-two members of
the Accademia del Disegno met to decide how to proceed. His corpse was to be carried at
nightfall to his family’s church accompanied by eight torch bearers where it would stay
until the family made burial arrangements. 688 Attempts to keep it a quiet affair
completely failed. The transferal rapidly turned into a public spectacle since the rumors
of Michelangelo’s return had quickly spread. Carrying the coffin through the streets at
sunset attracted a mob of people so large and verging on hysteria that the friar at S. Croce
did not want to admit the group into the sacristy.
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This impromptu gathering and what happened next was “something so very
beautiful and moving,” per the description of one onlooker in a letter to Lionardo. 689 As
Wittkower points out, what occurred was so unusual, extraordinary really, and contrary to
what Michelangelo would have wanted, it prompted those who witnessed it to record it
not only for posterity but to try to make sense of it. 690 The prior of the Ospedali degli
Innocenti and vice-president of the Academy, Borghini, arrived and convinced the prior
there to open the doors. In response to the people’s question, “Was it really
Michelangelo?” he announced that the coffin was to be opened in order to verify that it
was indeed Michelangelo. The same unknown letter writer recorded what transpired:

If you only knew the immense satisfaction which this gave… to all
who had come to pay their honours! I know this has been contrary to
your [Lionardo] wishes, but…. rejoice in the enormous satisfaction it has
given to all those men who have seen him; it has seemed a great thing to
everyone that he was not disfigured nor his body in the least decomposed;
surely as the spedalingo of the Innocenti said, it is a divine sign that the
body was not decayed. 691
Next, as if he were a holy figure, everyone present was compelled to touch his face. 692
Indeed, as Michelangelo’s corpse was treated like a relic, so too were his
artworks. This exhibits that because the artist was viewed as divine, his works were
revered because they were believed to be manifestation of the marvel of his other-worldly
capability. Such was also the case with the work of Raphael whose artwork was highly
desirable as “collector’s items.” 693 When the Madonna del Baldacchino that Raphael had
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left it behind in Florence in 1508 did not make it to its intended altar site, it was bought
by the executor of Raphael’s will, Baldassare Turini, who enshrined it because it was “a
Raphael.” It was treated in the same manner as a relic or miraculous image. In Sylvia
Pagden’s words, the work was “transformed into an icon of artistic excellence.” 694
Michelangelo’s art elicited the same response. Both Vasari and Condivi spoke of
Michelangelo’s drawings as relics. In 1550, Vasari had acquired what he believed was
Michelangelo’s very first drawing, writing in his 1568 Vita of the artist, “That sheet is
now in my possession, treasured as a relic; I received it from Granacci to put in my book
of drawings together with others by the same hand, which I received from
Michelangelo.” 695 In regard to the Battle of Cascina, “the school of the world” as both
Michelangelo’s and Leonardo’s battle cartoons had become, Rona Goffen compares the
treatment of Michelangelo’s drawing that was cut into pieces by pupils to how
“worshippers might help themselves to pieces of a saintly relic.” 696 Condivi wrote that it
was, in fact, treated like a “saintly thing.” 697 Moreover, Pietro Aretino famously begged
the artist for a drawing, any sort of scrap. Before he angered at not being granted his
request, Aretino, as if half praying in hopes to have his wish granted, lamented to the
artist in a letter:

I would cry in seeing the work coming from your sacrosanct hand…
I would render thanks to God…But why, O Lord, do you not reward
my constant devotion, who reveres your celestial qualities, with a relic
of those papers that are less dear to you? 698
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Unfortunately, Aretino’s intense adoration and “prayer” to the artist did not get
him what he desired and he quickly turned into a Michelangelo “non-believer.” 699 In a
letter to Michelangelo published in 1550, he decries his Last Judgment as indecent, better
suited for a brothel or bathhouse, than the pope’s chapel. In another letter to
Michelangelo, he mocked:

For how can that Michelangelo of such stupendous fame, that
Michelangelo of outstanding prudence, that Michelangelo of admirable
habits, have wanted to show to the people no less religious impiety
than artistic perfection? Is it possible for you, who through being divine
do not condescend to the company of men, to have made this in the
foremost temple of God? 700

With all his pleas to the artist for a drawing, he had worn his Michelangelo heart on his
sleeve, and with this rejection, came a heartache that quickly turned bitter.
Not getting “a Michelangelo” upset more people than just the Aretine. When
Duke Cosimo heard Michelangelo had burned many of his precious drawings before he
died, he reacted with irritation over the lost works that seemed to trump any sorrow about
the artist’s passing. He wrote to his ambassador in Rome, “our regret is increased by his
not leaving behind any of his designs. To have thrown everything into the fire seems to
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us an act unworthy of him.” 701 At this time after the artist’s death, Vasari was also trying
to prosper, writing Michelangelo’s nephew Lionardo to try not only to acquire works for
the duke but to get anything—sonnets, poems, notes, letters—for himself, jumping at the
opportunity to try to obtain materials for his revised Vita. 702 For Cosimo, though,
Michelangelo represented an association to the glorious art patronage of the family
during the previous century. This would be essential for him in establishing his public
persona and moving forward as the new dynastic front-runner of the family’s autocratic
ascension not only in Florence but also in the region. In particular, Vasari’s 1568
propagandistic Vita of Michelangelo emphasized this connection, conveniently published
the year before Cosimo was appointed Grand Duke of Tuscany.

Michelangelo’s Funeral

Upon his death, Michelangelo was lauded as the maestro of all the arts, a key
point stressed in the rhetoric of his funeral orations by Lionardo Salviati, Giovan Maria
Tarsia, and Benedetto Varchi, the latter given at the funeral, and in the imagery of his
catafalque and funerary memorial. Perfecting le tre arti del disegno was indeed a rare
accomplishment: in the 1568 Vite, Vasari deemed only a handful of artists as experts in
all three arts, yet Michelangelo held the position as capo, maestro et padre di tutti of
which he was unanimously elected the year before he died, as previously mentioned.
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Michelangelo’s connection to the Medici is evident in the fact that Cosimo granted the
artist’s funeral celebrations to be held in San Lorenzo, the Medici family church. Similar
to how Raphael was the first non-cleric to be buried in the Pantheon, Michelangelo was
the first non-Medici to have such a grand esequie in the Medici sanctuary. Surprising
though is that neither Cosimo nor his son Francesco attended the funeral there. 703 What is
more intriguing is that Michelangelo’s funeral was larger in scale than that of either
Grand Duke. Cosimo died in 1574 and Michelangelo’s funeral served as the prototype. 704
Francesco died twenty-three years after Michelangelo, it was even less impressive. 705 The
obsequies for Holy Roman Emperor Charles V in Brussels in 1558 set the tone for royal
funerals in Italy celebrations held in Piacenza, Bologna and Rome. It seems
Michelangelo’s funeral—the funeral of an artist, not a king—was the first to be modeled
after the celebrations of the emperor. 706
To extol Michelangelo after his death the Accademia del Disegno prepared
unprecedented festivities, resulting in the greatest celebration of an artist to date, or
perhaps ever. Plans for the memorial service were discussed at the first official Academy
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meeting to talk about it, on March 16, when they voted to hold the funeral on April 2.707
It was pushed back to June 25, the day after the feast of St. John, when the first date
could not be met, and then pushed back again to the final date of July 14. 708 His body,
however, was not present and remained at S. Croce in a temporary sarcophagus which
had one brief inscription: “Il Divino Michelangelo.” 709 Here, as mourning tradition
dictated, visitors attached poems. 710 This was also the case for his catafalque, discussed
below.
The most throrough description of the remembrance and of the decorations is
recorded in Jacopo Giunti’s Esequie del Divino Michelagnolo Buonarroti published after
the service, which along with extolling Michelangelo, celebrated the new Academy and
promoted the Medici as beneficent patrons. Rudolf Wittkower in The Divine
Michelangelo provides the most thorough summary of the event, a facsimile of the
pamphlet, and several reconstructions of the apparatus in the church. 711 Because of the
wealth of literature that exists on the topics of the funeral and tomb, there is no need or
room to recount every detail here; instead a summary is presented with attention drawn to
key aspects. Unlike Raphael’s funeral of which there was one single letter that mentioned
it without much description, there are several primary sources for Michelangelo’s
memorial service in addition to the published orations: a description from an anonymous
letter writer, a handful of preparatory sketches of both the full catafalque and individual
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scenes, and Vasari’s description in his 1568 Vite, which very much followed what was
published by Giunti.

Also, unlike modern scholarship on Raphael’s obsequies and

memorial, of which there are not many focalized studies, the literature on Michelangelo’s
death, funeral, and tomb are abundant.
Four prominent Florentine artists were put in charge of organizing—Vasari,
Bronzino, Ammanati and Cellini—and plans were immediately drawn as how to
proceed. 712 A drawing in the Ambrosiana in Milan shows what the initial plan looked like
for the catafalque (Fig. 7.1): two levels with allegories and a full-figured effigy at the top
with Fame floating above, bestowing Michelangelo with three crowns. The design is
somewhat visually and thematically similar to Michelangelo’s 1513/1516 drawing of the
tomb of Julius II. 713 The subject of the apotheosis of the artist is at the forefront, as it was
for the pope, recalling both Platonic ideas of ascension of the soul and the elevation of
the deceased to divine standing, like the Roman emperors. 714 A second sketch likely
better reflects the final version and shows some changes, mainly the removal of a full
effigy (Fig 7.2).
To prepare San Lorenzo’s interior for the public event, the church was draped in
black and artworks were commissioned from Florence’s young artists who would work
without pay. 715 Wittkower devised several diagrams assisting to give visualization of the
interior of the church and the catafalque within (Figs. 7.3–7.6). On July 14, after entering
through the main façade entry, having come for the Mass of the Dead and to hear the
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oration by Varchi, the visitor would have seen images of Michelagelo’s three-circle mark
and allegories of Death lining the spaces between the first four piers on each side.
Christina Acidini Luchinat gives a particularly vivid description based on contemporary
accounts of “the somber magnificence of the black drapery, the subtlety of the epitaphs
and mottoes, the repeated omen of the many sketetons, the splendor of the innumerable
lights, the scent of incense, the chants and the music, the orator’s voice, the buzz of the
crowds....” 716 Paintings adorned the negative spaces all around the nave and transept and
on pyramid apparatus, of which only a few preparatory sketches survive, illustrated
below. Eight paintings of varying sizes hung close to the catafalque similarly on each
side: two on the side of the nave aisles, one at the end of the transept, and one facing the
audience: on the left were Michelangelo Visited by the Nobles of Venice by Stradanus,
Michelangelo and Julius III by Jacopo Zucchi, Michelangelo as Teacher by Battista
Naldini, Michelangelo in the Elysian Fields by Alessandro Allori, and on the right hung
Michelangelo and Duke Cosimo by Stefano Pieri (Fig. 7.7), Michelangelo and Julius II
by Tomaso di S. Friano, Michelangelo Mourned by the Rivers of the World by Bernardo
Buontalenti, and Francesco de’ Medici Offers his Chair to Michelangelo by Santi di Tito.
A sculpture by Vincenzo Danti, Fame-Honor Triumphant over Time and Death, was
positioned in the nave opposite the pulpit. The subjects emphasized Michelangelo’s
prolific relationships with students and patrons, and showed how affective his loss was
not only for those interested in the arts but also elsewhere: he was mourned by Nature,
his fame thriving after his death.
The multi-storied structure in the center of the transept contained an epitaph plus
an additional seven allegorical and biographical scenes. On the bottom and on the second
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tier, working clockwise around the structure beginning with

the front side, were

Michelangelo in the Garden of San Marco (Fig. 7.8) and Michelangelo with the Model of
the Dome of St. Peter’s before Pius IV; then Michelangelo Building the Fortification of
San Miniato and Michelangelo in the Company of the Muses and Crowned by Apollo
(Fig. 7.9); on the back, the epitaph (Fig. 7.10) and Michelangelo Conversing with the
Allegory of Sculpture; followed by Michelangelo Showing Clement VII the Model of the
Medici Chapel and Michelangelo Working on the Last Judgment on the left side. Again,
the subjects show his prolificy and his affective nature on all who were in his realm. On
the front were also allegories of the Arno providing sustenance to the Tiber, a symbol of
the yeild of Florentine art. Vincenzo Danti, Valerio Cioli, and others made the statues: on
the corners of the bottom tier clockwise from left to right were the sculptures Study
Overcoming Idleness, Miverva-Art Overcoming Envy, Charity Subduing Vice, Genius
Subduing Ignorance, and on the corners of the third level also from left to right were
personifications of Poetry, Sculpture, Architecture, and Painting. Note Poetry and
Painting faced the audience, and therefore were believed to have better positions, the very
matter which upset Cellini and caused him to resign from the project, which is discussed
more below.
Above these three levels soared the last segment, the top pyramid with an allegory
of Fame alighting at the pinnacle, holding three laurel crowns and blowing three
trumpets. 717 The epitaph as translated from the Esequie read:
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The Academy of Painters, Sculptors and Architects, under the
auspices and with the help of Duke Cosimo de’ Medici, their head
and the highest protector of the arts, admiring the unique genius of
Michelangelo Buonarroti, and as a small sign of recognition for the
benefits it has received from his divine works, has dedicated this
memorial, created by the members’ own hands and with heart-felt
affection, to the excellent art of the greatest painter, sculptor and
architect there ever was. 718

Even without the epigraph’s explicit message, one would read from the imagery
throughout the church that patrons bowed to him in life and Fame mourned him in death.
Each image placed an emphasis on either a prestigious moment from his life, many
involving the Medici, or an allegory that unquestionably expressed his excellence poetry
and in the three visual arts. The latter theme, in particular, was promoted by the Academy
as a way to publicize their objectives.
Aside from two oval potraits on the top pyramid, there was no proper effigy,
perhaps reflecting the city’s somewhat reserved funerary portrait practices, but there was
also no reference to Christian themes, which reflected the classically and humanistically
minded organizers. Schütz-Rautenberg observed that instead of religious virtues there
were those of the artist such as Ingenio, Studio, and Minerva as a guardian of the arts. 719
Although the interest in promoting the three arts is obvious, the on-going paragone
manifested here. Reflecting the debates in art theory at the time, a squabble over the
location of the figure of Sculpture on the apparatus arose. When Painting was placed in a
better position than that of Sculpture, Cellini dropped off the organization panel. There
seems to have been contention from the onset, Borghini writing to Vasari, “ I can already
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see that Cellini will be troublesome...” 720 Cellini quit his official post after irreconcilable
quarrels. He did not attend Michelangelo’s celebrations, which was said to be due to
illness. 721 His views on sculpture can be read in the Discorso di M. Benvenuto Cennini
[misprint], cittadino Fiorentino, scultore Eccelente. Sopra la differenza nata tra gli
Scultori e Pittori, circa il luogo destro dato alla Pittura; nelle Essequie del gran’
Michelangniolo, an appendum to the printed edition of Tarsia’s funeral oration Orazione
o vero discorso di M. Giovanni Tarsia. fatto nell’ Esequie del divino Michelangelo
Buonarroti published on August 30 of that year. 722
The poems attached to the catafalque during the ceremony were removed by the
next day, some were selected for inclusion in Tarsia’s pamphlet and Guinti’s Esequie, the
latter including over a dozen. 723 The publication of the Esequie was quite novel
especially since this type of literature had only been introduced to Italy in celebration of
Charles V’s funeral in Piacenza in 1558 and Bologna in 1559. 724 A few other
publications were circulated by Domenico Legati, Paolo del Rosso, and Gherardo
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Saracini which focus on poetry dedicated to the master. 725 Benedetto Varchi’s oration
was given in the church on July 14 and published as Orazione Funerale di M. Benedetto
Varchi fatta, e recitata da Lui pubblicamente nell’ esequie di Michelangnolo Buonarroti
in Firenze, nella chiesa di San Lorenzo. Indirrita al molto Mag. & Reverendo M.
Vincenzio Borghini Priore degli Innocenti where Michelangelo was extolled as the only
artist to have surpassed Nature. A third oration was given and published by Salviati as
Orazione di Lionardo Salviati nelle morte di Michelagnolo Buonarroti. These booklets
and the few drawings that remain are nearly all that is left from the planning and
celebrating. The memorial decorations were disassembled quickly to make room for the
next festival, and because of the lack of space to store things, most of it was thrown
away! 726 Aside from the existing preparatory sketches no visual evidence survives,
however, the painting in Casa Buonarroti, discussed below, echo some of the main
themes.

Memorials for Michelangelo

In the 1568 Vita, regarding ideas on how to commemorate Michelangelo in
lasting form, Vasari recorded a letter written by Benedetto Varchi to Duke Cosimo
reminding the duke that his ancestor Lorenzo Il Magnifico erected memorials for Giotto
and Filippo Lippo. 727 Cosimo, likely influenced by the Academy’s leaders, saw
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Michelangelo as an important conduit for Florentine (and Medici) art production. Doing
this deed, or writing about it in this way, Vasari linked the duke to Lorenzo. Borghini had
written to the duke regarding the plans for the funeral, praising his benefaction of the arts,
noting that Cosimo shall exceed his forefathers. 728 In regard to his permanent memorial,
from the beginning, Michelangelo’s nephew, Lionardo, wished to erect a tomb for his
relative in Santa Croce. He desired Daniele da Volterra to be in charge of the designs, and
to use some sculptures that Michelangelo had made that were in his Via Mozza studio,
such as the Slaves and the Victory. 729 Initially, Vasari seemed to be supportive of letting
him choose what he would like, writing to Lionardo that the Academy took charge of the
funeral in S. Lorenzo and now, “you will do in S. Croce what pleases you.”730
Nonetheless, Vasari soon talked him into gifting the Victory to Cosimo for his assistance
with the ceremony because he believed it was not suitable for the memorial. As one
might guess, he quickly took control of the project, sliding Daniele out of the picture.731
With Vasari in charge, Borghini recommended three young Academy artists instead,
perhaps because they felt limited with Lionardo’s budget of 500–600 ducats, with hopes
of receiving more support from the duke. It seems they intially had something even more
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grand in mind. 732 A drawing by Vasari survives, showing the tomb in an initial phase
(Fig. 7.11).
The permanent tomb memorial erected in Santa Croce under the direction of
Vasari, emphasizes his ties with the Medici, the official union of the arts, and
Michelangelo’s role as padre delle tre arti del disegno (Fig. 7.12). 733 Moreover, it
bequeathed him with imperial connotations, complete with purple mischio marble details
and laurel leaves forming three rings signaling the three arts. Three personifications of
the arts mourn him: from the left to right are Painting by Battista di Lorenzi, Sculpture by
Valerio Cioli, and Architecture by Giovanni Bandini (Figs. 7.13–7.15). A terracotta
model survives for the allegory of Painting (which was probably made when it was
intended to be Sculpture) likely by Lorenzi, and another exists probably by Bandini that
may have been in connection with the figure of Architecture (Figs. 7.16 and 7.17). 734
Here, unlike on the catafalque, Sculpture has been set in the place of honor, in the
center. 735
The paragone continued during the making of the tomb which was completed in
1578. What can be gathered is that originally the figure on the left carved by Lorenzi was
intended to be an allegory of Sculpture, but was changed in mid-making, thus the reason
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why she is holding a bozzetto. Michelangelo’s nephew likely played a role in this
placement, showing his understanding of his uncle’s true trade, unlike what happened in
the catafalque where the Academy showed its preference for painting, despite promoting
unity. 736 It was Lionardo who asked the duke in a letter if Sculpture could receive the
“primo luogo.” 737 On the top sculptural tier rests Michelangelo’s effigy by Lorenzi and
above that a Pietà and baldacchino painted by Naldini, who also worked on the
catafalque, recalling the sculpture Michelangelo had begun with the intention for his
grave memorial, the same one Vasari had failed to acquire for placement on the wall
tomb.
As mentioned before, his emblem and his family stemma with the Medici crest
quartered are featured twice, once on each side. The inscription briefly pays tribute to
Michelangelo and places an emphasis on Lionardo’s involvment in bringing his body to
this church and making the tomb with support of Duke Cosimo. 738 Important to note is
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that Lionardo, while seeking to honor his deceased relative, also seemed to have desired
to bring himself recognition, adding a third propagandistic element to the making of the
memorial. 739 This aspect first mentioned by Schütz-Rautenberg has also been discussed
by Britta Kusch-Arnhold, who argued that toward the end of the process of erecting the
memorial, Vasari and Borghini played less of a role, while Lionardo and Cosimo took
more control. Most of the planning of the funeral by the Academy occurred while
Lionardo was in Rome sorting out his uncle’s estate; back in Florence and acting as the
financier, the finalizing of the tomb was in his hands, unlike the large public celebration,
which he seemed not to want. In the end it was less a monument for the Academy, and
more of commemoration of the family, with family meaning the Buonarroti and the
Medici. 740
The monument’s placement, as agreed to by the Operai of Santa Croce, between
the first and second pier of the right aisle was the first and only monumental pictorial
work in the church at that time. It was especially visible after restorations to the nave
involving the removal of rood screens which had taken place there in the 1560s under

Sculptor, painter, and architect
Because of his great merit
Leonardo, his loving relative
Translated his bones from Rome to this greater church
Where he interred them
In cooperation with
The most serene Cosimo Med.
Duke of the greater Eutruria
In the year of our Lord, 1570
He lived eighty-eight years
Eleven months and fifteen days
See also p. 280 for a discussion of the selection of the epitaph.
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Vasari’s and Borghini’s direction. 741 One must remember that nothing like this had ever
been done to commemorate an artist. Twentieth century literature on Michelangelo’s
tomb did not present much positive reception (or give attention to the monument at all)
until more recently when its historical value has been recognized. 742 Its importance to
Early Modern and Pre-Modern culture cannot be understated, as an eighteenth-century
print Tomb of the Great Michel Angelo Buonarroti in Santa Croce in Florence by Filippo
and Giovanni Elia Morghen published in the 1746 edition of Condivi’s Life of
Michelangelo attests (Fig. 7.18). 743
In addition to the memorial, Michelangelo was commemorated in several other
forms during the Early Modern period. Collecting and displaying his work was certainly
one way to pay tribute to him, especially for the Medici. After the artist’s death, Cosimo
acquired five sculptures from the Via Mozza studio. 744 Additionally, Francesco
purchased the Bacchus from the Galli Palace in Rome. Also during his rule, Bernardo
Buontalenti, who had painted an allegory for the catafalque and personally committed to
honoring Michelangelo’s memory, set up the Grotto Grande di Boboli between 1585 and
1596 which featured Michelangelo’s Captives. There was still a Medici interest in him
over a century later with Cosimo III bringing the Pietà intended for the sculptor’s grave
to the Florence Cathedral in 1722, now on in the Museo dell’Opera del Duomo. In taking
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all this into consideration, Luchinat paraphrased Vasari, since “the Florentines could not
have him while he was alive, they would never cease to honor him after his death with
‘every sort of magnificence.’ ” 745
In addition to Medici collecting in Florence, there was the making and collecting
of portraiture and related memorabilia such as the medallion made by Lioni for
Michelangelo and the dedicatory bronze bust by Daniele da Volterra, two of which were
requested by Lionardo Buonarroti. 746 As Ernst Steinmann first noted, over one hundred
portraits of the master were made in the Cinquecento alone. 747 What is interesting about
this is that the indefatigable interest in the master extended beyond the geography of Italy
even during his own lifetime. In 1549, for the celebration of the entry of Philip of Spain,
son of Charles V, a grand triumphal arch was erected in Antwerp. The Florentine
Nazionale arranged the decoration which featured key symbols and uomini famosi related
to their home city. Portraits of Florence’s great poets were featured while only two visual
artists were featured, symbolizing the beginning and high point of Florentine art history.
Giotto and Michelangelo were represented in over-life-size silver statues.
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memorial to honor his ancestor (Fig. 7.19). Importantly too, many of these decorations
illustrate allegories or narrate the scenes from the life of the artist showing his interaction
with prominent patrons, echoing the now-lost ephemeral catafalque paintings. One
ceiling panel by Sigismondo Coccapani accolades Michelangelo as Il Divino, depicting
him receiving the triple-crown laurel wreath (Fig. 7.20), while another one by Francesco
Curradi shows Fame taking his hand (Fig. 7.21). His ties with the Medici are emphasized
too, where a wall painting by Cosimo Gamberucci shows Francesco offering his seat to
Michelangelo (Fig. 7.22), while a ceiling painting by Agosto Ciampelli shows Francesco
at his funeral (Fig. 7.23) In this scene, Varchi is giving his lecture in the pulpit while
Francesco, who never attended as we know, sits across from him. Aside from the figure
of Fame on top the catafalque, it does not look like Michelangelo’s apparatus, but does
offer a view what a late sixteenth-century catafalque looked like. 749 Moreover, one of the
scenes by Francesco Furini portrays Michelangelo on his death bed (Fig. 7.24). In 1623,
in addition to overseeing the decorating of the house memorial, now Casa Buonarroti,
Michelangelo the Younger published the Le Rime, which featured a heavily censured
selection of Michelangelo’s poetry. 750
Curiosity in Michelangelo continued throughout the centuries as he remained an
essential study for artists through the Baroque and Neoclassical periods. His biographic
appeal was revived in full force during the early nineteenth-century interest in the
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Romanticized creator-type with artists from William Blake to Eugène Delacroix
illustrating imaginary narratives of the master. 751 The fascination in his founding myth, as
first portrayed his catafalque, was put in to sculptural form by Emilio Zocchi in 1861
(Fig. 7.25). At this time Michelangelo was very much considered a holy figure as an
engraving from 1862 exhibits: the artist’s possessions—a slipper, sword, and two
walking sticks—are arranged as if relics, and today are put on display as such in Casa
Buonarroti (Fig. 7.26). 752 His centennials were special occasions and as with Raphael’s
grave during the nineteenth century, Michelangelo’s tomb was opened to verify that the
body of the master was indeed there, which it was. In honor of his fourth birth centenary
in 1875, Florence celebrated by holding various exhibits across the city which took place
in September of that year. As early as 1873, a special committee was formed to prepare
for the event. The workshop of the Opificio delle Pietre Dure, made the Monument to
Michelangelo, designed by Paolo Ricci, for display in the Galleria dell’Accademia, which
was later gifted to Casa Buonarroti (Fig. 7.27). 753 Michelangelo’s mark seems to have
had a lasting effect as well. The influential early twentieth-century Michelangelo scholar
Ernst Steinmann, founder and director of the Bibliotheca Herziana, adopted a version of
his sculptor’s mark for his own emblem (Fig. 7.28). 754 For Michelangelo’s four
hundredth death centennial in 1964 numerous exhibits were arranged such as one at Casa
Buonarroti and the Biblioteca Laurenziana, resulting in the publication of many
catalogues and books, such as Wittkower’s study on his funeral. 755 In 1975, on the
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occasion of the five hundredth birth centennial of the artist, Howard Hibbard published a
popular biography of the master. He stated, “Michelangelo is the most famous artist who
ever lived and many would say the greatest.” 756
Certainly any European artist working after him had to come to terms with the
pervasiveness of his work and influence. If an artist painted or sculpted in Italy in the
sixteenth century or seventeenth century especially, it would have been impossible to
escape him: his figure cast a tall shadow. As an exalted, untouchable artist,
Michelangelo’s impact was not only felt by those in the epicenter of his art making but
the aftershocks continued forcefully through time, as Raphael’s reputation had. Even
modern artists found their studies could not neglect his forms; Edgar Degas, Paul
Cézanne, and Jackson Pollock drew from his sculptures. Upon his visit to Italy during the
late nineteenth century, Mark Twain was overwhelmed by the surplus of Michelangelo,
making one wonder if, despite the grand celebration he was given by contemporaries
upon his death, if some of his contemporaries felt the same: that he was everywhere,
smothering them by his genius and prolificacy:

Centenario della Morte di Michelangelo
(Firenze : Olschki, 1964).
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In this connection I wish to say one word about Michael Angelo
Buonarotti [sic]. I used to worship the mighty genius of Michael Angelo-that man who was great in poetry, painting, sculpture, architecture--great
in every thing he undertook. But I do not want Michael Angelo for
breakfast--for luncheon--for dinner--for tea--for supper--for between
meals. I like a change, occasionally. In Genoa, he designed every thing; in
Milan he or his pupils designed every thing; he designed the Lake of
Como; in Padua, Verona, Venice, Bologna, who did we ever hear of, from
guides, but Michael Angelo? In Florence, he painted every thing, designed
every thing, nearly, and what he did not design he used to sit on a favorite
stone and look at, and they showed us the stone. In Pisa he designed every
thing but the old shot-tower, and they would have attributed that to him if
it had not been so awfully out of the perpendicular. He designed the piers
of Leghorn and the custom house regulations of Civita Vecchia. But, here-here it is frightful. He designed St. Peter's; he designed the Pope; he
designed the Pantheon, the uniform of the Pope's soldiers, the Tiber, the
Vatican, the Coliseum, the Capitol, the Tarpeian Rock, the Barberini
Palace, St. John Lateran, the Campagna, the Appian Way, the Seven Hills,
the Baths of Caracalla, the Claudian Aqueduct, the Cloaca Maxima--the
eternal bore designed the Eternal City, and unless all men and books do
lie, he painted every thing in it! Dan said the other day to the guide,
"Enough, enough, enough! Say no more! Lump the whole thing! say that
the Creator made Italy from designs by Michael Angelo!" I never felt so
fervently thankful, so soothed, so tranquil, so filled with a blessed peace as
I did yesterday when I learned that Michelangelo was dead. 757
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CHAPTER 8
MEMORIALS AND COMMEMORATIONS CREATED
IN PARAGONE AND CON COMPAGNE

More Tomb Paragone

In the mid to late sixteenth century in Florence, sculptors took their Michelangelo
paragone to the grave as demonstrated by the self-created memorial imagery of
Bandinelli, Cellini, and Giambologna. For these stonecarvers, the desire to outdo
Michelangelo’s ex uno lapide Florentine Pietà must have been irresistable. Moreover,
Michelangelo’s funeral and subsequent wall tomb changed burial practices for anyone of
importance and affluence seeking a grand commemoration upon death, particularly the
Medici. In the wake of the obsequies of the master, the drive for artists to compete with
or surpass Michelangelo was strong, as was the case with Titian’s funeral, discussed
below. However, not all artists were affected by or sought to emulate his memorial
celebrations. 758
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Similar to his contemporaries, Vasari sought to create a mausolem, but not
neccessarily in direct paragone with Michelangelo. However, the sculptor’s choice to
carve his own tomb image in all probability affected Vasari’s undertaking. While he
played a major role in elevating the status of the artist, advocating the unification of the
trades, and seeking proper burial for his comrades, Vasari also put a great amount of
personal energy into properly honoring his ancestors by making a tomb monument for
himself and his family. In the Church of Santa Maria della Pieve in Arezzo, he
constructed a memorial for all the descendants of the house of Vasari in the middle of the
choir behind the main altar which was rededicated to St. Mustiola and his name saint,
George. The endeavor began in 1559 when he received permission from the operai and
drew the first contract dated October 27 to begin work on the chapel with the
construction overseen by his family during the following decade. 759
A comprehensive study of Vasari’s tomb was undertaken by Joan Stack who
notes “in renovating the chapel, Vasari mixed personal commemoration with service to
the church” by doing additional renovations and building a small cavity under the altar to
hold the church’s main relics. 760 While creating a group memorial in aristocratic fashion
for his Vase-making family, he also considered these acts good deeds for the community
especially his additional renovations. These things were surely important for him, but
having a large-scale tomb for himself might have been a major motivating factor in why
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he went to so much trouble. The no-longer-extant epigraph, recorded only in the Il Riposo
by Raffaello Borghini who wrote that Pietro Aretino was the author, stated:

Turn your eyes here, oh you, that cross, and in your final footsteps
Stop, here lies Giorgio’s carnal veil
And his fame fills the world and flies to heaven
Honor the temple, the name, the spirit and the stone. 761

Stack has fully analyzed the iconography of the painting on the chapel’s altarpiece which
was to house the bodies of his ancestors as well as his remains. The central altarpiece
image is a work that Vasari had previously made for Pope Julius III in 1551, the Calling
of Sts. Peter and Andrew, but was returned by Pope Pius IV, possibly because the painter
never received payment. John Shearman suggests that Vasari, in choosing to display this
painting as such, turned it into “a work of art as a monument” making it “nothing if not
self-serving.” 762 Initially, as Alessandro Cecchi proposes, Vasari may have intended to
make an image of the Raising of Lazarus for the center, as an early drawing for the altar
shows. Stack concludes, if realized, this image would have “resurrected” his ancestor and
artistic heir, Lazzaro Vasari. 763 Furthermore, in the Vite, by drawing attention to his
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artistic heir, and praising other artists from Arezzo, Vasari sought to place his family
mausoleum and himself as central components in Aretine history. 764
Above the image of the Calling are the Assumption of the Virgin and a Crucifixion
with Mary and Cosmas. Flanking the central panel are images of Sts. Donatus and
Stephen on the left and Paul and George on the right. Roundels above show
personifications of Faith and Fortitude. On the sides are St. Anthony Abbot and St.
Francis under a roundel of Charity on the left, while on the right side, there are depictions
of Lazarus and Mary Magdalene. The many religious figures and saints represented in the
various paintings of the monument likely recall his other relatives such as his mother
Magdalena, his father Antonio, and two of his brothers Francesco and Pietro; a reference
may even be made to his benefactor, Cosimo de’ Medici. 765After the destruction the
Renaissance renovations of the old church during the nineteenth century, some of the
remnants of the memorial seem to have disappeared; the altarpiece was moved to the
Church of the Aretine Badia, another church Vasari assisted in renovating (Fig. 8.1).
Interestingly though, the location of Vasari’s body is unclear as several sets of bones
believed to be Vasari’s were relocated during the seventeenth and nineteenth century. 766
In erecting his memorial, Vasari transferred the bones of Lazzaro and Giorgio the elder to
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the Chapel of S. Giorgio, along with the bones of his mother from S. Croce in
Florence. 767
Vasari clearly saw commemoration as a virtue. 768 Portraiture was his favorite
visual means to honor the artist, and he did so prolifically. He also did so to honor his
family. On the predella of the back of his family tomb below an image of St. George and
the Dragon, likely a self-reference to his triumph, he painted portraits of himself and his
various family members. 769 As mentioned, he featured likenesses of fellow artists in his
homes and his biographies, and also placed them in his drawing collection book which he
intended to put on display. The images of artists in the Libro de’ Disegni, and his Vite in
fact, are memorial-like, decorated with traditional Renaissance tomb imagery such as
festoons, ribbons, and lamps which derive from classical funerary motifs, thus the
portraits function as effigies. The woodcut portraits in hand-drawn frames are featured on
several pages of select artists’ work in the Libro (Fig. 8.2). These are taken from the Vite,
where each life story opens with an image of the artist, for example from Michelangelo’s
Vita (Fig. 8.3). The illustrations were designed by his students and believed to have been
made into print form by Cristofano Coriolano. Both visual elements, of the decoration
and the effigy-like portraits, as Stack points out, act as a shrine on paper 770
Although Vasari had his own personal vision for his family mausoleum, others,
even beyond Florence, engaged in the tomb comparision and sepulchral dialogue with the
master. Titian’s painting, a Pietà image intended to decorate his gravesite, fits into the
Pietà paragone, previously discussed. Moreover, his funeral, or planned funeral, was
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created to imitate that of Michelangelo. Titian died August 27, 1576 at the age of eightyeight, one year short of the age of the Florentine sculptor at his death. Before Titian died,
the painter had been in negotiations with the monks at Santa Maria Gloriosa dei Frari in
Venice to be buried beneath the altar in the Crucifixion Chapel with his Pietà donated as
the centerpiece of the decoration (Fig. 8.4). Some conflict arose, possibly over payment,
and the church negotiated instead with the Confraternity of the Pietà, who obtained the
space the year after his death. After realizing the Frari was not going to work out, Titian
wished to be buried with his ancestors at Pieve di Cadore. Unfortunately, because burial
practices during the plague of the year of his death prevented it, his corpse could not be
transported there. 771
Similarly to Michelangelo’s and Bandinelli’s Pietà images, Titian’s painting
contains a self-portrait. Here, Christ lies in his mother’s arms, appearing as a near
reversal of Michelangelo’s St. Peter’s Pietà, and as Rona Goffen explores, Titian knew of
this work from his travels to Rome in the mid-1540s. However, the self-references, in
Titian’s case, differ greatly from this work and from Michelangelo’s Florentine Pietà, as
will be demonstrated. Comparatively in Titian’s work there are two additional figures:
Titian in the guise of St. Jerome kneeling on the right and Mary Magdalene in a wide
open gesture on the left. 772 Goffen perceived that Titian’s self-portrait as St. Jerome
“reinterpret[s] the conception of his [Michelangelo’s] effigy.” 773 Despite the difference in
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method, with Titian concealing his face from the viewer, it can be argued that parallel
sentiments are expressed. Both artists represent themselves as penitent figures longing to
be close to Christ. With Michelangelo’s identification as Nicodemus, as Paul Barolsky
commented, he “carves his prayer to God.” 774 Likewise, Titian, as Jerome, painted his
final supplication. Posthumously, the painting came into the possession of Palma Il
Giovane who made final touches, and added the signature inscription mentioning both
their names, declaring a double authorship. 775 It is not known whether or not this is what
Titian intended, but Goffen believes he left his mark of authorship in other ways too. She
observed, “he signed his work with a picture;” by depicting two men, likely Titian and
his son Orazio, kneeling in prayer before a Pietà painting on the lower right side,
marking his work with his own painting like a type of signature (Fig. 8.5). 776
Philipp Fehl, however, does not believe that the figures are Titian and his son, but
are instead Palma and his father, since the work was finished by the former and gifted by
him to the church of S. Angelo as a votive offering. Palma’s wall tomb in Ss. Giovanni e
Paolo, as Fehl explains, “shows us that he continued to the end of his life to think of his
art in terms of such compliments to Titian” (Fig. 8.6). 777 Here, in shell-like niches are
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effigies of Titian at the top center with himself and his father from left to right flanking
him. Above them, painted personifications of Fame bear palms and blow trumpets. The
sculptures were carried out by Alessandro Vittoria. 778 Sadly, in his own time, this was the
only tribute paid to Titian; a grand memorial for him was not erected until the nineteenth
century, discussed further below.
Michelangelo’s tomb in S. Croce created new and far-reaching interest in the
master which spread beyond the realm of his Florentine supporters. The Venetian
stuccoist Vittoria was in contact with Vasari in the time subsequent to the death of the
Michelangelo and was troubled that such a genius as he did not have a tomb planned. He
soon began to make plans for his own memorial (Fig. 8.7). In response to the paragone
that ensued over the initial placement of allegories on Michelangelo’s tomb, Vittoria
commented on the on-going debate by including the three arts and placing sculpture on
top. 779 The account of this Michelangelo admirer reveals the changes in memorial making
representative of the sixteenth century. During the Quattrocento artists were in dialogue
with the past, their epigraphs claiming skill over past great ancient authors such as
Daedalus and Apelles. The tomb memorials of the Cinquecento show discourse with each
other, whether in competition or in comradeship. Vittoria, although he never met
Michelangelo, considered himself his artistic heir, similar to how Raphael’s successors
such as Taddeo Zuccaro and Annibale Carracci, had no direct ties to the master, yet
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requested to be buried near him, making an artistic association. These types of
connections in response to Michelangelo for Bandinelli, Cellini, Titian, and Vittoria
appear to be essential in fashioning their memorials. Linking one’s self to past greatness,
especially upon death, was essential for preserving the fame achieved in one’s own time.
Unlike Vittoria, Titian’s efforts to secure himself a self-designed memorial failed.
It was not until the mid-nineteenth century that one was erected for him. Regarding his
obsequies, although unrealized, the artists of Venice made an effort to properly bury their
greatest caposcuola, certainly in an effort to emulate Michelangelo’s elaborate funeral.
The best account of what may have been planned before the plague prevented the
celebration can be found in Carlo Ridolfi’s Life of Titian. As many authors have pointed
out, Ridolfi’s lengthy description of the proposed event was likely written to imitate, or
even surpass, what Vasari described in his 1568 Vita of Michelangelo. 780 The décor of
the multi-story catafalque was to be held by eight ionic columns with various mourning
imagery, art apparati, laurel, and his stemma; friezes with scenes from his life; a cornice
with images of his great princely patrons; a bier trimmed with gold and draped in black
drapery; stucco allegories of Poetry, History, Panting, Sculpture, Architecture, Symmetry
and Toil; and medallions of ancient and modern great painters such as Apelles, Zeuxis,
Bellini, Giorgione, Raphael, and Michelangelo. The centerpiece would have been an
effigy of Titian with an emphasis placed on his aristocratic standing: he was shown as a
knight holding his sword. 781 Two inscriptions read, “To the excellent painter Titian
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Vecellio of Cadore, Imperial Knight and Count Palatine from the Venetian painters out of
devotion and honor” on the front, and “To the immortality of Titian Vecellio of Cadore,
Chief of Painters” on the rear of the bier. 782 Clearly, the imagery and aspects emphasized
there mimic the decoration of Michelangelo’s catafalque with the inclusion of heraldic
devices, historical references, and various personifications.
By the end of the eighteenth century, Titian’s grave was hard to find. In 1794,
Antonio Canova drafted designs and made a two bozzetti for the mausoleum of the
painter. One shows a personification of Painting carrying his ashes into a pyramid-like
structure (Fig. 8.8). When Venice lost her freedom in 1797, the tomb project was
abandoned. After the design could no longer be used for Titian’s tomb, Canova adapted
this structure for the tombs of two of his Austrian patronesses. The sculptor died in 1822,
receiving a funeral service in S. Marco and a memorial dedicated to him in the Frari
backed by the Academy. Its design takes after his initial sketches, and in a way, his
memorial, replaces that of Titian’s (Fig. 8.9) 783 Around the mid-century, the desire to
honor Titian still remained, and interest in erecting a memorial became a “political
act.” 784 Emperor Ferdinand I of Austria visited Venice in 1838, shortly after deciding to
commission a large-scale monument to honor the artist at his place of burial. As Juan
Eugenio De La Rosa has recently expounded, the memorial is charged with historical
meaning. As an international court painter, Titian had worked for various royalty related
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to the Hapsburgs such as the Holy Roman Emperor Charles V and his son, King Philip II
of Spain. Therefore, such a mausoleum not only honored the artist but also paid tribute to
his many Austrian-connected patrons, similar to how Michelangelo’s catafalque and
tomb made reference to the Medici.
A student of Antonio Canova and director of the Venetian art Academy, Luigi
Zandomeneghi, and his two sons Pietro and Andrea were hired to make the monument in
the Frari (Fig. 8.10). It features five low-relief reproductions of some of Titian’s most
famous works adorning a triumphal arch topped with a lion, the symbol of St. Mark,
patron saint of Venice. There, the stemma of the Hapsburgs is displayed as well. On the
main tier, Titian sits on a throne wearing his gold chain gifted from Charles V flanked by
Diana of Ephesus with her many breasts on the left and a personification of Genius on the
right. Also from left to right on the outside flanking them are Architecture and Painting
on one side, and Graphic Art and Sculpture on the other. 785 The allusion to Diana fits into
the well-established rhetoric of the artist bettering Nature (Fig. 8.11). 786
The celebration planned for Titian’s funeral sounds very much like those that
happened for Agostino Carracci, also in response to Michelangelo’s unusual obsequies.
Annibale Carracci, as previously discussed was honored with a burial in the Pantheon per
his request to be near Raphael, despite lacking a direct link to the master. His brother,
Agostino, who stayed in their hometown to head the art Academy in Bologna, received a
grand funeral that rivaled the scale of the one organized by the Accademia del Disegno
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for Michelangelo. The celebration took place on January 18, 1603, when the Carracci
Academy, called the Accademia degli Incamminati, organized a dignified observance in
the Ospedale della Morte in Bologna. Certainly “his commemoration became the pretext
for a celebration of the Academy itself,” expressed in C. van Tuyll van Serooskerken’s
words. 787 Similar to how the Accademia del Disegno had used Michelangelo’s
achievements as a symbol to promote their professional corportion, so too had the art
Academy in Bologna in regard to Agostino. 788 Agostino’s grand catafalque and related
ephemeral decorations contained familiar tomb themes and imagery; it featured his
family stemma, personifications of the arts—Poetry, Painting and Scupture—and
allegories of Fame, Virtue, Honor, and Immortality (Fig. 8.12). The nature of this funeral
remembrance and the themes of the catafalque mimic Michelangelo’s funeral by showing
that other academy leaders sought to emulate the primo capo of the arts, in order the
elevate their capo to the same standing. 789 This was also true for the Venetian artists in
their unfullfilled desire to immortalize Titan. The final memorial, like Michelangelo’s
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catafalque, presents not a tomb, but “an apotheosis of the artist, a triumphal
monument.” 790
The funeral oration for Agostino, Il Funerale d’Agostin Carraccio by Benedetto
Morelli was reproduced in Carlo Cesare Malvasia’s Felsina Pittrice, vite de’ pittori
bolognesi published in 1678 in Bologna. This too mimicked Giunti’s publication of the
Esequie, the first of its kind for an artist. Despite the fact that the Academy used
Michelangelo’s funeral as a model, their view on art at the Carracci Academy opposed
Central Italian art theory, eliciting responses from Filippo Baldinucci and Bellori in their
writings. Carlo Maratti also sought to publicize a counter opinion by encouraging
Vincenzo Vittoria to write Osservazioni sopra il libro della Felsina Pittrice per difesa di
Raffaello printed in 1703, which was a “Roman reply to Malvasia’s position.” 791 It is
striking that while Malvasia may have been advocating a Bolognese agenda, he was not
untouched by the influences of Central Italian interests of both masters, Raphael and
Michelangelo. Moreover, in Felsina Pittrice, under the few lines written about the painter
Pellegrino Miniato, there is an image of Michelangelo’s sculptor’s mark: three interlaced
laurel wreaths, with the addition of two crossed trumpets. 792 Apparently, as this image
and the imagery from Agostino’s obsequies reveal, the Academy and art writers of
Bologna were also under the spell of the significance the semantics of le tre arti del
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disegno, and the ability of its related symbolism to promote artistic eminence as well as
the unification and professionalization of the three visual arts. These examples—the tomb
of Vittoria, the memorial arranged for Titian and his tomb, and Agostino’s funeral—all
exhibit a reaction to what took place for Michelangelo, showing various ways in which
other artists wanted to be or were celebrated on the same scale as he was and as masters
of the arts.

The Virtuosi al Pantheon

Group mourning and burial for the academies was a central part of the identity of
the art academies beginning in the sixteenth century. As mentioned earlier, soon after
Raphael’s death, because of their admiration of him, colleagues such as Peruzzi and later
admirers such as Annibale, requested to be buried close to him. For those who knew him,
it cannot be told whether this desire to be near him was an emotional response or an
effort to connect to his celebrity. Whatever the case, in the very least, it speaks highly of
Raphael’s character, not to mention his skill, as his eulogies extol. It also speaks to the
persistence of the treatment of Raphael’s body as holy, similar to a sacred relic. Just as
congregation members would wish to be buried close to the high altar or near a saint’s
relic, his followers desired to be near him. In 1547, a painter trained in Raphael’s
workshop, Perino del Vaga, received burial from his wife and physician son-in-law
Gioseffo Cincio in the Cappella di San Giuseppe di Terra Santa, now referred to as the
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Cappella dei Artisti in the Rotunda. 793 The first chapel on the left in the Pantheon,
because of its proximity to Raphael’s tomb, became a group burial site for the
Compagnia dei Virtuosi in which Perino was a founding member (Fig. 8.13). In the
tradition of confraternities, in the 1540s the Virtuosi in Rome, with the sanction of Pope
Paul III, and the Compagnia (later Accademia) del Disegno in Florence founded under
the auspice of Duke Cosimo I in the 1560s originally joined together to pay respects to
artist comrades who could not afford their own burial rites. The chapel in the Pantheon
and the Cappella di San Luca at SS. Annunziata in Florence, discussed in the next
section, served as a communal burial space for compagnia affiliates and accademici
connected to these groups.
Until the mid-Cinquecento with the advent of these coalitions, there was no
confraternity specifically for artists to assist in administering burial rites. Artists, who
were so unfortunate as to die in poverty, were buried by the standard community means.
In Florence, for example, charitable societies such as the Arcifraternità della Misericordia
looked after the poor and specialized in burying the indigent. 794 Custom dictated that if
someone or someone’s relatives could not or did not make funeral arrangements, a
charitable compagnia such as this one would assume the duties of burial. This was a
medieval tradition that continued well into the Early Modern period. The Misericordia
stepped in for the painter Buonamico Buffalmacco in 1340, who was buried like the rest
of the poor in the hospital cemetery. 795 Raffaellino del Garbo, who died in unfortunate
financial condition during the early sixteenth century, was also buried by these means. 796
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In his biographies of the artists, Vasari laments those like Buffalmacco, who “was prized
while he lived” yet had “never been extolled.” 797 A new group, I Virtuosi al Pantheon in
Rome, functioned similarly, but with a focus on burials for artists only.
The Virtuosi or the Congregazione di San Giuseppe di Terra Santa alla Rotonda
was founded in 1542 as a kind of informal “artists’ club,” the first to bring together
different types of visual artists. Scholarship on the group at this time is scant; 798 Vitaliano
Tiberia’s recent work on the confraternity at this time is comprehensive, and provides the
source for the following summary. 799 The group functioned like a medieval confraternity,
centering on good works, and owned the chapel at the Pantheon primarily for mass
services because at its core was the desire to provide proper funeral rites for members.
Artists present at the first meeting included Antonio da Sangallo, Perino del Vaga, and
Taddeo Zuccaro while other mid-sixteenth century members included Daniele da
Volterra, Francesco Salviati, Jacopo del Conte, Pirro Ligorio, and Giacomo Vignola.
Besides being a religious-oriented order, the Virtuosi revived the idea of informal
academic meetings, like those during antiquity; the Pantheon was an emblem of the
continuation of pagan ideals but set in a Christian context and therefore it offered the
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perfect setting for the establishment of the order. 800 The founder, canon Desiderio
d’Adiutorio, expressed in the first Statute from 1545 that he thought the location to be a
significant holy ground as a site of worship of the Virgin. 801 In this article, the emphasis
of the group’s resolve is made clear, that the Pantheon provided a beautiful place of
veneration for foreigners and Romans alike and a location for the formation of a
brotherhood of the most excellent and talented men of all three art trades. It reads:

huomini excellentissimi tanto in Architettura, Scoltura, et Pittura,
quando in ogni altro exercitio degno di alti ingeni; parendoli coveniente
che come il Tempio detto è mirabile al Juditio di ogni savio, anzi forse
unico di bellezze, et artifitio, così vi fusse una Confraternita di huomini
rarissimi et prestantissimi, quali appreso alla bellezza di detto Tempio,
fussino in Veneratione a tutti et Romani et forestieri che venissimo a
vedere, et pigliarsi piacere di detto Tempio. 802

It was different from the subsequent Accademia del Disegno founded by Vasari in 1563
in that the Virtuosi was based on spiritual endeavors as the first Statute of the company
declared: “Laude et Gloria di Christo Salvatore.” 803 They sought to praise Christ,
believing that man’s ingegno was to be used for the betterment of the soul. The purpose
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of this group was not academic training or to discuss art theory such as the goals of
Vasari’s Academy, but was to bring together devout artists working in the city.
The group was formally established with the papal bull of October 5, 1542 issued
by Pope Paul III. By this point in time, there was a certain dignity associated with the
visual arts professions, certainly due to the renown and status of living artists such as
Michelangelo, who was working in Rome under Paul III, but who does not seem to have
been asked to be associated with the group. As Vitaliano Tiberia supposes, perhaps this
was the price to pay for his solitary genius, despite being much admired by the pope. Paul
III desired to recognize those with outstanding talents like the illustrious Michelangelo,
and bring together those with “singulars animi dotes ingeniique virtutis praeclarissimas
dilecti filii Michaelis Angelis aetate nosta inter statuaries totius terrarium orbis primarium
locum obtinentis.” 804 Antonio da Sangallo, as a founding member, had the preeminent
position of being the only living Roman artist to rival Michelangelo, and because of this,
Tiberia proposes that Michelangelo’s contention with him might have impeded his
involvement. Although the company had no real ties to the master, the modern Academy
of the Virtuosi paid tribute to Michelangelo by producing a bronze medallion, made by
Orlando Paladino Orlandini, in order to celebrate the four-hundredth centennial of the
artist’s death in 1964 (Fig. 8.14). 805 The Accademia del Disegno in Florence, founded by
Vasari in 1563, also did not have luck in getting Michelangelo’s involvement, but
nonetheless bestowed him with the honorific of capomaestro of the Academy, as
mentioned.
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After the founding of the Virtuosi, more artists in Rome, notably assistants of
Raphael and later followers of his style, were interred in the chapel. Giovanni da Udine, a
pupil of the painter who died in 1564, also desired to be buried near his master and was
buried in the shared space. Regarding this, Vasari wrote, “in order not to be divided in
death from him to whom in life his spirit was always attached… it may be believed that
they are still together in eternal blessedness.” 806 While Vasari made the situation
saccharine, as he also did for other relationships such as Donatello and Cosimo upon that
artist’s death, there was surely a deep connection between the two.
In 1566, upon the death of his brother Taddeo, who revered Raphael, Federico
Zuccaro sought to renovate the Cappella di S. Giuseppe in order to “make some
memorial in that place to his loving brother.” 807 It seems that Taddeo desired to be buried
near the body of Raphael and was actually interred not in the chapel but near Raphael’s
tabernacle. In 1820, according to Carlo Falconieri, his epitaph originally next to
Raphael’s epitaph was relocated to (or possibly remade and erected in) the Cappella di
San Giuseppe (Fig. 8.15). 808 The inscription compares his art to the art of Raphael. 809
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Federico, an eminent fellow, was made Regent of the Society in 1574. After a
decline in membership, this decade witnessed an economic revival due to Federico’s
efforts and personal financial support in the annual maintenance of the chapel. 810 His
1581 designs for the emblem of the compagnia featured a garland of roses and lilies, and
included a compass, brushes and chisels, which symbolized the three arts. It read
“FLORENT IN DOMO DOMINI,” “they flourish with God.” 811 The emblem remained
the groups’ symbol and in 1871, the logo was placed over the door leading to the quarters
of the Virtuosi in the pronaos of the Pantheon, to the left of the main door (Fig. 8.16).812
Along with Raphael’s portrait prototype, the motto was circulated on a Vatican stamp
commemorating the four hundredth year founding of the Pontifical Academy and Letters
of the Virtuosi of the Pantheon (Fig. 8.17). 813 The pervasiveness and persistence of the
emblem, similar to Michelangelo’s mark, shows that such insignia became as important
to group identity in representing cherished virtues, similar to how a coat of arms could do
the same for a family unit.
During the late sixteenth century and the next, the chapel in the Pantheon was
decorated by artists such as Giovanni Paolo Baglione, Francesco Rosa, Luigi Garzi,
Ludovico Gimignani, Andrea Carlone, Francesco Cozz and Fabrizio Chiari. 814 Seicento
membership was active and the group later became known for its famous art exhibition in
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the porch of the Pantheon during the eighteenth century. Well known members who were
involved with the group included Pietro da Cortona, Gianlorenzo Bernini, Diego
Velasquez, Angelica Kauffmann, and Antonio Canova. 815 In 1938 the headquarters was
transferred from the Pantheon offices to the Cancelleria, and in 1995 it officially became
the Pontifica Insigna Accademia di belle Arti e Lettere dei Virtuosi al Pantheon. 816

La Compagnia et Accademia del Disegno

In Florence, professional interests played a large role in the construction of
memorials during the sixteenth century. Friends of artists who were also in the profession
sometimes saw to it that a proper memorial for their colleague was prepared such as
Raffaello da Montelupo did for Andrea del Sarto after his death at SS. Annunziata.
According to Vasari, out of courtesy, he fashioned a marble tablet for him with a praising
epitaph written by Piero Vettori, which was placed on a pilaster in Chiostrino dei Voti of
the Church of the Servites in Florence (Fig. 8.18). 817 This church, SS. Annunziata,
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became a repository for numerous artists’ graves such as Bandinelli and Giambologna,
previously discussed. The Cappella di San Luca (then called the Cappella della Trinità) to
the left of the sanctuary accessible through the Chiostro dei Morti became an initial
meeting place of the Compagnia et Accademia del Disegno and the communal burial site
for members.
The chapterhouse was constructed in 1496 by the Benizzi family and was
transfered to the Compagnia di San Luca in 1552 where it soon became the burial place
and meeting site for what was to become the Accademia del Disegno (Fig. 8.19). 818 The
Academy was founded on January 31, 1563 with commitments to celebrate the Trinity
which they related to their theories on the three arts. 819 The chapel decoration overseen
by Giovanni da Montorsoli was decorated with paintings and sculptures during the period
1567 to 1575. Vasari, Angelo Bronzino, Alessandro Allori, and Santi di Tito completed
paintings while a fresco by Pontormo was moved there. There are also sculptures by
Vincenzo Danto and Giambologna. Montorsoli had previously made two sculptures for
the chapterhouse in 1536; after finishing a commission in Bologna, he returned
permanently to Florence to work there in 1562. 820 He had also been present when, in
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September 1560, the Servites voted to establish the chapel as a burial site. In June 1565,
they made a contract with the Academy for decoration of the chapel dedicated to the
Holy Trinity. 821
According to Vasari, the idea to develop an academy was that of Fra Montorsoli,
who was also placed in charge of decoration. 822 Montorsoli’s goal was to create a
communal burial chapel like the one for the Virtuosi; as in Rome, it served as a place
where mass could be read on a regular basis for the deceased artists. 823 He consulted the
Servite theologian Michelangelo Naldini in regard to the designs for the iconographical
program, which feature religious sculptures, and art-themed paintings (Figs. 8.20–
8.22). 824 Many of these have a double meaning. Santi di Tito’s Temple of Solomon
represented architecture (Fig. 8.23). Bronzino’s Trinity, finished by Allori, was a sacred
image according to Church doctrine, but to the Academy stood for painting, sculpture and
The altarpiece St. Luke Painting the Virgin is by Vasari, with the predella scenes by Allori. The twelve
statues of biblical figures filled niches around the room. Notably the statue of St. Luke was carved by
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drawing (Fig. 8.24). Kathleen Weil-Garris Brandt proposes that this work relates to the
other Pietà images of Michelangelo and Bandinelli, and like those it presents effigies of
the deceased buried below it in the shared artist’s grave. Here God the Father lowers the
Son into the grave, positioned in between two portraits of Pontormo and Bronzino. 825 The
chapel imagery as a whole expressed the objective of the Academy to unite the trinity of
the arts.
Commemoration after death was an important aspect to the founding; the
Compagnia also kept a record of where one could find the tomb monuments of its
deceased members. They celebrated the life and death of their members by requiring all
affiliates to participate in the formal funeral processions of its members. 826 A sketch
survives from the 1570s showing the funeral procession costumes of the accademici (Fig.
8.25). The leader hoists the tri-circle emblem signifying the union of the arts showing that
Michelangelo’s former emblem had been fully transformed into a symbol of the
Academy. Moreover, the communal burial site at the Cappella di San Luca was
established to ensure that all members, even if they could not afford it, received proper
burial. By first calling the group a compagnia, Vasari linked it to traditional charitable
duties of these groups, like that of the Compagnia di San Luca. Vasari’s painting of St.
Luke Painting the Virgin which was part of the chapel décor, now situated as the main
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altar, further communicates the effort to make this association (Fig. 8.26). 827 The
Compagnia di San Luca, a lay order for painters founded in 1339 dedicated to St. Luke,
the patron saint of painters, was active during the Quattrocento before fading in
importance during the Cinquecento. Artists such as Benozzo Gozzoli, Donatello,
Leonardo, Michelangelo, and Taddeo Gaddi were registered artists in the city. 828
As shown earlier, Michelangelo’s celebration in 1564 was unprecedented, but was
not the first time the newly formed corporation came together to honor the dead. As a
formalized group in the same year, they honored Tomasso di Stefano, a builder and
disciple of Lorenzo di Credi. He was buried in San Marco after receiving an honorable
procession organized by the Academy. 829 Jacopo da Pontormo died in 1556 or 1557 and
was the first to be buried in the Accademia’s chapel. In 1562, he was celebrated when his
remains were removed from the first cloister of SS. Annunziata where he was initially
buried under his own Visitation and carried in a night procession lit by torches around the
piazza. He was reinterred in the communal chapel where his fresco from San Ruffillo, the
Virgin and Saints, was also moved (Fig. 8.27). 830
In the center of the chapel floor, marking the communal crypt and serving as a
tomb marker for all buried there, is the honorific plaque designed and carved by
Montorsoli (Fig. 8.28). 831 The chiuso, cover, was dedicated on May 24, 1562, where the
tools of the sculptor (chisel) and the architect (square and compass) are placed
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hieratically higher than painting, a clear indication the sculptor’s response to the on-going
Quattrocento paragone. This is also notable in his preparatory sketch (Fig. 8.29). 832 Liana
de Girolami Cheney analyzed the relief slab in a Neoplatonic reading, discussing the
symbolism related to death and the search for lasting fame. In its center, the plaque shows
a mirror with an hourglass to the left, and a lantern on the right, symbolizing the dual
nature of time, temporal, which the hourglass tracks, and eternal, as a perpetually burning
lamp. These objects, according to Cheney, draw attention to the transitory nature of life
while alluding to its endless cycle, with the flame being a long-standing Neoplatonic
symbol of the ascension of the soul. Artistic paraphernalia, venerating the artists who
used them, encase the mirror which reflects the souls of the deceased below as they seek
ascension to heaven. The various scattered implements of the three arts tie together the
iconography of the chapel too, promoting the joining together of artists of the trades. 833
Cheney continues that the humanist artist would view the process of creation like
a mirror, absorbing and reflecting nature and the divine which falls in line with the
contemporary rhetoric of the Florentine literati, including Montorsoli. This linked the
artist’s role to that of God, as a divine creator. An inscription in the circumference of the
central oval echoes the imagery: “Floreat semper velin vita morte” which translates to
“May it flourish whether in life or death” 834 or “They (ie. the arts) always bloom, so in
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life as well as death” 835 Surrounding, in each corner, are four skull and cross-bones
bound by interlaced ribbons with a second inscription reading: “Mortui sumus, et vita
nostra ascondita est cum Christo in Deo” which means, “We are dead, and our life is
hidden with Christ in God.” 836 The deceased, collectively speaking in third person from
the grave, is a common type of humanist rhetoric found in tomb epigraphs and recalls the
tone of the epigraphs written by Poliziano, as previously discussed.
As the emphasis in the chapel decoration is on the unification of the arts,
Montorsoli selected Michelangelo’s emblem to advertise this. On the wall opposite
Bronzino’s Trinity, is an image of Michelangelo’s three-rings with an inscription
highlighting the group’s academic interests, stating “LEVAN / DI TERRA AL CIEL /
NOSTRO INTELLETTO” which translates to “we ascend from earth to heaven through
our intellect” (Fig. 8.30). 837 Montorsoli first used the design in his studies for an official
emblem for the Academy in the early 1560s, as mentioned. The symbol for the three
sister arts unified through disegno was not only officially used as insignia by the
Accademia del Disegno but was officially appropriated by the Accademia di San Luca in
Rome three decades later.
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Zuccaro and the Admiration of Raphael and Michelangelo

In 1593 in Rome, Federico Zuccaro, with the support of Cardinal Federico
Borromeo and with the consent of Clement VIII, formed the Accademia di San Luca in
order to study art theory and disegno, emulating the Academy in Florence of which he
had been a participating member while working there. 838 Federico’s involvement with the
Accademia del Disegno is evident by his appropriation of their founding iconography
symbolic of the unification of the arts, as well as their motto stating that the arts are
always in bloom, discussed above. Symbolism of the three vocations, as we saw, was
utilized greatly in Michelangelo’s funeral and in the Academy’s Cappella di San Luca. It
also surfaced in other ways in relation to some of Vincenzo Borghini’s projects for the
Medici. The Three Graces, for Borghini and Vasari, and Federico Zuccaro after them,
came to symbolize the sister arts, advocating a newfound unified profession (Figs. 8.31
and 8.32). 839
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Federico, who was from Urbino like Raphael, was a key factor in the spread of
the symbol of le tre arti del disegno outside of Florence. He worked in both Florence and
Rome, and first came into contact with Vasari while in Florence where he was admitted
to the Accademia in 1565. In 1590 he moved to Rome permanently, buying a house on
the Pincian Hill. Frustrated at the lack of professional status for artists in the city,
Federico directed his attention to founding an academy in Rome to be the equivalent to
the Accademia del Disegno. Backed by Cardinal Borromeo, and after fifteen years of
efforts, he succeeded in establishing a reformed Accademia di San Luca of which he was
elected president. The first official meeting convened at his home today known as
Palazzo Zuccari, the location of the Bibliotheca Hertziana. 840
Also like Vasari, Federico had similar goals in decorating his home in Rome: to
commemorate artists and elevate his profession. He painted portraits of artists and
allegorical scenes glorifying the arts on his ceiling and walls. These include the Three
Graces, which by this time symbolized the three arts, and the personification of Disegno
represented as the father of the sister arts (Figs. 8.33 and 8.34). Another of the
personification of Wisdom holds artistic implements (Fig. 8.35). The palazzo was used
as a meeting place and as a refuge for young, talented artists so that they could have a
place to live while establishing themselves in Rome. 841 There he gave lectures on disegno
which were recorded by his nephew Romano Alberti. Based on the notes from these
meetings, L’idea de’ pittori, scultori ed architetti was published in Turin several years
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later. 842 Federico proposed his theories on art which were influenced by the ideas of St.
Thomas Aquinas and articulated that the importance of a work is the concept first formed
in the mind, which is later transformed into physical expression. For the accademici in
Florence and Rome, disegno lay at the center of art making, but Federico believed the
ideas behind it were guided by a higher power, as the word derived from of the two
words for God (Dio) and sign (segno). 843 This concept is concretized in his depiction of
the personification of Disegno who favors God the Father.
Although Federico died in Ancona on August 6, 1609 and not much is known
about the later years of his life, he made sure his brother, Taddeo was properly
remembered. In addition to ensuring his suitable burial, as discused above, Federico also
made a series of drawings to pay tribute to the life of Taddeo. Made in vignette style,
these have a focus on the distinguished self-study of his brother, showing him drawing
from ancient and modern work, notably paintings by Raphael and Michelangelo,
discussed below. In this series too, there are portraits of four modern artists, which
included Raphael, Michelangelo, Polidoro da Caravaggio and himself which were likely
intended as studies for the decoration of his palazzo and were meant to place his relative
in the pantheon of of such eminent artists. 844 As Julian Brookes notes in his study of
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Federico’s drawings, these “served to show his influences but also the inclusion with
them glorified him,” a statement, which can apply to both Taddeo and Federico. 845
Morever, as Brookes stressed, one must consider the novelty of these drawings which
portray scenes from an artist’s life. At this time, the 1590s, there was no such precedent
save for the paintings which decorated Michelangelo’s ephemeral catafalque, which were
also monochrome in nature. 846 This type of construction of affiliation—a fabricated
artistic lineage and brotherhood—was preceeded by Taddeo’s burial near Raphael despite
the fact that he had no concrete tie to the master. Certainly too as an artist working in
Rome, it was essential to assimilate stylistic aspects of the city’s two most famous artists,
Michelangelo and Raphael. For the Zuccari in particular, their Umbrian ties no doubt
played a factor in their desire to assume the role of continuing as Raphael’s legacy.
Taddeo, with his sepulcral association to Raphael, was the first among a long list
of artists who made such connections, whether blatantly or more subtly, in their
memorials. This is similar to the way Vittoria referenced Michelangelo’s tomb imagery
in his own, claiming to be the Venetian Michelangelo despite the fact that he did not
work under the direction of the master or even know him. The scenes of Taddeo are
constructed to place the brothers in the realm of Raphael and Michelangelo, and like his
grave in the Cappella di San Luca, they memorialize him. One scene, for example,
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depicts Taddeo drawing by moonlight from Raphael’s paintings in the Villa Farnesina
which exhibits that his work was informed by that of the master (Fig. 8.36). In additon to
linking him to Raphael, numerous sketches also reveal Taddeo’s indebtendess to
Michelangelo, whose style was otherwise not particularly fashionable outside of Florence
at the end of the century. Although many artists such as Taddeo copied from the imagery
of the Sistine chapel, Michelangelo’s reputation in Rome was certainly affected by the
negative reception of the Last Judgment. 847 Nonetheless, for many men in the art word,
he was well respected, and the Zuccari worked in his unavoidable wake. Moreover,
Taddeo may have actually come in contact with Michelangelo in Rome. This possible
encounter is referenced by Federico who drew Taddeo and his workshop painting the
façade of the Palazzo Mattei. This scene shows Michelangelo passing by on horseback,
pausing to view the work-in-progress (Fig. 8.37). This, of course, elevates the work of
Taddeo; by creating a setting that illustrates that the great Michelangelo took the time to
stop and admire his brother’s work, Federico advances the artistic standing of his brother
and of the Zuccari family.
Additionally, Federico made portraits which helped further construct this
“relationship” to Raphael and Michelangelo. Two drawings by Federico are also believed
to have been preparations for the interior decoration of his Roman house. Copies of his
original designs from around 1600 exist that are perhaps more revealing than the
originals in regard to understanding more about the cult of Raphael and Michelangelo.
The two designs place the master in the pose of one of his own designs. Here,
Michelangelo is portrayed as his Moses in San Pietro in Vincoli and is shown surrounded
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by allegories of the arts (Fig. 8.38). In the margins, on the left and right in dumbbellshaped designs, are personifications labeled Painting and Sculpture. Architecture is
featured in a central roundel at the top. Another figure at the bottom, who is likely Fame,
holds a staff in one hand and in the other a flame, which often serves as a symbol of
immortality. Artistic implements are strewn about the bottom of the central area around
the artist. This tribute to Michelangelo shows that the iconography of his catafalque and
tomb monument came to represent the master and that his title as padre delle tre arti del
disgeno, which is inscribed on the sketch, was firmly affixed to his persona by this time.
The copy of Raphael’s portrait is similar in nature. He is shown as the prophet
Isaiah in his fresco at Sant’ Agostino (Fig. 8.39). On the sides, left to right are the Three
Graces which symbolize the sister arts and Disegno, the father of the arts. Similarly,
Architecture is displayed in a roundel at the top center, while Invention and Color are at
the bottom. 848 Federico’s selection of Raphael and Michelangelo was indicative of his
own agenda in how he wanted to promote the arts. Michelangelo as an artist clearly
symbolizes the father of the three arts of design, in fact, he was seen as the “embodiment
of disgeno,” as Julian Brooks points out. 849 The choice to include Raphael as Isaiah is
more layered in that the pose of Isaiah was taken from Michelangelo’s Sistine Chapel
ceiling, and in this case, represents a perfect model of one skilled artist learning from
another. 850
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This concept seems to be the intention of two related paintings, likely by a painter
in Federico’s workshop from around 1600, which depict portraits of Raphael and
Michelangelo. These unusual leather works, now on display in the Pinacoteca Comunale
in Macerata, are believed to possess the original frames which are inscribed (Figs. 8.40
and 8.41). Below the figure of Michelangelo reads: DUM PINGES VITAM MICHAELI
ZUCCARE REDDIS // TEQUE UNA ETERNUM NE MORIARE FACIS which
translates to “You give back life to Michael as long as you will paint, Zuccaro, and by
doing so you render yourself eternal so that you won’t die.” 851 The idea of creating an
artistic heritage is emphasized here along with the idea of perpetuating fame, recalling the
letter by Pico to Isabella stating that Raphael’s fame shall be his afterlife. The rhetoric of
these lines also fit into the tradition of humanist epigrams which extol the artist and his
capabilty to bring life to his art. Here though, the Zuccari, through their art, are
commended for carrying on the style and fame of Michelangelo in particular. Certainly,
in the case of Federico, by promoting the arts and his relative, his interest in celebrating
these masters was equaled by his interest in placing his brother and himself in their realm,
which can also be said for part of Vasari’s motive in his home décor. This is evident by
the inscription placed on Raphael’s portrait: “EN’ PATET IN TABULA MAGNI
RAPHAELIS IMA // ZUCCARE QUAM SOLUS PINGERE DIGNUS ERAS,” “here it
is that manifests in the last painting of the great Raphael that you, Zuccaro, were only
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worthy to paint.” 852 As shown, for artists working at the end of the century, the point of
comparison was still the work of either Raphael or Michelangelo, or both combined.

The Accademia di San Luca Thrives in the Wake of the Two Padri delle Tre Arti

As this study has shown, by this time, the turn of the sixteenth century, memorials
for well-known artists were the norm, especially those made in connection to the
academies. 853 Establishing and perpetuating fame was paramount, and was in effect, what
artists sought to express in their tomb memorials. This is a striking change from two
hundred years before when only a handful of artists had their own monuments. The role
of the Academy in the development of the concept of honoring excellence in the arts
cannot be overstated, and this development directly corresponds to the augmentation of
memorials. Regardless that there is clearly a cult centered around Raphael and his place
of burial in the Pantheon, the iconography of the burial site of Accademia di San Luca in
Rome corresponded more with the symbolism connected to Michelangelo and his funeral
and memorial. This is probably because Raphael’s tomb did not contain any secular
imagery.
The church that became the repository for the Roman art Academy began with the
personal desire of Pietro da Cortona in the 1630s. Cortona, as principe of the Accademia
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di San Luca, wished to renovate the Church of San Luca in the Roman Forum in order to
house his own memorial. During renovations, due to the discovery of S. Martina’s relics,
his initial plans of 1634 changed. 854 Today’s visitor is greeted upon entry to the upper
church with the floor slab dedicated to Cortona which features his crest and a laudatory
inscription (Fig. 8.42). A wall memorial marks the location where his body was interred
in the lower church featuring an inscription praising this nobility of both of his
professions as a painter and an architect (Fig. 8.43). 855
Despite the fact that his original intentions did not get executed, his memorial site
became a locus for burial of Academy members in the decades following his death in
1669, similar to Raphael’s grave location. The quaint church is crowded with wall
monuments and plaques dedicated to the accademici. Here, the concept of a communal
burial space—a place of comradeship in death—recalls the burial chapels of the Virtuosi
and the Accademia del Disegno. The décor takes after the iconography the Cappella di
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San Luca of the Florentine Academy too. In the right transept, a copy of a painting once
thought to be by Raphael is on display, standing as a symbol of the Academy, as Raphael,
of course, was seen as “the embodiment of the concept of the Academy.” (Fig. 8.44)856
The subject recalls Vasari’s altarpiece of St. Luke Painting the Virgin in the Cappella di
San Luca in Florence for the Accademia del Disegno. 857 Another thematic link exists on
each of the four spandrels in the nave of Ss. Luca e Martina. Here, a different evangelist
is depicted where underneath the saint a shield depicting a triangle composed of three
artistic implements is crowned by a laurel wreath (Fig. 8.45). Clearly inspired by
Michelangelo’s three-ring emblem first publicized by Montorsoli over a century before,
the stemma still symbolized the unification and professionalization of the trades showing
that it remained an untiring logo.
The motif was developed further and made the official seal of the Accademia di
San Luca under the leadership of Maratti (Fig. 8.46). The trinity of the arts symbolized by
the triangle composed of art tools is also accompanied by the Academy’s new motto
“AEQEA POTESTAS.” It derives from the writing of Horace: “Pictoribus atque poetis;
quidlibet audendi semper fuit aequa potestas” meaning that both painters and poets have
equal license in regard to everything. 858 By becoming the Academy’s official motto
during the early seventeenth century, meant to be a final declaration of the status of the
visual arts: they (especially painting) were valued equal to poetry as an intellectual
creativity. The logo and motto can also be seen featured in many early seventeenth856
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century memorials as well, for example on Sebastiano Conca’s tomb in Ss. Luca e
Martina as well as Salvatore Rosa’s grand wall monument in Santa Maria degli Angeli,
(Figs. 8.47 and 8.48). This is also where Maratti is also buried (Fig. 8.49). 859
The Accademia di San Luca thrived after Cortona’s involvement especially under
the oversight of Maratti, who played an essential role in the renovations of Raphael’s and
Annibale’s tomb site, as previously demonstrated. It is apparent that a new cult of the
artist as a type of hero formed during second half of the seventeenth century and the
memorial still stood at the center of interest as a way to pay tribute. 860 Maratti’s Raphael
worship continued the chain of artistic tradition in which the Accademia di San Luca saw
itself rooted, from Raphael to Annibale Carracci and Andrea Sacchi, and continuing with
Maratti himself. 861 His involvement was so great that he erected the portraits of Raphael
and Annibale, and their new epitaphs, in the Pantheon at his own expense. As a
developing artist, he found it essential to study, along with ancient art, the art of Raphael
and Annibale. It was Bellori who helped him obtain his first important commissions in
the 1650s. 862 As a Raphael enthusiast, Maratti restored the Loggia of Psyche from 1693–
1695 and the Vatican Frescos from 1702–1703. 863 Deemed principe of the Accademia di
San Luca in 1664, he was later bestowed the unprecedented title of principe for life in
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1701. Maratti collected art too, organizing an impressive celebration for past talented
artists where above all else, Raphael, was honored. 864
Hans Ost adds an interesting twist with a keen observation in viewing the 1675
print, Homage to Raphael, that despite Maratti’s voiced preference for the style of
Raphael, his loyalties sat midway between Raphael and Michelangelo. 865 The print was
produced in close connection to the changes he made to Raphael’s tomb. Although it was
not used as a blueprint, seems to express what Maratti would have done had he had has
full creative control and no financial restraints. 866 As mentioned, the image served as the
frontispiece of his Imagines Veteris ac Novi Testamenti a Raphaele Sanctio Urbinate in
Vaticani Palatii xystis mira picturae elegantia expressae from 1675 which contained
reproductions of Raphael’s work made by the printmaker P. Aquila. 867
The print features a combination of Bembo’s and Maratti’s concepts (like the
plaque Maratti hung) and depicts a personification of Fama, who announced the honor of
the deceased while holding the flames, a symbol of immortality. 868 This relates to the
iconography Montorsoli used on the chiuso in the Accademia del Disegno. Allegories of
arts also recall the Accademia’s celebrations upon the death of Michelangelo, which
similar to his tomb feature a bust of the deceased artist. The more important connections
here are the allegories of the three arts and the wreaths symbolizing glory and fame, as
864
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well as the other themes derived from Michelangelo’s catafalque such as Fama sounding
three trumpets. 869 This imagery also echoes Vasari’s portrait of the artist in his 1568 Vita
of the artist, where Michelangelo is surrounded by personifications of the arts, which is
later mimicked in Casa Buonarroti, as previously illustrated. 870 Maratti has successfully
utilized what was by then a sure way to recognize what we call “genius” and represents
what Ost deemed a new “genius religion” represented by the engraving. 871 Despite that
this triple honor was originally Michelangelo’s tribute made as a formula coined
specifically for him, by Maratti’s time, as Ost concludes, it seems that it could be used
freely to denote artistic ingenuity. 872
In the print, the inclusion of Sculpture rounds out Disegno. Architecture grips the
floor

plan

of

a

church,

extracted

from

Sebastiano

Serlio’s

Cinque

libri

dell’architettura. 873 Painting holds a brush, palette, and maul stick and carries the
inscription “Imitatio.” It appears to have been modeled after Cesare Ripa’s Iconologia
“che l’imitazione e congiunta colla Pitture inseparabilmente.” 874 A mask represents the
mourning of the artist. The personification leans over a table where Diana of Ephesus
symbolizes Nature as a source for the arts. 875 As shown in the preceding chapter on
Raphael, this concept was a prolific one in the years following the artist’s death, and as
this image testifies, is still a recognizable theme in relation to the early Cinquecento
painter. Also, as previously discussed, the classical ideas promoted by the Accademia di
San Luca during Maratti’s tenure emphasize Nature as a key theme. By studying the art
869
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of Raphael, late-seventeenth century academicians such as Bellori and Maratti believed
they were in a way filtering the beauty from Nature via Raphael’s selection, therefore
accessing the ideal indirectly. Therefore, as Ost argues, in Maratti’s etching, Raphael is
honored as the foundational pillar of art. 876 Moreover, his reuse of Bembo’s lines, in the
epigraph in the Pantheon and in the print, as well as in the portrait print for Bellori’s Vita,
where it is also translated into the Italian, emphasizes the alliance between art and nature:
“naturae atque artis foedus” where the emulation of nature rests solely on the role of the
painter, yet stresses that the function of painting is not merely imitatio. 877 This is clearly a
replay of Bembo’s famous couplet for Raphael’s tomb:

Ille hic est Raphael timuit quo sospite vinci
Rerum magna parens et moriente mori

Conclusion

As this study has shown, by the late Seicento, honoring the artist through the
creation of memorials was the principal way to publicly pay tribute to those in the trade.
This type of celebration took the form of prominent, large-scale monuments, and reflects
the elevation in the status of painters, sculptors, and architects during the Renaissance.
The growth in the size and number of such memorials from the Quattrocento through the
Seicento parallels the changes that took place regarding the social class, professional
position, and economic privilege of practitioners of the visual arts. Moreover, alongside
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art theory of the Early Modern period, tomb making became a tangible outlet for the
paragone of the arts and for comparison against each other. However, unlike, the treatise
and debates of the time which tended to favor painting, sculpture and its proponents
appear to have been favored in light of the sheer number of monumental, Cinquecento
memorials made for sculptors which outweighs those for the other two professions
combined.
The power of burying and mourning, and the resulting ability to provide a nucleus
for camaraderie and ritual should also be considered as important. The faculty to fashion
artist-patron identities and create artistic ties through the public spectacle of the funeral
and the permanent medium of the memorial, proved to be particularly essential for the
newly formed academies. The funeral ceremony functioned not only as a communal
display of local pride but it also served as a vehicle for the promotion the profession and
the arts in general. The display of emblematic iconography and inscriptions that link the
artist to his master became a palpable way to construct an artistic pedigree for that
particular artist and for that community of artists. For some, as was the case for the
followers of Raphael, being buried near their capomaestro solidified real or desired
connections even further. The display of what was believed to be Raphael’s skull in the
seventeenth-century Roman Academy exhibits the new regard for the artist. The physical
being of the artist came to be an object charged with meaning, like a holy relic; this
brings a greater understanding to the popular and overused trope of the time, the “divine
artist.” For others, viewing the unmarred corpse of Michelangelo, their padre delle tre
arti, upon the opening of his coffin after it arrived in Florence, left a lasting impression.
The miracle was affirmed by all those there by reaching down to touch his face. The
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physicality of these “artistic saints,” and their burial location, reflected something
metaphysical, as these were emotionally charged matters. 878
The phrase “cultural saints” today applies to movie stars and the like, functioning
“as shorthand to indicate a constellation of factors, including individual talent, real and
constructed personas, media, and consumer response, and lifestyle effects in both saint
and followers.” 879 The talent of Michelangelo and Raphael was reflected in their art
works, and their constructed public personas, at times, were left in the hands of
biographers and art writers. Moreover, their memorials became, in a way, a medium used
to broadcast constructed ideas. The artistic, humanistic, and public reaction recorded in
letters and diverse contemporary accounts about the deaths and subsequent mourning of
these two superstars reveals that as artists Michelangelo and Rapahael were regarded as
more than human. They were deemed otherworldly perhaps for a lack of an explanation
for the excitement that these two men elicited in their peers, and the following that they
gathered in life and after death. Despite the perceived otherwordliness of these two
“artistic saints,” as the abundance of portraits, biographical scenes, and allegorical
imagery of them attest, succeeding generations never failed to imagine their lives perhaps
in an effort to make them human. Jean-Auguste-Dominique Ingres and Eugène Delacroix
both put their romanticized visualization of each master in his studio into paint (Figs.
8.50 and 8.51). 880
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Today’s response to Raphael’s and Michelangelo’s art is still expressed in terms
and sentiments similar to those found in the hagiographic poems written on cartellini by
their contemporaries and left on their graves. This cultural tradition that existed in Italy
during the Early Modern period is still alive today. One of the last “leave a flower”
entries on the popular culture website findagrave.com for Michelangelo’s page, pays
tribute to what would have been the sculptor’s five hundredth thirty-seventh birthday, and
simply states “…You left the world with history that will live on forever. Thank you. Dianeღ.” 881 It seems the cult of the artist, today, as during the Renaissance, can be
defined by the affective nature that the artist had on those who were touched by his
presence, his art, or his myth. The tomb, therefore, then and now, serves as physical
evidence for something otherwise hard to substantiate. Indeed, the mere existence of a
website that provides the location of graves and a forum for making remembrances
reveals the persistence of a phenomenon that turns the grave into a papable locus of
adoration. However, it seems that this is not a concern for everyone. At the beginning of
my tomb hunt in the fall of 2009, when in San Giovanni dei Fiorentini in Rome, I spotted
the wall plaques for Borromini and Maderno, but wondered where they were buried.
Across the nave, I found the on-duty priest, nose deep in his newspaper, and asked,
“where are their bodies?” He looked up, perplexed, responded with an Italianate shruglike gesture lifting his chin and hands, and quipped, “Non importa. Sono in cielo
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8.37 Federico Zuccaro or studio, Michelangelo on Horseback Admiring Taddeo Painting
the Façade of the Palazzo Mattei, c.1600, oil on leather. Galleria Nazionale d’Arte
Antica, Rome.
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8.38 Copy after Federico Zuccaro, Portrait of Michelangelo as Moses, c.1600,
drawing. Gabinetto di Stampe e Disegni at the Uffizi, Florence.

407

8.39 Copy after Federico Zuccaro, Portrait of Raphael as Isaiah, c. 1600,
drawing. Formerly Christies, London (Dec. 8, 1987, lot 102 fig. 4).
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8.40 Copy after Federico Zuccaro or studio, Portrait of Michelangelo (left), c.1600, oil
on leather. Pinacoteca Comunale, Macerata.
8.41 Copy after Federico Zuccaro or studio, Portait of Raphael (right), c.1600, oil on
leather. Pinacoteca Comunale, Macerata.
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8.42 Tomb slab for Pietro da Cortona, upper church, Ss. Luca e Martina,
Rome, late 1600s.
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8.43 Memorial for Pietro da Cortona, lower church, Ss. Luca
e Martina, Rome, late 1600s.

8.44 Copy of St. Luke Painting the Virgin, once attributed
to Raphael, Ss. Luca e Martina, Rome.
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8.45 Detail of one of the spandrels, Ss. Luca e
Martina, Rome, late 1600s.

8.46 Frontispiece of Ordini e statuti dell’Accademia del Disegno de’ pittori,
scultori, e architetti di Roma, sotto il titolo e padrocinio di S. Luca, detail, 1716.

8.47 Memorial of Salvatore Rosa, detail, Santa
Maria degli Angeli, Rome, early 1700s.
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8.48 Memorial of Salvatore Rosa, Santa Maria
degli Angeli, Rome, early 1700s.

8.49 Memorial of Carlo Maratti, Santa Maria
degli Angeli, Rome, early 1700s.
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8.50 Jean-Auguste-Dominique Ingres, Raphael and La Fornarina,
1814, oil on canvas. Fogg Art Museum, Cambridge.

8.51 Eugène Delacroix, Michelangelo in his Studio, 1849–1450,
oil on canvas. Musée Fabre, Montpellier.
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